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5
6
7
8

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
1250 Northwood Center Court, Suite A
Coeur d1Alene, ID 83814
Phone: (208) 667-0100
ISB #04270
Attorney for Plaintiff

9
10
11

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIlE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE

12

13

ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING
COMPANY,

CASE NO. CV-00-35604

14

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN F.
MAGNUSON IN oPPOSmON TO
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION
TO DISMISS AMENDED
COMPLAINT

Plaintiff,

15
vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO, and its
successors and assigns; JOHN DOES I-X,
and their heirs, successors, and assigns;
and UNKNOWN OWNERS AND
UNKNOWN CLAIMANTS, and their
heirs, successors, and assigns, or any
other person claiming any title, right,
interest, or equity in the following
described property located in the County
of Shoshone, State of Idaho, to wit:

23

24
25
26

27
28
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1

2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17

Any and all right, title, and interest in and
to the following claims which are situate
in the north half, north half southwest
quarter of Section 16, Township 48 North,
Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone
County, Idaho and/or south half southwest
quarter, southwest quarter southeast
quarter of Section 9, Township 48 North,
Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone
County, Idaho: !MC Claim No. 17737
(Wilkie No. 21);!MC Claim No. 17744
(Wilkie No.6); IMC Claim No. 17745
(Wilkie No. 19); !MC Claim No. 17746
(Wilkie No.9); IMC Claim No. 17747
(Wilkie No. 10); IMC Claim No. 17748
(Wilkie No. 20); !MC Claim No. 17749
(Wilkie No. 19Frac); IMC Claim No.
17750 (Wilkie No. 9Frac); !MC Claim
No. 17751 (Wilkie No. 12);!MC Claim
No. 17752 (Wilkie No. 12Frac);!MC
Claim No. 17754 (Wilkie No.8); !MC
Claim No. 17755 (Wilkie No. 15Frac);
IMC Claim No. 17756 (Wilkie No. 14);
!MC Claim No. 17757 (Wilkie No. 15);
!MC Claim No. 17758 (Wilkie No. 16);
and !MC Claim No. 17759 (Wilkie No.
17).

18

Defendants.

19

20
21

22

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI )
JOHN F. MAGNUSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

23
1.

I am the attorney of record for Plaintiff Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company in the

24
25

26

27
28

above-captioned matter. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and am
otherwise competent to testify thereto.
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1

SHOSHONE COUNTY CASE NOS. 12191 AND 12286.

2

2.

Two (2) separate cases involving the claims of Aberdeen-Idaho Mining Company

3
4,

5

(hereafter "Aberdeen") which are the subject of this suit were brought in the Shoshone County
District Court in 1954. Those suits bore the following captions and case numbers:

6

(1)

Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Company v. AberdeenIdaho Mining Companv (Shoshone County Case No. 12191); and

(2)

Aberdeen-Idaho Mining Companv v. Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining &
Concentrating Company and the State Board of Land Commissioners of the
State of Idaho (Shoshone County Case No. 12286).

7

8
9

10
11

On January 12,2000, I made inquiry of the Shoshone County District Court Clerk (Marla Anson).
A copy of my inquiry is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated by this reference. In

12
response to my inquiry (Ex. 1) Ms. Anson forwarded copies of the Court's registers for both

13

14

actions. Copies are included in the document attached hereto as Exhibit 1. The registers show that

15

the subject actions were both commenced in 1954. Case No. 12286 was dismissed in 1958. Case

16

No. 12191 was dismissed in 1959.

17

PROCEEDINGS IN SHOSHONE COUNTY CASE NO. 26876.

18

3.

In State ofldaho v. Sunshine Mining Company, Shoshone County Case No. 26876,

19
20

the parties litigated competing claims in and to unpatented claims in the same Section 16 in which

21

Aberdeen's claims are located. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the

22

Court's "Memorandum Opinion and Order" of February 22, 1988 in Shoshone County Case No.

23

26876.

24
25

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Court's "Memorandum

Opinion and Order" of August 22, 1988 in Shoshone County Case No. 26876.

26

27

28
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1

2

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Court's "Judgment"

in Shoshone County Case No. 26876, entered September 15, 1988.

3
4

6.

The State originally appealed this Court's Judgment in Shoshone County Case No.

5

26876 to the Idaho Supreme Court. Said appeal was subsequently dismissed by the State with no

()

substantive decision on appeal. Accordingly, this Court's Judgment of September 15, 1988

7

remains in full force and effect.

8

PUBLIC RECORDS REOUEST TO IDAHO STATE OFFICE
OF THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
(UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR).

9

10
11

7.

On January 12,2000, I made a public records request, pursuant to the Freedom of

12

Information Act (FOIA) of the Idaho State Office of the Bureau of Land Management (United

13

States Department of the Interior). On January 26, 2000, the BLM responded to my request. A true

14

and correct copy of the cover letter of transmittal (dated January 26, 2000) which I received from

15

the BLM is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.

16

17

8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of a document produced by

18

BLM in response to my FOIA request. The four (4) page document sets forth a summary of

19

"Proofs of Labor" filed with respect to the Aberdeen claims at issue in this proceeding. The

20

summary shows the Proof of Labor were filed for the subject claims by Aberdeen with the BLM

21

for all years between 1995 and 2000.

22
23

9.

Collectively attached hereto as Exhibit 7 are sixteen (16) pages, each on a separate

24

form prepared by the BLM and entitled "Claim Recordation Data." The sixteen (16) pages

25

attached hereto as Exhibit 7 were produced by the BLM in response to my FOIA request.

26

27
28

10.

Pursuant to the sixteen (16) "Claim Recordation Dated" forms attached hereto as
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1
2

Exhibit 7, BLM acknowledges the following location dates for the following claims of Aberdeen
in Section 16, Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, State of

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13

14

15

Idaho:
Wilkie #21: August 10, 1951
Wilkie #6: July 6, 1940
Wilkie #19: October 9, 1946
Wilkie #10: July 28, 1945
Wilkie #9: July 28, 1945
Wilkie #20: October 9, 1946
Wilkie #19 (fraction): October 9, 1946
Wilkie #9 (fraction): October 9, 1946
Wilkie #12: September 1, 1945
Wilkie #12 (fraction): October 10, 1946
Wilkie #8: July 6, 1940
Wilkie #15: October 15, 1946
Wilkie #14: August 12, 1945
Wilkie #15: September 1, 1945
Wilkie #16: August 19, 1945
Wilkie #17: August 19, 1945
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of another document

16

produced by BLM in response to my FOIArequest. The document, dated April 11, 1991, is to Tom

17

Markland, Chief of BLM's Bureau of Minerals, from Linda Lou, Mineral Leasing Specialist for

18

the Idaho Department of Lands. The Memorandum addresses the status of the Section 16 at issue

19
20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28

in this proceeding. Ms. Lou concluded, and so advised Mr. Markland, as follows:
The outcome of [Shoshone] Case No. 26876 leaves some question with regard to
the State's mineral ownership in the north one-half and north one-half north onehalf south one-half of Section 16. The 290 acres leased to the Bunker Limited
Partnership (MLI092) cover numerous unpatented claims that were located after
1927, which presumably became valid under the Noonan Rule.
The unpatented claims held by Aberdeen Idaho, who still maintains the filing of the
annual assessment work, were the subject of extensive litigation in the 1950s.
There was no court decision reached in the dispute between Aberdeen and Bunker,
as they reached some type of working agreement and withdrew from litigation in
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I
1

1957. However, there is no telling how long this agreement will remain in effect.

2
PENDING PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS.

3
4

12.

On September 3,1999, BLM entered a Decision declaring Aberdeen's sixteen (16)

5
unpatented claims in the Section 16 at issue in this proceeding to be null and void ab initio. A true

6

7
8

and correct copy of the BLM decision of September 3, 1999 is attached hereto as Exhibit 9.
13.

On or about October 5, 1999, Aberdeen timely filed a "Notice of Appeal" from the

9

BLM decision of September 3, 1999 to the United States Department of the Interior Board of Land

10

Appeals. A true and correct copy of Aberdeen's Notice of Appeal is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.

11

14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Aberdeen's "Preliminary

12

13
14
15

Statement of Reasons for Appeal," filed on or about January 11, 2000 with the United States
Department of the Interior Board of Land Appeals in IDLA Docket No. 2000-22.
15.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the State of Idaho's

16

"Petition to Intervene as a Co-Respondent" in Aberdeen's pending appeal before the Interior Board

17

of Land Appeals (IBLA Docket No. 2000-22), dated January 28,2000.

18

16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a copy of Aberdeen's "Statement of Reasons for

19
20
21
22
23

24

Appeal," filed February 15, 2000 before the United States Department of the Interior Board of Land
Appeals in IBLA Docket No. 2000-22.
17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of Aberdeen's "Petition to

Suspend Proceedings," filed February 15, 2000 with the Interior Board of Land Appeals in IDLA
Docket No. 2000-22.

25

26
27
28

18.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of John F.
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1

I
Magnuson filed by Aberdeen in support of its Petition to Suspend Proceedings. Said Affidavit was

2

3

filed with the Interior Board of Land Appeals in IBLA Docket No. 2000-22 on February 15,2000.
19.

4

Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of the Interior Board of

5

Land Appeals Order of February 23, 2000, granting the State of Idaho's Petition to Intervene as a

6

Co-Respondent.

7
8

20.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of the State ofIdaho's

"Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Aberdeen's Petition to Suspend Proceedings," filed

9

10

on or about March 23,2000 with the Interior Board of Land Appeals in IBLA Docket No. 2000-22.
21.

11

Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of Aberdeen's

12

Memorandum in Response to the State of Idaho's Objection to Aberdeen's Petition to Suspend

13

Proceedings, filed or about April 21, 2000 with the Interior Board of Land Appeals in IBLA Docket

14

No. 2000-22.

15
22.

16

Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of John F.

17

Magnuson filed by Aberdeen in support of its response to the State of Idaho's Objection to

18

Aberdeen's Petition to Suspend Proceedings before the Interior Board of Land Appeals in IBLA

19

Docket No. 2000-22. Said Affidavit was filed in IBLA Docket No. 2000-22 on or about April 18,

20

2000.

21

23.

As of the date of this Affidavit, no decision has been rendered by the Interior Board

22

23

of Land Appeals with respect to Aberdeen's Petition to Stay Proceedings on Appeal in IBLA

24

Docket No. 2000-22 pending a determination by this Court as to the collateral effect, if any, arising

25

out of the Court's decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876.

26

27
28

24.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the State ofIdaho's
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1

answer to Aberdeen's appeal in IBLA Docket No. 2000-22. Said answer was filed with the Interior

2
3
4

Board of Land Appeals on or about April 29, 2000.
DATED

this:;<~ a~y of June, 2000.

5
6

7
8
9

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

zz......o1.

day of June, 2000.

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was served upon the
following via overnight mail on

this~d-~y of June, 2000:

18
19
20
21

22

Christie Cunnington
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho State Department of Lands
954 W. Jefferson
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-7000

23

24

It", -

25

26
27
28
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE
STATE OF IDAHO, et reI.,
CECIL D. ANDRUS, Governor; et aI,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
VS.

SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY, et aI,
Defendant.

Case No. 26876
MEMORANUM OPINION
AND ORDER

Cross motions for Summary Judgment to quiet title to certain
mining claims.
STEVEN J. SCHUSTER,

D~puty

Attorney General,

Boise, lawyer for plaintiffs
JOHN S. SIMKO, Boise and FRED M. GIBLER,
Kellogg, lawyers for defendants
Summary judgment is proper only when there is not a genuine
issue of material fact and the moying party
judgment as a matter of law.
Idaho 851 (Ct App 1986).

Ed!!,ards

i~

entitled to

~ ~onche!!!co,

Inc., 111

In ruling on a summary judgment motion,

in a case to be tried to a jury, the facts are to be liberally
construed in favor of the party opposing the motion, and that
party is to be accorded the benefit of all favorable inferences
which might reasonably be drawn from the evidence.
Campbell, 107 Idaho 398 (1984).

Thomas v.

When ruling on summary judgment
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.EXHIBIT 2

in a case without a jury,

the

judge is

required to view

conflicting evidentiary facts in favor of the non moving party,
but not necessarily to draw inference from uncontrovered facts in
the non moving party's favor; rather the judge can draw those
inferences which he deems most probable.
Idaho 668 (ct App 1986).

Argyle ~ Slemaker, 107

This case is to be tried without a jury

and the facts and inferences hereinafter stated are construed
pursuant to Argyle.
PRELIMINARY MATTERS
Plaintiff

(hereinafter "State") has filed a

partial summary judgment on the issue of title

motion for

to the mining

claims in question but reserving any question regarding damages.
Defendants

(hereinafter "Sunshine") have filed a 'motion seeking

summary judgment both on the issue of title to the mining claims
and alternatively on the issue of damages.

Sunshine's motion for

summary judgment on the issue of damages is predicated upon the
doctrine of extralateral rights.

The parties have agreed that

any issue of damages should be reserved for determination at a
later time.

Therefore this motion for summary judgment will deal

solely with the issue of the title to the mining claims in
question.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The essential facts are not in controversy, although the
parties dispute the conclusions to be drawn from the facts.
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The mining claims (hereinafter collectively referred to as
"Section 16 claims") in question are all located in Section 16,
Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County,
Idaho.

The claims and their respective location date and patent

date, if any, are:
CLAIM
Blue Goose No. 1
Blue Goose No. 2
Triangle (Duchess)
Gail Fraction
SCI 5
SCI 6

LOCATION DATE

PATENT DATE

May 9, 1935
May 9, 1935
April 14, 1931
February 25, 1935
April 12, 1935
April 12, 1935

unpatented
Unpatented
Unpatented
June 7, 1955
June 7, 1955
June 7, 1955

Section 16 is a "school section", that is, one of the two
sections in each township which were granted by the federal grant
to the State of Idaho on its admission to the Union.

At the time

of admission and up until the passage of the Jones Act in 1927,
"school sections" which were of a known mineral character were
reserved to the United States.

This reservation of mineral

sections gave rise in the State to a right to "in lieu" lands. 1
The parties have agreed that the facts are undisputed.
chronology attached to Sunshine's brief as Appendix I

The
is

acknowledged to provide an accurate statement of the facts and
the dates of the applicable constitutional and statutory
effective dates.

That chronology as amended by the Court is

I
Other federal reservations such as, national forest, prior
mineral and/or homestead entries also gave rise to the State's
right to in lieu lands.
The other reservations are not material
to this action.
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 3
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hereby adopted and attached hereto as Appendix 1.

The footnote

references in that chronology and the references to exhibits- are
those contained in the original.
ISSUES PRESENTED
1.

Did the State ever acquire title to the disputed Section

16 claims and, if so, when ?
2.

Did Sunshine ever make a valid location of the disputed

Section 16
3.

Is

claims?
the

State estopped from asserting

disputed Section 16

title to

the

claims?
DISCUSSION

1.

16

DID THE STATE EVER ACQUIRE TITLE TO THE DISPUTED SECTION

CLAIMS AND, IF SO, WHEN ?
Title to non-mineral school lands vested in the State on the

last to occur of

1) Idaho's admission to the Union (July 3,

1890) or 2) the acceptance of the official survey (November 29,

]. 9 12 ) •

Un i ted S tat e s y.!.. WY9.!!!i:.!!.9., 3 3 1 U. S • 4 4 0 (19 47 ) ;

States y.!. Morrison, 240 U.S. 192 (1916).

Un i ted

The 1927 passage of the

Jones Act (44 Stat. 1026) removed the mineral restrictions on the
various grants of school lands to the states.
Sunshine argues that the Jones Act grant of unappropriated
mineralized school lands was not complete until the State had
taken some action to accept the grant.

The Jones Act provided in

pertinent part as follows:
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 4
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That, subject to the provisions of subsections
(a), (b), and (c) of this section, the several
grants to the States of numbered sections in place
for the support or in aide of common or public
schools be, and they are hereby, extended to
embrace numbered school sections mineral in
character, unless land has been granted to and/or
selected by and certified or approved, to any such
State or States as indemnity or in lieu of any
land so granted by numbered sections.
(a)
That the grant of numbered mineral
sections under this Act shall be of the same
effect as prior grants for the numbered nonmineral
sections, and titles to such numbered mineral
sections shall vest in the States at the time and
in the manner and be subject to all the rights of
adverse parties recognized by existing law in the
grants of numbered nonmineral sections. (Emphasis
added) •
The emphasized language clearly states that title vests at
the time and in the manner of the grants of nonmineral sections.
The U.

S.

Supreme Court

has

established

the

rule

that

the

interest of the State in nonmineral school lands vests at the
date of its admission

into the Union or

the date of the

acceptance of the official survey, whichever is later, United
I

see

no

reason

why

that

interpretation should not apply to the grant of mineral school
sections under the Jones Act.
Sunshine's reliance upon
(Ariz. 1940) is misplaced.

Ro~ers

~

Be~er,

103 P2d 266

Although Arizona passed a statute in

1927 to accept the benefits of the Jones Act, the Arizona Supreme
Court did not hold that such a statute was necessary for title to
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vest.

The determination of when the state's title vested was not

required in determining the issue posed.
In Rodgers the claims which were upheld were found to have
been validly located prior to the vesting of title in Arizona via
either the Enabling Act or the Jones Act.
In fact the court actually stated that:
" ••• title vested in the state following the passage
by congress on January 25, 1927, of the act
extending the grant to the state of sections
.•. eventhough mineral in character ... " Rodgers at
268.
Title to the Section 16 claims vested in the State of Idaho
upon the passage of the Jones Act on January 25, 1927.

2.

DID SUNSHINE EVER MAKE A VALID LOCATION OF THE DISPUTED

SECTION 16

CLAIMS?

Sunshine,

its agents or predecessers located the claims in

the early 1930's as indicated in the Factual Background portion
of

this opinion.

location".

This issue revolves around the term "valid

Having determined title

vested in the state on May

25, 1927, the issue can also be stated as follows:
After May 25, 1927, were the disputed Section 16 claims ever
available for mineral location ?

A.

Mineral locations on State lands must be made in

compliance with Chapters 6 and 7 of Title 47 of the Idaho Code.
Pr ior

to

the 1981 amendments,

Sunshine could make a

valid

location of the claims provided that within two years thereafter
Sunshine negotiated a lease with the State Land Board.
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 6
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Sunshine

does not contend that its location of the disputed claims were
made under the provisions of Chapter 7, Title 47, Idaho Code.
B.

Sunshine

claims.

doe~

rely on the "Noonan Rule" to support its

The "Noonan Rule" arrose out of Noonan v. Caledonia

Gold Mining Co., 121 US 393 (1887). The rule is that a party who

is in possession of a mining claim that was originally located on
land that was not available for locations but which subsequently
became available for mineral location, has a valid location from
the day the land became available.

Thus Sunshine's claim in this

regard depends upon the Section 16 claims becoming available for
location.

The lands would become available for location after

January 25, 1927 if for some reason they again became part of the
federal public domain.

Sunshine asserts that its claims were

validated by the Noonan Rule when the State filed its April 17,
1952 Indemnity List 853

[Defendant's Exhibit DJ.

The

state Indemnity List 853 was the initial step in the process by
which the State could exchange the Section 16 claims for lieu
lands.

This process is controlled by 43 USC 851, the regulations

adopted thereunder,

and the applicable provisions of the Taylor

Grazing Act of 1936 (43 USC s315 et seq.)
The State's authority for
sections

is proscribed

lieu land exchanges of school

by Section

8
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of Article 9 ·of the Idaho

Constitution

2

which

in

1952

contained

the

following

authorization:
The legislature shall have power to authorize
the State Board of Land Commissioners to
exchange granted lands of the state for other
lands under agreement with the United States.
The general powers and duties of the State Land Board were
set out in I.C. S58-104 which in 1952 provided in pertinent part
that:
The State Board of Land Commissions shall
have power: 1. to exercise the general
direction, control and disposition of the
public lands of the state.
The legislature had also provided specific authority
regarding particular in lieu land exchanges as follows:
I.C. 58-202

Lieu selections for school
lands sold prior to admission

I.C. 58-203

Lieu selections for school
lands homesteaded prior to
survey

I.C. 58-204

Lieu selections for school
lands in reserves

I.C. 58-205

Lieu slections for school
lands falling upon any lake
or navigable river

2
Prior to the 1939 amendment to Section 8 Art 9 of the Idaho
Constitution, the state could not exchange school sections title
to which had vested in the state. See Newton v. State Board of
- - - - -- - - - --Land Commissioners, 37 Idaho 58 (1923).
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None of the specific authorizations permit the lieu exchange
of the Section 16 claims herein question.

That authority must be

inferred from I.C. 58-201 in which:
The State of Idaho hereby accepts the
provisions of sections 2275 and 2276 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States as
amended by an act of congress February 28, 1891
(26 st. L. 796), and the rights and privileges
granted to states and territories by said act.
Section 2275, codified as 43 USC 851 in 1952 provided in
pertinent part that:
[O]ther lands of equal acreage are also hereby
appropriated and granted, and may be selected
by said State ... where sections sixteen or
thirty-six are mineral land,
Provided,
where any state is entitled to said sections
sixteen and thirty-six, ... notwi thstanding the
same may be mineral land ..• the selection of
such lands in lieu thereof by said st~te
•.. s h a 11 ·b e a wa i ve r 0 f i t s r i 9 h t to sa i d
sections. (Emphasis added).
The state

conced~s

that it initiated a lieu land exchange by

designating the Section 16 claims as base on Indemnity List 853.
This procedure had to be commenced under the authority of IC 58201

and

43

USC

851.

Sunshine

asserts

that

the

State's

designation of the Section 16 claims as base and the selection of
Lands in lieu thereof (Bannock County acerage) "shall be a waiver
of its right to said sections (Section 16 claims)".

This appears

to be the result mandated by the above emphasized language·of 43
USC 851.
This construction of 43 USC 851 was affirmed in California
v. Deseret Water, Oil §!.

Irri~tion Co!!!~!!'y,
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243 U.S. 415, 37 Sup

ct 394 (1917), the facts of which are analogous to the case at
bar.

The land involved in Deseret was a school section the title

to which had vested in the state of California

(hereinafter

California) pursuant to the usual grant of school lands.

After

title had vested, congress created a National Forest reserve that
encompassed the subject school section.

California designated

said school section as base and selected for exchange lieu lands
pursuant to the same federal statute involved in the case at bar.
While the

lieu land exchange was pending, Deseret commenced an

action under state law to condemn
subject school section.
the condemnation,

a right of way across the

The California supreme court sustained

holding that California retained title to the

school section and that· the condemnation was permissable under
state law.

See 138 Pac 981.

The U.S. Supreme Court reversed,

holding that California's designation of the school section as
base and selection of lieu lands was a relinquishment of
California's title such as to defeat Deseret's
- - - - contention under
state law.

This position was subsequently affirmed in Palne

~

State of New Mexico, 255 US 367, 41 Sup Ct 333, (1921) wherein
the U.S. Supreme Court characterized Deseret as follows:
In California v. Deseret Water, etc., Co.,
supra,
which involved a like waiver and
selection alleged to have been lawfully made and
to be awaiting action by the Secretary, the
United States, in a brief presented by leave of
the court, took the position that by the waiver
it acquired such an equitable right in the base
tract as prevented a condemnation of the tract
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 10
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as the property of the state. The state court
held the waiver and selection of no effect and
this court reversed that decision. Payne at 255
US 372, 373 41 Sup Ct 335.
It should be noted that Deseret dealt solely with the issue of
when the state relinquished its interest in the "base" rather
than when the state obtains an interest in the "selected lieu
lands. "
The

State contends that the adoption of the Taylor Grazing

Act in 1934, as amended,
~xchanges

changes the rules for lieu land

as the Secretary of the Interior is given discretion in

approving the selected lands.

Although this specific view is

. sustained by the U.S. Supreme Court in Andrus

~

Uta!!., 446 US

500, 100 S. Ct. 1803 (1980), the holding and language is just as
narrow as the emphasized language in the preceding sentence.
Lieu

land exchanges are at the least a two step process. First,

the State designates the base lands (school sections) and selects
the lieu lands. Secondly,

the Secretary of the Interior approves

the selected lieu lands.
Andrus goes no further than to give the Secretary of the
Interior discretion to approve the selection of the lieu lands,
thus reversing the contrary holdings in
of

Wy£~ing ~

Pa~,

supra, and State

United States, 255 US 489, 41 Sup Ct 393.

does not change the holding in Deseret.

Andrus

Andrus does not even

mention Deseret.
The general proposition having been established that a state
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wai yes its claims to base lands when it appl ies for an exchange
and selects lieu lands, that general proposition

must now be

applied to the facts of this case.
The State's filing of Indemnity List 853 designated the
Section 16 claims as part of the base and selected lieu lands.
This, however, does not resolve the issue. It must be determined
that the designated base lands qualify as "base", that is that
the designated base lands
[A]re mineral land, or are included within any
Indian, milita~y, or other reservation, or are
otherwise disposed of by the United States.
43 USC 851 prior to 1958 amendment
In determining the qualification of the designated base it
is

necessary

to

consider

the

applicable

Interior regulations (43 CPR part 270) in

Department

~ffect

of

the

on June 17, 1952

when Indemnity List 853 was filed.
The regulations proscribe assigning school-section lands as
base for indemnity selections by reason only of the mineral
character of such school-section lands.
added) •

43 CPR S270.17 (emphasis

On Indemnity List 853 the State indicated that

the

reason the Section 16 claims qualified as base was that they were
"mineral land patented."
43 CPR S270.l6 provides in pertinent part:
§ 270.16 Inde!!!nity for entire .!.~al subdivision
partly covered £y mineral entry. Where mineral entry
was made of any portion of the smallest legal
subdivision of a school section, that fact will be
taken as determining the right of the St~te to
indemnity for the entire legal subdivision upon
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proper showing that the State has not made any
disposition of the land not embraced in such mineral
entry.
The

term

legal

subdivision

refers

to

the

smallest

subdivision under the congressional system of surveying,
quarter-quarter sections or government lots.

namely

See 43 USC ~s751-

753, Greenblum v. Gregory, 294 P. 971.
From a review of the States Exhibits E, F, G, H, I and J it
appears each Illegal subdivision ll within which the Section 16
claims are located is subject in part to a valid mineral location
predating the State's title.

[January 25,

1927]

Thus,

the

Section 16 claims appear to constitute valid base pursuant to 43
usc saSl and 43 CFR S270.16

3

The applicable regulations provide:
The assignment of a portion of the smallest
legal subdivision of a school section as the
basis,
in whole or part,
for indemnity
selections, is permitted; but such assignment is
an election by the state to take indemnity for
the entire subdivision, and is a waiver of its
right to such subdivision, and any remaining
balance must be used for future selections 43 CFR
S270.4
Pursuant to 43 USC ~851 the State "waived its right" to the
3 The word appears is used because the determination that the
Section 16 claims are all located within legal subdivisions
containing other valid mineral entries is based almost entirely
upon my drawing lines creating quarter quarter sections on a copy
of State's Exhibit G. I do not belive this issue is within the
provisions of the undisputed facts submitted on this motion for
summary judgment. See the conclusion of this opinion ante.
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Section 16 claims when it filed its indemnity list 853 on April
17, 1952.
1953.

The State withdrew Indemnity List 853 on November 23,

During this nineteen month "window" Sunshine's right to

v

the Section 16 claims became vested pursuant to the "Noonan Rule"
supra.
3.

IS THE STATE ESTOPPED FROM ASSERTING TITLE TO THE

DISPUTED SECTION 16 CLAIMS ?
Sunshine asserts that the language of the Norman Smith lease
(Defendants Exhibit J] estopes the State from claiming title.

I

find the language of the Smith lease to be ambiguous and
therefore in need of construction by the Finder of Pact.
Luzar:!.:.. Western Surety Co., 107 Idaho 693 (1984).

See

The issue is

not appropriate for summary judgment.
Even if the language of the Smith lease were construed
to normally work an estopple, I must conclude that the State is
not

estopped from asserting its rights to the Section 16 claims

premised upon either the Smith lease or the Department of the
Interior letter dated October 17,1945

[Exhibit CJ.

The State

holds title to school lands in trust for the people of the state.
Idaho Constitution, Art. 9, §8, Ech2. Ranch,
Idaho, 107 Idaho 808 (1984).

Inc. y!. State £f

As the trustee of public lands,

the

State stands as a sovereign against whom no estoppel can lie.
See State y!. TaYlor, 44 Idaho 353 (1927).
This is not to say, however, that if the Section 16 claims
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~

were proper "base",
of

that the State can ignore its lawful waiver

rights resulting from the

filing of Indemnity List 853.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The State acquired tit1e to the Section 16 claims on

January 25, 1927.
2.

Provided the Section 16 claims were proper "base" as

determined pursuant to 43 USC S85l and 43 CPR SS270.4 and 270.16,
the State waived its rights to said claims by filing Indemnity
List 853.
3.

Pursuant to the Noonan Rule, Sunshine's right to the

Section 16 claims became lawful upon the State's waiver of
rights.

ORDER

It appears that the factual issue necessary to resolve this
matter turns on whether or not the Section 16 claims were valid
"base" at

the

time

Indemnity List

853

was

filed.

That

determination mayor may not be an appropriate question for
summary judgment.

In any event it cannot be made on the present

record.
If the Section 16 claims did constitute valid base then this
case would be resolved in favor of Sunshine.
claims did not constitute valid base then title
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 15
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If the Section 16
would be quieted

in the State subject to the determination of damages and
Sunshine's claims of extra lateral rights.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that within twenty-one (21) days of
this order that the parties do
1.

one of the following:

Stipulate as to whether or not the Section 16 claims

constitute valid base;

2.

File appropriate motions for summary judgment on the

issue of whether or not the Section 16 claims constitute valid
base; or
3.

File with the Court their estimate of time necessary to

try the issue of whether or not the Section 16 claims constitute
valid base.
Dated this

.2'2-

day of February, 1988.

~,J~t

Judd,rDistrict Judge

l
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I

hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

has been mailed, postage prepaid, on this c2.;:::L-day of February,
1988 to:

steven J. Schuster
Deputy Attorney General
Statehouse
Boise, Id 83720

John S. Simko
Lawyer
815 Park Blvd.
Boise, Id 83702

Fred Gibler
Lawyer
PO Box 659
Kellogg, Id 83837

Hon. Don Swanstrom
Trial Court Administrator
Interoffice Mail

All First District Judges

The Advocate

.

I

'>Lt!.'7.... ,··fl., lL....-

erri Donovan, Secretary to
James F. Judd, District Judge
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APPENDIX

1:

CHRONOLOGY
~.

This chronology places the facts relating to the claims
within the context of public land law developments in Idaho
and the United states.
July 3, 1890

The Idaho Admission Bill.
sections 4, 5, 13
and 14 granted to Idaho, for the support of
the common schools, the unappropriated, nonmineral lands in Sections 16 and 36 of every
township, and authorized the state to select,
in lieu thereof, a quantity of surveyed unreserved, unappropriated land equal to the
withheld lands.
(Appendix II)

Feb. 28, 1891

26 stat. 796 (43 U.S.C. I 870 and 871).
Appropriated and granted to those states whose
public school lands were either mineral land,
or reserved by or otherwise disposed of by the
United states, "lands of equal acreage;" and
provided that a state's selection of in lieu
lands operated as a waiver of the base public
school lands.
(Appendix III)'

Aug. 22, 1898

U. S. Department of the Interior classified
section 16 as "mineral lands." (Exhibit A)

1911

Idaho statute 1911, ch. 39, sec. 1, p. 85:
(i) accepted the benefits of the federal
government's February 28, 1891, lieu land
statute (codified as Idaho Code f 58-201), and
(ii) authored the Idaho state Board of Land
Commissioners to exchange lands in sections 16
and 36 which are mineral in character for
other lands .owned by the united states
(codified as Idaho Code § 58-202)22.
(Appendix IV)

Nov. 29, 1912

The official survey of Township 48 North,
Range 3 East, B.M. was approv~d and accepted,
and all non-mineral, unreserved and unappropriated public school sections in Idaho became
the property of the state.

Jan. 25, 1927

Jones Act (44 stat. 1026).23

Allowed grants

22 The portion of § 58-202 which authorized the exchange
of mineral lands was deleted in 1974.
23 43 U.S.C.
and 1954.

§§

870 and 871, before amendments in 1932
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of public school lands to include lands of a
mineral character.
(Appendix V)
Apr. 28, 1930

46 stat. 257 (43 U.S.C. 1872) Enabled the
Commissioner of the General Land Offic~,; (now
the Secretary of the IntE!;"ior) to execute a
quitclaim deed to a grantor whose application
to the united States "for an exchange of
lands, or for any other purpose" is "withdrawn
or rejected."

April 14, 1931 Triangle (Duchess) unpatented claim located.
Feb. 25, 1935

Gail Fraction claim located.

Apr. 12, 1935

SCI 5 and 6 claims located.

Hay 9, 1935

Blue Goose 1 and 2 unpatented claims located.

June 26, 1934

Taylor Grazing Act of 1934(43 U.S.C. I 315f)
Gave the Secretary of the Interior the
authority to classify federal lands to see if
they are suitable for exchange with the
s;tates.

Nov. 5, 1936

Patent application filed
SCI 5 and SCI 6.

Nov. 1936

Amendment to Article 9, S'ection 8 of the Idaho
state constitution added: "The legislature
shall have power to authorize the state board
of land commissioners to exchange granted
lands of the state for other lands under
agreement with the United states."24

for Gail

Fraction,

Sept. 17, 1945 United States Department of the Interior
advised that "the state Land Department and
stated that sec. 16, T. 48 N., R. 3E., was not
now and never had been owned by the state of
Idaho." (Exhibit B)
oct. 17, 1945

The Department of the Interior advised that
its records did n6t show that the State had
made any application for title to the unpatented land in section 16; and that the
State Forester's Office had advised that the

24 In Newton v. state Board of Land Commissioners, 37
Idaho 58, 219 P. 1053 (1923), the Supreme Court of Idaho held
that there was no "constitutional" authorization for an
exchange of public school lands already owned by the State.
The amendment to article 9, section 8 of the constitution
enabled the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners to
exercise the powers granted to them under I.C. i 58-202.
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state does not claim any ot the above section.
(Exhibit C)
April 17, 1952 The state submitted to the Department of the
Interior its List 853, which relinquished all
ot Section 16, and sel~9ted 640 acres in
Bannock County as in lieu lands.
("List 853")
(Exhibit D)
May 26, 1953

D~par~ment of the Interior approved the classiflcatlon of the in lieu lands selected by th
State of Idaho and designated in the List 8S;
exchange. (Exhibit E)

Nov. 23, 1953

Mr. Edward Woozley of the Department of the
Interior purported to "vacate" the Department's earlier decision -accepting all of
section 16 in exchange for other lands.
(Exhibit F)

Nov. 23, 1953

The state filed its application to withdraw
List 853. (Exhibit G)

Nov. 27, 1953

The United states Department ot the Interior
closed the exchange tile for List 853.
(Exhibit H)

July 23, 1954

The state entered into a mining lease with
Norman M. Smith, in which it agreed that it
had no title to the land for which patents
were being applied, and also agreed not to
object to the pending patent applications.
(Exhibit I)

June 7, 1955

U. S.
Department of the Interior issued
patents for Gail Fraction and SCI 5 and 6.

June 26, 1956

Norman Smith dropped the patented claims from
his State Mining Lease.
(Exhibit J)

Aug. 27, 1958

The Pickett Act.
Amended 43 U.S.C. I 851 so
that states are no longer able to waive their
rights to mineral lands in sections 16 and 36
unless the land was appropriated before title
to the land was vested in the State.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE
STATE OF IDAHO, ex reI,
CECIL D. ANDRUS, Governor,
et aI,
Plaintiff,

v.
SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY,
et aI,

Defendant.

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

26876

MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

State's IRCP 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend
the Partial Summary Judgment entered February 22,
1988 and Sunshine's Motion for Summary Judgment.
Steven J. Schuster, Deputy Attorney General,
Boise, lawyer for State of Idaho, et al
John S. Simko, Boise and Fred Gibler, Kellogg,
lawyers for Sunshine Mining Company, et ale

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

This is an action to determine the title to certain
unpatented mining claims located in Shoshone County which for
convenience sake are referred to as "the Section 16 Claims".

The

factual background and the conclusions reached on the original
cross motion for summary judgment are set out in the Memorandum
Opinion and Order entered herein on February 22, 1988.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 1
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EXHIBIT .3

I. S~

The State has requested that the Court alter and amend the
partial summary judgment entered thereby asserting that this
Court has misread the applicable law.
Sunshinei in addition to opposing the motion to alter and
amend, has moved for summary judgment on the issue that the
Section 16 Claims constitute valid

"base" pursuant

to the

applicable version
of 43 USC S8S1 and 43 CFR ss270. 4 and 270.16.
,"
Thus, two questions are presented:
1. Should the February 22, 1988 order be altered or amended?
2.

Are the Section 16 Claims valid base?

These questions will be answered in turn.
DISCUSSION
1.

Should the February 22,

1988 order be altered and·

amended?
After careful review of the original authorities considered,
all the briefs of the parties, and the additional authorities
presented by the parties, I remain convinced that my original
order was correct.
The Land Qecisio!! cases presented by the State are clearly
illustrative of the Interior Department's struggle with the issue
of

whether or not State vested school sections subsequently

enclosed by a Federal reservation could be used as valid base for
in lieu land selections.

Quite properly Interior said yes.

Although various of the

~and

Decisions contain language

which intimates that a state's waiver of interest in the school
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 2
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sections become complete only upon approval of the selected lieu
lands by the Secretary of the Interior, such language is dicta.
All of the Land Decisions deal with the right of the State to
waive title to vested school sections subsequently included in
federal reservations not with the issue of when the waiver takes
place.
California y.=...

Des~et ~ater,

Qil

~

.!.rrigatio!!. CO!!!Eany, 243

U • S. 415, 3 7 Sup C t. 3 9 4 (1 9 1 7) s tan d s for the pro po sit ion s t hat

1) a state may designate as "base" state vested school sections
subsequently included within federal reservations and 2) such a
designation waives the state's title.

These holdings have not

been disturbed by subsequent court rulings.
The

State urges

Com!!!issioner~,

37

different result.

that

Idaho

~~~!~!!.

58,

I disagree.

y.=...

219 P.

~!~!~

1053

go~£~

(1923)

~f

~~!!.d

mandates

a

I find Newton to be consistent

with my reading of Deseret particularly when one remembers that
Wyo!!!in9.

~

United States, 255 U.S. 489 (1921) was not overturned

until 1980 when Andrus v. Utah,

446 U.S. 500 (1980) was decided.

S 851 mandates that the

The plain language of 43 U.S.C.

State's designation of the Section 16 Claims as base and the
selection of lands in lieu thereof constitutes a waiver of the
State's rights in the Section 16 Claims.
2. Are the Section 16 Claims valid "base" ?
Sunshine has filed an uncontroverted affidavit stating that

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 3
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each of the Section 16 Claims is located within a quarter quarter
section (legal subdivision) in which there is a valid mineral
1ocation predating the State's title. [January 25, 1927].
Nevertheless the State maintains that the Section 16 Claims
are not valid base as the State had not complied with the
applicable regulations and the Bureau of Land Management had
rejected Idaho's Indemnity Selection List No. 853.
However, the State's arguments do not reach the issue of
whether the Section 16 Claims were valid base.
270.4 and 270.16

(1949).

certificate required under

See 43 CFR ~~

The State's failure to provide the
~270.16

does not change the character

of the Section 16 Claims as valid base.
The State subsequently withdrew Indemnity List 853 on
November 23, 1953.
The State subsequently on May Ii 1954, submitted as base the
patented mining claims in Section 16 including those patented
claims described in the affidavit of Donald C. Long dated March
9,

1988 and filed herein on March 14, 1988.

By List No. 90 approved March 27, 1957 the State received
lieu lands as indemnity for the patented mining claims located in
the South half of the South half of Section 16.

That is to say,

the State has assigned as valid base, and received indemnity for
those portions of the described patented mining claims located in
the South half of the South half of Section 16, TWP 48 N R 3 E BM
described in pertinent part as follows:

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 4
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Loc~ted Prior
toJanu~~~ 1:.827

(2uarter Section

Claims

SW 1/4 if the SE 1/4

Portion of Rebel
Portion of BALDUR FACTION
Portion of Contact Mountain

SE 1/4 of the SE 1/4

Portion of Hiawatha
Portion of Stevie Corcoran

SW 1/4 of SW 1/4

Portion of Old Sol

The clear, unequivocal language of 43 CFR S270.4 provides
Assignment permitted of part of legal subdivision
as the basis for selection.
The assignment of a portion of the smallest legal
subdivision of a school section as the basis, in
whole or part, for indemnity selections, is
permitted; but such assignment is an election by
the state to take indemnity for the entire
subdivisi<;>n, and is a waiver of its right to such
subdivision, and any remaining balance must be
used for future selections. (Emphasis in original)
The State's assignment as basis of the above described
claims constitutes a
opening the way for

waiver to the entire subdivision,
the vesting of Sunshine's

right

to

thus
the

Section 16 claims under the "Noonan Rule".

ORDER
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Summary Judgment be entered
quieting title to the Section 16 claims in Sunshine,

to the

extent of Sunshine's claimed title.
The Court finds that this action was not pursued frivolously
or

without reasonable cause,

and therefore FURTHER ORDERS

Sunshine be awarded its costs of suit but not attorney fees.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 5
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that

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Sunshine shall prepare an
appropriate form of judgment and present the same to the State
for approval as to form prior to presenting the same to the Court
for entry.

,li,..... ,.,..--,/
f1 r '
Dated this _ _L__
' _ _day o~.Ju-lY-""'19 8 8.
1"7'")

I

,

, . --I'
~ ,

t..

L';:'"

__'7">

.

1

'. /

L c'. ~./
-

" ,

(Ja~es F. JUdd'~District Judge

\j
I

.

hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

has been sent postage prepaid or interoffice on this

.:J ..:)- day

{t'c.:... I (

. JU..l:j, 1988 to:
John S. Simko
Lawyer
PO Box 959
Boise, Id 83701

Fred M. Gibler
Lawyer
PO Box 659
Kellogg, Id 83837-0659

Steven J. Schuster
Deputy Attorney General
Sta tehouse Room 121
Boi se, Id 83720

All First District Judges
Hon. Don Swanstrom

The Advocate

1-,

~

BY_-,.!,c:-,..::-;.'f"",-(:...;t;:;..
.._t..--_'__::~7"'_'
_ _·-_/"_L._/_V_I_J_"'--v..;;;
.... __
. __ ,
Depu t y
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JOHN S. SIMKO
EVANS, KEANE, KOONTZ, BOYD,
SIMKO & RIPLEY
P.O. Box 959
Boise, ID 83701
Attorney for Sunshine Mining Company
FRED M. GIBLER
EVANS, KEANE, KOONTZ, BOYD,
SIMKO & RIPLEY
P.O. Box 659
Kellogg, ID 83837
Phone: (208) 784 -11 05
Attorneys for Sunshine Mining Company,
Bunker Limited Partnership, and
Pintlar Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE
STATE OF IDAHO, ex reI, JOHN V.
EVANS, Governor; PETE T.
CENARRUSA, Secretary of State;
JIM JONES, Attorney General;
JOE R. WILLIAMS, State Auditor;
JERRY L. EVANS, Superintendent of
Public Instruction, as the State
Board of Land Commissioners; and
STANLEY F. HAMILTON, Director,
Department of Lands,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 26876

JUDGMENT

SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY, a
)
)
Delaware corporation; THE BUNKER
HILL COMPANY, an Idaho corporation;)
BUNKER LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, an
)
)
Idaho partnership; and PINTLAR
CORPORATION, a Delaware corpora)
tion,
)
Defendants.

1.

JUDGMENT

I

)
)

21~XHIBJT

4

SS

This cause came on to be heard on cross-motions for
summary judgment to quiet title to certain mining claims in
Shoshone County, Idaho, and after finding that no genuine
issues of material fact exist, the Court entered an order
granting defendants' motion and directed that judgment be
entered in defendants' favor.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that:
1.

Title in and to the patented mining claims known

as the Gail Fraction, SCI 5 and SCI 6, and the unpatented
mining claims known as the Blue Goose #1, Blue Goose 12 and
Triangle (Dutchess), located in Section 16, Township 48
North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho,
is quieted in defendant, Sunshine Mining Company, subject to
whatever interests defendants, Bunker Limited Partnership
and Pintlar Corporation have by virtue of agreements
respecting said mining claims against any and all claims of
interest of ownership of the State of Idaho.
2.

The amended complaint of the State of Idaho is

hereby dismissed, and it shall take nothing by its
complaint.
3.

The Court's Memorandum Opinions and Orders dated

February 22, 1988, and August 22, 1988, respectively, shall
constitute the findings of fact and conclusions of law in
this matter.
4.

2.

Defendants are awarded their costs, but not

JUDGMENT
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attorney fees,

incurred in this matter, to be presented in

the manner set forth in Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure.
DATED

this

13 T-~ day of

.{ rp+,

, 1988.

Di'Srict Judge

3.
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Idaho State Office
1387 S Vinnell Way
Boise, Idaho 83709-1657

[n Reply Refer To:

1278 (00-02)
January 26, 2000

John F. Magnuson
P. O. Box 2350
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83816
Dear Mr. Magnuson:
Thank you for your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of January 12,2000, in which
you seek information related to 16 unpatented mining claims made by Aberdeen-Idaho Mining
Company.
These records are designated as public records because of public interest. You do not need to
site the Freedom of Information Act to obtain copies. Please feel free to visit our public rooms
or contact our office whenever you have a question concerning public records. You may search
these records any time during regular business hours of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. These records are
available for free public inspection. We charge a minimal cost recovery fee of $.13 per page.
We carefully searched and reviewed our records, and we did not find any information or records
that we must withhold pursuant to one of the nine exemptions of the Freedom of Infonnation
Act. We are enclosing:

1. All filings related to the location with location dates of the 16 unpatented claims in
particularity in the BLM decision of September 3, 1999; and
2. All filings for all 16 mining claims made by Aberdeen-Idaho from the date of location of each
claim through and including September 3, 1999.
Some of the enclosed copies were duplicated so many times that they are unreadable. Readable
copies of these records are maintained in the County Courthouse. The fees incurred in
responding to your request did not exceed $15 and are waived pursuant to 43 CFR 1.10(2). If
you have any more questions, please contact Lynn McClure at (208) 373-3885.
Sincerely,

~~;
/

~

.-

rYfanha G. Ha~
State Director

Enclosures
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5. Aberdeen Idaho Mining et a1
P.O. Box 469
Wallace, ID 83873
Listed below are the Idaho mining claim serial number(s) assigned to the
claim(s) you recorded in the Idaho State Office, Bureau of Land Management.
Please use this/these number(s) when writing our office.
Record transfers of interest with this office within 60 days of the date of
conveyance. We prefer a copy of the quitclaim deed or other legal instrument.
Also, please notify our office of any permanent address changes for the claim
owner.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS
BUREAU OF MINERALS
1215 WEST STATE STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83720

MEMORANDUM
. TO:
FROM:

DATE:

TOM MARKLAND
::::'

~:EAU OF HINERAL~

MINERAL LEASING SPEC~
SUBJECT:

April 11, 1991

I

STATUS OF SEC 16, TWP 48 NORTH, RGE 3 EAST, B.M.

Since this is one of the most involved and complicated mineral
issues involving the State's mineral title, I will attempt to
outline the issues involving this section in the following
discussion.
In October and November 1979, several lease applications were
received for a portion of the S~ of Section 16. These applications
were submitted to lease approximately 35 acres of land covered by
unpatented mining claims, some valid and some invalid.
All the applications were placed on a pending status until the
Bureau of Minerals could conduct an evaluation of the State's
mineral ownership.
This evaluation was necessitated by the fact
that the section was covered by numerous patented and unpatented
mining claims.
The study of the State's mineral ownership was completed in 1982,
with the following determination:
The section originally contained 651.24 acres.
246.154 acres, lost due to patenting, were received as
lieu lands through Clear List No. 90 dated March 27,
1957. There was one claim in this patent block that was
located after 1927, the year mineral title vested to the
State. Thus this claim, the Diana Group covering 5.748
acres, could be consider as patented by mistake of law.
However since the Department has already received inlieu lands for this group, it would probably be difficult
to have the patent revised deleting this group from the
patent.
Of the 405.086 acres remaining under State ownership in
1957, 288.915 acres were leased to Bunker Limited
Partnership - ML 1092.
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Of the rema~n~ng 116.171 acres, an additional 81. 604
acres were patented to the Sunshine Consolidated Group
in 1955.
This group included three claims, Gail
Fraction, SCI 5 and SCI 6 covering 17.36 acres, which
were located after 1927,
and could therefore be
considered invalid aS'they were patented by mistake of
law.
There are an additional 29.237 acres included in the
Snowslide and Snowstorm Claims (Big Creek Apex).
The remaining 5.33 acres are covered by the Blue Goose
Group.
The foregoing acreage figures have been confirmed by the BLM
through a determination of the State lieu lands completed in March
1986.
See
the attached plat of Section 16 for visual
representation of the acreage groups.
BOARD ACTION OF OCTOBER 1983

1.

Denied all pending applications for lease with respect
to the claims in the S~ of Section 16.

2.

Directed the Bureau of Minerals to verify the amount of
lands subject to selection because they were lost due to
patenting;

3.

Directed the Department to pursue the protest to the
patent applications for the Snowslide and the Snowstorm
Claims (Big Creek Apex);

4.

Directed the Department to quiet title for those claims
which were patented by mistake of law; and

5.

Directed that a public auction be held for those claims
that the State had clear title and for those claims that
the State could prove clear title.

To comply with the 1983 Board directives, the following actions
were taken:
1.

Denial of applications which had been pending since 1979,
and refund of fees was completed in October 1983.
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Prior to the Board denying the pending applications, both
Bunker Limited Partnership and Sunshine Mining Company
offered to lease the Blue Goose Group from the State,
maintaining these were the only available lands within
the S~ of the section as the remainder were covered by
valid unpatented claims, i.e. those claims located prior
to 1927.
They also maintained that as the valid
locators, as verified by the federal record, they were
the only companies holding rights in the Sl:1.
This
argument and offer were rejected by the Board.
2.

The Bureau of Minerals verified all of the lands lost due
to patent and confirmed these findings with the BLM in
1986. Those acreage amounts have been listed above in
discussion covering the State's mineral ownership.

3.

In February 1983, the State filed a protest to the
application for the patenting of the Snowslide and the
Snowstorm Claims (Big Creek Apex), holding that title to
the area under claim had vested in the State in either
1912 (Enabling Act) or 1927 (Jones Act).
In December
1984, the State's protest was dismissed by the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) on the basis that the burden was
on the State to prove that the patent applicant had
failed to make valid entry. The BLM held that the State
failed to prove that title had vested in the State.
The State appealed the BLM's dismissal to the Interior
Board of Land Appeals (IBLA 85-355).
The State was
successful in its appeal for the IBLA reversed the BLM
stating the burden is on a patent applicant to prove
claims are valid and are not school lands.
Judge Franklin D. Arness did not decide the issue; he
sent it back to the BLM to hold a hearing on the validity
of the mining claims.
But Judge Arness made it clear
that, "Idaho is favored in the proceeding by the
presumption that title to land passed under either the
Enabling Act or the Act of January 27, 1927." He added,
"The BLM erroneously dismissed the State's protest
despite the existence of presumptive title held by the
State. "
The hearing that was ordered by Judge Arness was held in
Hailey, Idaho on July 11, 1989.
However, before the
briefing could occur, Sunshine withdrew their patent
application for the Snowslide and the Snowstorm Claims.
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Based on this withdrawal, Chief Administrative Law Judge
Parlen L. McKenna entered an order dismissing the
proceedings stating:
"this proceeding, known as State of Idaho v.
Sunshine Mining Company and docketed IBLA 85-355,
is hereby dismissed with prejudice to Sunshine's
reapplying for a mineral patent ... "
Sunshine appealed Judge McKenna's decision, stating the
Judge had no jurisdiction to dismiss the protest
proceedings wi thprejudice. This appeal was heard by the
IBLA in 1990, (IBLA 90-13).
The IBLA reversed Judge
McKenna's decision and dismissed the proceeding without
prejudice.
The State was successful in having the patent application
for the Snowslide and Snowstorm Claims withdrawn.
However, should Sunshine make application to patent these
claims again, the State, in order to stop the patent
process f. will need to go through the same procedure
again; unless, at some pOint the State brings an action
to invalidate the claims.
4.

In 1986, the Department brought action to quiet title for
those claims patented by mistake of law which included
the Gail Fraction, SCI 5 and SCI 6.
This same action
also included the Blue Goose No. 1 and 2, and the
Triangle (Duchess) unpatented mining claims. The action
was heard in the District Court of the First Judicial
District of Idaho in Shoshone County, Case No. 26876.
By order of the summary judgement dated August 26, 1988,
the title to the mentioned claims was quieted in
Sunshine, to the extent of Sunshine's claimed title.
The basis for this decision hinged on the fact that the
State had used lands within the area of the claims as
base for lieu land selection, which in the Judge's
opinion constituted a waiver of the State's rights to
the subdivision encompassing the referenced claims. The
Judge cited 43 CFR s270.4 which provided:
"The assignment of a portion of the smallest
legal subdivision of a school section as the
basis,
in whole or part,
for indemnity
selections, is permitted; but such assignment
is an election by the State to take indemnity
for the entire subdivision, and is a waiver of
its right to such subdivision ... "
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In 1952, when the State originally filed Indemnity List
which designated the entire section as base and
selected lieu lands, the filing opened a "window" which
allowed the Sunshine claims to become valid under the
"Noonan Rule".
It was immaterial that the State's
selection was not valid and was later amended.
Thus,
the title to the referenced claims both patented and
unpatented
vested
in
Sunshine
according
to
the
Memorandum Opinion and Order entered on February 22,
1988.
853,

Prior to the final decision in the referenced case,
Sunshine was willing to compromise the issue of the
disputed claims and take a lease from the State by
issuing the State a quitclaim deed to the disputed
claims provided the State acknowledged the validity of
the other claims (Snowslide and Snowstorm) in Section
16.
5.

There has been no consideration to date for a public
auction of the remaining State mineral lands in the S~
of Section 16.
This is being delayed until a final
ownership determination of the lands under the Big Creek
Apex is made.

REMAINING ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Even though the title to the 5.33 acres contained in the
Blue Goose No 1 and 2 and the Triangle (Duchess)
unpatented mining claims appears to have been quieted in
Sunshine by Order of Case No. 26876, IDL legal counsel
should be consulted for confirmation.

2.

The outcome of Case No. 26876 leaves some question with
regard to the State's mineral ownership in the N~ and
N~N~S~ of Section 16.
The 290 acres leased to the
Bunker Limited partnership (ML 1092) covers numerous
unpatented claims that were located after 1927, which
presumably became valid under the Noonan Rule.
The unpatented claims held by Aberdeen Idaho, who still
maintains the filing of the annual assessment work, were
the subject of extensive litigation in the 1950's.
There was no court decision reached in the dispute
between Aberdeen and Bunker, as they reached some type
of working agreement and withdrew from litigation in
1957 .
However, there is no telling how long this
agreement will remain in effect.

SEC 16, TWP 48 NORTH, RGE 3 EAST
APRIL 11, 1991
PAGE 6
3.

A management decision needs to be considered whether the
State should contest the validity of Snowslide and
Snowstorm Claims pursuant to 43 CFR 4.450-1. This would
require a private contest to invalidate the claims which
cover approximately 29.237 acres. A suit of this type
would probably parallel the outcome of Case No. 26876.

4.

It is not recommended that the remaining lieu lands in
the section be used for selections, until we know if we
have any claim to the Snowslide and Snowstorm, since
listing the lands for selection purports to give up
title to the remaining legal subdivisions.
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Idaho State Office
1387 South Vinnell Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
In Reply Refer To:

3833 (933 LM)
IMC 17737
IMC 17744-52
IMC 17754-59

SEP 0 31999

CERTIFIED--RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
DECISION
Aberdeen Idaho Mining Co.
Box 469
Wallace, ID 83873
Unpatented Mining Claim
Null and Void Ab Initio
A recent review of the following 16 unpatented mining claims showed that the claims are located
on lands that were closed to mineral entry on the date of their location:

IMC

Claim Name

Date of
Location

17737
17744
17745
17746
17747
17748
17749
17750

'Vilkie #21
Wilkie #6
Wilkie #19
Wilkie #9
Wilkie #10
Wilkie #20
Wilkie # 19 Frac
Wilkie #9 Frac

08/10/1951
07/06/1940
10109/1946
07/28/1945
07/28/1945
10/09/1946
10/09/1946
10/09/1946

IMC

Claim Name

Date of
Location

17751
17752
17754
17755
17756
17757
17758
17759

Wilkie #12
Wilkie # 12 Frac.
Wilkie #8
Wilkie # 15 Frac.
Wilkie #14
Wilkie #15
Wilkie #16
Wilkie #17

09/0111945
10/10/1946
07/06/1940
10/15/1946
08/12/1945
09/0111945
08/19/1945
08/19/1945

The maps and data sheets attached to the location notices for the above claims, show the claims
to be located in the N~, N~SWY-t of Section 16, and a small portion of the S~SWY-t, SWY-tSEI;4
of Section 9, T. 48 N., R. 3 E., B.M. Idaho. (See enclosed maps.)
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These lands were patented with no minerals reserved to the United States. The patents were
issued during the time frame from 1912 to 1923, which was prior to the dates of location of the
above mining claims.
Because the lands within the NY2, NY2SWYI of Section 16, and the SY2SWlf4, SWY4SElf4 of
Section 9, T. 48 N., R. 3 E., B.M. Idaho, were not open to mineral entry on the dates the claims
were located, the above listed claims are null and void ab initio (from the beginning).
This decision does not relieve you of the requirement for reclamation of all areas disturbed by
your activities on lands covered by your mining claim(s) and/or site(s). Reclamation is required
by the Idaho Surface Mining Act, Idaho code-title 47 chapter 7, for all areas on private or state
endowment lands that have been impacted by surface mining and/or exploration since 1972.
Failure to reclaim the land to the satisfaction of the authorized officer of the agency upon whose
lands you have located may cause the agency to hold the claimant in a status of non-compliance
. under their surface management regulations. Contact Sharon Murray, Idaho Department of
Lands, at (208) 334-0231.
This decision may be appealed to the Interior Board of Land Appeals, Office of the Secretary, in
accordance with the regulations contained in 43 CFR, Part 4, and the enclosed Form 1842-1. If
an appeal is taken, your notice of appeal must be filed in this office (at the above address) within
30 days from receipt of this decision. The appellant has the burden of showing that the decision
appealed from is in error.
If you wish to file a petition (pursuant to regulation 43 CFR 4.21 (58 FR 4939, January 19, 1993)
(request) for a stay (suspension) of the effectiveness of this decision during the time that your
appeal is being reviewed by the Board, the petition for a stay must accompany your notice of
appeal. A petition for a stay is required to show sufficient justification based on the standards
listed below. Copies of the notice of appeal and petition for a stay must also be submitted to
each party named in this decision and to the Interior Board of Land Appeals and to the
appropriate Office of the Solicitor (see 43 CFR 4.413) at the same time the original documents
are filed with this office. If you request a stay, you have the burden of proof to demonstrate that
a stay should be granted.
Standards for Obtaining a Stay
Except as otherwise provided by law or other pertinent regulation, a petition for a stay of a
decision pending appeal shall show sufficient justification based on the following standards:
(1)

The relative harm to the parties if the stay is granted or denied;
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3
(2)

The likelihood of the appellant's success on the merits;

(3)

The likelihood of immediate and irreparable harm if the stay is not granted; and

(4)

Whether the public interest favors granting the stay.

/s/ l.YNN MCCl.URE
Lynn McCLure
Lead Land Law Examiner
Enclosures
maps
Form 1842-1
cc:
Jim Robbins, Emerald Empire Resource Area
Ken Sebby
John Magnuson, 424 Sherman Ave., Suite 205, P.O. Box 2350, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Sharon A. Murray, State Lands Dept., 954 W. Jefferson, Boise, ID 83720
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JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 205
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500
Attorney for Appellant

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA 22203
IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPATENTED MINING CLAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY

)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

Appellant.

)

--------------------------------)
COMES NOW Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, an

Id~ho

corporation,

the Appellant named above and herein, by and through its attorney
of record, John F. Magnuson, and respectfully submits this Notice
of Appeal to the United States Department of the Interior Board of
Land Appeals.

Appellant respectfully appeals from that certain

Decision entered by the United States Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management (Idaho State Office) on September 3,
1999, bearing reference No. 3833 (933 LM) (IMC 17737) (IMC 1774452)

(IMC 17754-59).

Appellant alleges as set forth herein in

support of its appeal.
I •

1.

PARTIES TO APPEAL.

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company I

the appellant to this

proceeding, is a corporation organized and existing under the laws
NOTICE OF APPEAL -- PAGE 1
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({)

of the state of Idaho.

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company is referred

to herein as "Appellant."
II.

1.

DECISION

SUBJEC~

TO APPEAL.

The Decision from which Appellant appeals is that certain

Decision ascribed reference No. 3833 (933 LM) (IMC 17737) (IMC
17744-52) (IMC 17754-59) by the Bureau of Land Management (Idaho
State Office), and dated September 3, 1999.
copy of

said Decision is

attached

A true and correct

hereto

as

Exhibit A and

incorporated by this reference.
III.

1.

AUTHORITY SUPPORTING

RIGB~

OF APPEAL.

Appellant's appeal from the Bureau of Land Management

(Idaho State Office) (hereafter referred to as "BLM") Decision
attached hereto as Exhibit A is authorized by federal statute and
federal

regulations promulgated thereunder,

including but not

limited to 43 CFR 4.1(b)(3), 43 CFR 4.21, and 43 CFR 4.410.
IV.' APPELLANT'S
1.

S~ANDING

TO PROCEED

WI~B

APPEAL.

Appellant holds title to those unpatented mining claims

identified with specificity in Exhibit A hereto.

By the Decision

attached as Exhibit A, the BLM has determined that the claims of
Appellant are "null and void ab initio.

It

Pursuant to 43 CFR 4.410

and the authorities identified in Section II, supra, Appellant is
vested with standing to proceed with this appeal.

NOTICE OF APPEAL -- PAGE 2
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V.

1.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF BASES FOR APPEAL.

Without waiving its right to file additional statements

of reasons and written arguments or briefs pursuant to 43 CFR
4.412(a),

Appellant

September

3,

1999,

respectfully
is

in

submits

error.

that

Appellant

Decision

has

of

previously

established by judicial decree, entitlement to the sixteen (16)
referenced claims. Said proceedings were concluded decades ago,
and Appellant is in the process of conducting independent historic
research to supplement its statement of bases for appeal.
2.

Appellant has contemporaneously petitioned the Board for

an extension of time within which to supplement its preliminary
statement of reasons for appeal.

Said Petition is incorporated

herein as though set forth in full.

VI •

1.

RESERVATION OF APPELLANT I S ADDITIONAL RIGHTS.

Appellant

respectfully

reserves

the

right

to

make

subsequent request of the Board for such hearings as are necessary
to develop factual issues arising out of the subject Decision.
Said request may hereafter be made pursuant to 43 CFR 4.415.
2.

Appellant

further

reserves

the right to

supplement,

augment, and develop the foregoing preliminary statement of issues
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.412.
VII.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF.

WHEREFORE, Appellant respectfully requests that this Board
grant the relief described below:
NOTICE OF APPEAL -- PAGE 3
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1.

For entry of an order vacating the BLM

(Idaho State

Office) Decision of September 3, 1999 (Exhibit A), and reinstating
the validity of Appellant's claims as described therein;
2.

For

an

award

of

reasonable

attorney

fees

and

costs

incurred in the prosecution of this appeal; and

3.

For such other and further relief as the Board deems just

and equitable.
DATED this

-:-h.

~ay

of October, 1999.

~;:~

(Miscwp2\aberdeen.app)
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States Department of the
BCREAC OF LA1\il)

r

YfANAGEYrE~i

Idaho Scone Office

-'

:387 $ouUl VinneH Way
Boise. [daho 33709

-,

,;)1

[n Reply Refer To:

3833 (933 L),t1)
IMC 17737
UvlC l7744-52
{N(C t 7754-59

CERTIFIED--REru&~

,.... ,........

...

~c.;

'1'\ ,.;)) ~aQQ

iJ

i-.Jvv

RECEIPT REQUESTED
DECISION

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Co.
Box 469
Wallace , 1D 83873
Unoarenred \t{ining Claim
Null and Void A.b (nitio
A recent review of the following 16 unpatented mining claims showed that the claims are located
on lands that were dosed to mineral entry on the dare of their location:

IMC

Claim Name

Date of
Location

17737
17744
17745
17746
17747
17748
17749
17750

\Vilkie #21
Wilkie #6
Wilkie #19
Wilkie #9
Wilkie #10
Wilkie #20
Wilkie #19 Frac
Wilkie #9 Fmc

08/10/1951
07/06/1940
10/0911946
07/28/1945
07/28/1945
10/09/1946
10/09/1946
10/0911946

IMC

Claim Name

Date of
Location

17751
17752
17754

Wilkie #12
Wilkie #12 Frac.
Wilkie =8
Wilkie .=#15 Fmc.
Wilkie :::14
Wilkie 415
Wilkie :=16
Wilkie =17

09/0111945
10110/1946
07/06/1940
101l5i1946
0811211945
09/0111945
0811911945
08/19/1945

17755
t7756
17757
17758
17759

The maps and data sheets attached to the location notices for the above claims. show the claims
[0 be located in the NY:. )fy:SW~~ of Section 16. J.Ild a small portion of the S~/~SWI.~. S\V~~SE~~
of Section 9. T. ~8 'N .• R. 3 E.. B.M. Idaho. (See enclosed maps.)
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These lands were patented with no minerais reserved ~o the r: nited States. The patents were
issued during the time thline from L9 12 to 1923. which was prior :0 the Jates of location of the
J.bove mining daims.
Because the rands within the :-iV::. :-JY:S~.;vI,~ of Section 16. md the S >/:SW~~. SWI:~SE~'4 of
Section 9. T. 48 :-I .• R. 3 E.. B.yt Idaho. were not open to miner::1l ~ntry on the dates the claims
were iocated. the above listed claims are null and void :lb initio ifrom the beginning).

This decision does not relieve you of the requirement :er reclamation of ail areas disturbed by
your activities on lands ~overed by your mining c!aimI5) and/or site( s). Reclamation is required
by the fdaho Surtace Mining Act. Idaho code-ritle
chapter 7. ter:111 areas on private or state
endowment lands that have been impacted by surtl1ce mining and/or expioration since t972.
Failure to reclaim the land to the satistaction of the authorized officer of the agency upon whose
lands you have located may cause the agency to hold the claimant in a status of non~ompliance
under their surface management regulations. Contact Sharon yfurray, Idaho Department of
Lands. at (208) 334-0231.

J.,

This decision may be appealed to the Interior Board of Land Appeals. Office of the Secretary, in
accordance with the regulations contained in 43 CFR. Parr 4.::md the enclosed Form 1842-l. If
an appeal is taken. your notice of appeal must be tiled in this office (at the above address) within
30 days from receipt of this decision. The appellant has the burden of showing that the decision
appealed from is in error.
If you wish to file a petition (pursuant to regulation 43 CFR 4.:1 (58 FR 4939, January 19. 1993)
(request) ter a stay (suspension) of the effectiveness of this decision during the time that your
appeal is being reviewed by the Board. the petition tor a stay must accompany your notice of
appeal. A petition ter a stay is required to show sufficient justification based on the standards
listed below. Copies of the notice of appeal and petition ~er a stay must aiso be submitted to
each pany named in this decision and to the Imerior Board of Land .-\ppeaIs and to the
appropriate Office of the Solicitor (see 43 CFR 40413) at the same time the original documents
are filed with this office. If you request a stay. you have the burden of proof to demonstrate that
a stay should be granted.
Standards for Obtaining :1 Stav
Except:lS otherwise provided by law or other pertinent regulation. a petition tor a stay of a
decision pending appeal shall show sufficiemjustiiication based on the roUowing standards:
( 1)

The relative harm to rhe parties if the stay is granted or denied:
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(:)
I

J)

(4)

The likelihood of the appe!1ant's success on (he merits:
The tiketihood of immediate :.:md irreparable harm if the stay :s not granted: lIld
Whether the public interest favors g11lIlting the stay.

lsi T.YNN

~CCT.URE

Lynn McCLure
Ll!ad Land Law Examiner

Enclosures
maps
Form 1842-1
cc:
Jim Robbins. Emerald Empire Resource Area
Ken Sebby
John Magnuson. 424 Sherman Ave.. Suite 205. P.O. Box 2350. Coeur d'A.1ene. ID 83816
Sharon A.. Murray, State Lands Dept.. 954 W. Jefferson. Boise. ID 33720
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1

2

3
4

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
1250 Northwood Center Court, Suite A
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500

5
6

Attorney for Appellant

7
8

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF lAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA 22203

9

10
11

12
13
14

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) (BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT) (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPATENTED MINING CLAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY,

15

Appellant.

16

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IBIA DOCKET #2000-22
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF
REASONS FOR APPEAL

17

COMES NOW Appellant, Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, by and through its attorney of

18

record, John F. Magnuson, and respectfully submits this preliminary statement of "Reasons for

19

Appeal" to this Honorable Board. Appellant has contemporaneously requested that the Board

20

allow Appellant an additional period of time within which to supplement the "Reason for Appeal"

21

22
23

24

set forth below. This Preliminary Statement is supported by the pleadings and submissions on file,
including the following submissions filed herewith:
(a)

Affidavit of John F. Magnuson re: Preliminary Nature of Appellant's
Statement; and

(b)

Appellant's "Petition for Additional Time Within Which to Supplement Its
Preliminary Statement of Reasons for Appeal."

25

26

27
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR APPEAL·· PAGE 1

28
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EXHIBIT

I(

1
I. PARTIES TO APPEAL.

2

3

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, the appellant to this proceeding, is a corporation

4

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho. Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company is

5

referred to herein as "Appellant" or "Aberdeen."

6

7

II. DECISIONS SUBJECT TO APPEAL.
The decision from which Appellant appeals is that certain decision ascribed Reference No.

8
9

3833 (933 LM) (IMC 17737) (IMC 17744-52) (IMC 17754-59) by the Bureau of Land

10

Management (Idaho State Office), and dated September 3, 1999. A true and correct copy of said

11

Decision was attached as Exhibit A to Aberdeen's Notice of Appeal and is incorporated herein by

12

this reference.

13

III. AUTHORITIES SUPPORTING RIGHT OF APPEAL.

14

15

Appellant's appeal from the Bureau of Land Management (Idaho State Office) (hereafter

16

referred to as "BLM") Decision attached as Exhibit A to Aberdeen's Notice of Appeal is authorized

17

by federal statute and federal regulations promulgated thereunder, including but not limited to 43

18

CFR 4.1(b)(3), 43 CFR 4.21, and 43 CFR 4.410.

19
20

IV. APPELlANT'S STANDING TO PROCEED WITH APPEAL.
Appellant holds title to those unpatented mining claims identified with specificity in the

21
22

BLM Decision. Through the referenced Decision, the BLM has determined that the claims of

23

Appellant are "null and void ab initio." Pursuant to 43 CFR 4.410 and the authorities identified

24

in Section II, supra, Appellant is vested with standing to proceed with this appeal.

25

V. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF BASES FOR APPEAL.

26
27
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF REASONS FORAPPEAL-- PAGE 2
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1

1.

Appellant timely filed its "Notice of Appeal" and contemporaneously petitioned this

2

Honorable Board for an extension of time within which to file Appellant's Statement of Bases for

3

Appeal pursuant to 43 CFR 4.412(a). In support of its Initial Petition for Extension, dated October

4
4, 1999, Appellant averred as follows:

5
6

7

(3)

Appellant believed that prior judicial proceedings have established Appellant's
entitlement to the claims which BLM has now attempted to declare void.

(4)

Appellant further believes that said proceedings were completed between 40
and 50 years ago. Appellant is attempting to conduct independent historic
research to supplement its bases for appeal with evidence of the prior judicial
proceedings.

8
9

10

See Petition for Extension (dated October 4, 1999).

11

12

2.

Due to the fact that many of the individuals with personal knowledge of the bases for

13

Appellant's appeal had died within the past 40 to 50 years, or could no longer be located, Appellant

14

faced a difficult burden in assembling information to support is appeal.

15

16

17

3.

Between October 4,1999 and November 30,1999, Appellant located some historic

files supporting its appeal in the Company's archives. Since some of the Company's materials had
been stored off-site, or were in "dead files," all of the company's records pertaining to this matter

18

19
20

21
22

23

could not be located by November 30, 1999. Accordingly, Appellant petitioned this Honorable
Board for an additional period of time within which to file its reasons for appeal.
4.

By Order entered December 6, 1999, this Honorable Board granted Appellant an

extension of time through and including January 7, 2000 within which to file its Statement of
Reasons.

24
25
26

27
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1

2

3

5.

Between the filing of Appellant's second Petition for Extension of Time and January

7,2000, Appellant exhausted all available means of searching its own archives, both on- and offsite, and located additional materials which bear on the issue before this Honorable Board.

4

5

6.

Between the filing date of Appellant's Second Petition for Extension and January 7,

6

2000, Appellant also sought to independently locate information bearing on the issue from third-

7

parties. These efforts proved largely unsuccessful with two (2) exceptions. Appellant was able to

8

identify two (2) judicial proceedings initiated in the First Judicial District Court of the State of

9

10

Idaho in and for the County of Shoshone in [he 1950s which directly related to the validity of the
claims at issue and any claim of the State of Idaho in and to the same. Those proceedings are

11
12
13

identified below:

(1)

Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Company v. AberdeenIdaho Mining Company (Shoshone County Case No. 12191); and

(2)·

Aberdeen-Idaho Mining Company v. Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and
Concentrating Companv and the State Board of Land Commissioners of the
State of Idaho (Shoshone County Case No. 12286).

7.

Appellant has yet to locate the two (2) referenced files at the Shoshone County

14

15
16

17
18
19

Courthouse but believes the same can be found through additional research and inquiry. Those
materials are necessary in order for Appellant to fully brief the reasons supporting its appeal.

20
21

8.

In addition, on January 7, 2000, Appellant discovered that a third-party holder of

22

patented and/or unpatented claims in the same Section 16 as the Aberdeen claims had previously

23

instituted a successful quiet title action against the State of Idaho, prevailing upon the reasons,

24

grounds, and authorities which Aberdeen will urge in support of its Notice of Appeal to the

25

26

Honorable Board. Counsel for the third-party, Sunshine Mining Company, was identified as Fred
M. Gibler. Counsel for Aberdeen spoke with Mr. Gibler on January 10, 2000. Mr. Gibler indicated

27
28
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1

that he would make his historic materials available to counsel for Aberdeen for Aberdeen's use in

2

prosecuting this appeal. Based upon the foregoing, Aberdeen's review of Mr. Gibler's historic files

3

4

could not be completed by January 7,2000.

9.

Contemporaneous with the filing of this preliminary statement of reasons for appeal,

5

6

and the accompanying Third Petition for Extension of Time, Aberdeen has made independent

7

request of Idaho's Department of Lands for copies of historic and relevant materials which the

8

Department may have regarding the matters at issue in this proceeding.

9

VI. HISTORIC FACTS AND LEGAL AUTHORITIES
BEARING UPON ABERDEEN'S NOTICE OF APPEAL.

10
11

12
13

10.

Pursuant to the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, Idaho was admitted

as a state of the United States of America on July 3, 1890. Section 4 of the Idaho Admission Bill
provided in pertinent part:

14
15

16
17
18
19

§4. School Lands. Sections numbered 16 and 36 in every township of said
state, and where such sections or any parts thereof, have been sold or otherwise
disposed of by or under the authority of any act of Congress, other lands equivalent
thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one-quarter section, and as contiguous
as may be to the section in lieu of which the same is taken, are hereby granted to said
state for the support of common schools, such indemnity lands to be selected within
said state in such manner as the Legislature may provide, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior.

20

11.

21

§13. Mineral Lands Exempted from School Land Grants-Lieu Lands. All
mineral lands shall be exempted from the grants by this act. But if Section 16 and 36,
or any subdivision, or portion of any smallest subdivision thereof, in any township,
shall be found by the Department of the Interior to be mineral lands, said state is
hereby authorized and empowered to select, in legal subdivisions, and equal quantity
of other unappropriated lands in said state, in lieu thereof, for the use and benefit of the
common schools of said state.

22
23

24
25

26

Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill provided as follows:

A true and correct copy of the Idaho Admission Bill is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

27
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1

2

3

12.

The sixteen (16) unpatented claims which the BLM declared "null and void ab initio"

in its Decision of September 3, 1999 are in the following legally described area located within the
County of Shoshone, State ofIdaho:

4

5
6

7
8

9

10

North half, north half southwest quarter of Section 16, and a small portion of the south
half of the southwest quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter of Section 9,
Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian Idaho.
See Exhibit A to Appellant's "Notice of Appeal."

13.

Appellant's location dates of the sixteen (16) unpatented claims are summarized in

the BLM Decision attached as Exhibit A to Appellant's Notice of Appeal. The location dates span
the period from July 6, 1940 (Wilkie No.6 (IMC 17744) and Wilkie No.8 (July 6, 1940) (IMC

11

12

13

17754)) to August 10, 1951 (Wilkie No. 21 (IMC 17737)). The remaining location dates were
between July 6, 1940 and August 10, 1951.

14

14.

15

These lands [Aberdeen's claims] were patented with no minerals reserved to the
United States. The patents were issued during the time frame from 1912 to 1923,
which was prior to the dates of location of the above mining claims.

16

In its September 3, 1999 Decision, BLM held as follows:

17
18

19

20

Because the lands ... of Section 16 ... were not open to mineral entry on the dates the
claims were located, the above listed claims are null and void ab initio.
See Notice of Appeal at Ex. A (p. 2).
15.

There is no dispute that the lands underlying the claims at issue were and are mineral

21

22

lands as that phrase is used in Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill. There is also no dispute that

23

from and after the location dates of each of Appellant's sixteen (16) claims, through Bu\1's

24

decision of September 3,1999, Appellant maintained dominion and control over all sixteen (16)

25

claims, and satisfied all BLM requirements for the continued maintenance of said claims in good

26
27
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1

standing with the United States Department of the Interior.

2

performance and filings, never questioning the same.

3

16.

BLM accepted Appellant's

Set forth below is a chronology of facts related to Appellant's claims within the

4
context of public land law developments in Idaho and the United States. A summary of these facts,

5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12

13

as set for.th below, was discovered by Appellant on January 10,2000:
July 3, 1890: The Idaho Admission Bill. Sections 4,5, 13 and 14 granted to Idaho, for
the support of the common schools, the unappropriated, non-mineral lands in Section
16 and 36 of every township, and authorized this date to select, in lieu thereof, a
quantity of surveyed unreserved, unappropriated land equal to the withheld lands.
February 28,1891. 26 Stat. 796 (43 USC §§870 and 871). Appropriated and granted
to those states whose public school lands were either mineral land, or reserved by or
otherwise disposed of by the United States, "lands of equal acreage;" and provided that
a State's selection of in lieu lands operated as a waiver of the base public school lands.
August 22, 1898. U.S. Department of the Interior classified Section 16 as "Mineral
Lands."

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

24
25

1911. Idaho Statute 1911, Chapter 39, Section 1, Page 85: (i) accepted the benefits of
the federal government's February 28,1891, lieu land statute (codified as Idaho Code
§58-201), and (ii) authorized the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners to
exchange lands in Section 16 and 36 which are mineral in character for other lands
owned by the United States (codified as Idaho Code §58-202) (prior to 1974
amendment).
November 29,1912. The official survey of Township 48 North, Range 3 East, B.M.
was approved and accepted, and all non-mineral, unreserved and unappropriated public
school sections in Idaho became the property of the State.
Januarv 25, 1927. Jones Act (44 Stat. 1026) (43 USC §§870 and 871, prior to 1932
and 1954 amendments) allowed grants of public school lands to include lands of a
mineral character.
April 28. 1930. 46 Stat. 257 (43 USC at §872). Enabled the commissioner of the
General Land Office (now the Secretary of the Interior) to execute a quitclaim deed to
a grantor whose application to the United States "for an exchange oflands, or for other
purpose" is "withdrawn or rejected."

26
27
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I

June 26,1934. Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 (43 USC §315t) gives the Secretary of the
Interior the authority to classify federal lands to see if they are suitable for exchange
with the states.

2

3

November 1936. Amendment to Article 9, Section 8 of the Idaho State Constitution
added: "The Legislature shall have the power to authorize the State Board of Land
Commissioners to exchange granted lands of the State for other lands under agreement
with the United States."l

4

5
6

7
8
9
10

September 17,1945. United States Department of the Interior advised that "the State
Land Department had stated that Section 16, Township 48 North, Range 3 East, was
not now and never had been owned by the State of Idaho."z
October 17, 1945. The Department of the Interior advised that its records did not show
that the State had made any application for title to the unpatented land in Section 16,
and that the State Forester's Office had advised that the State does not claim any of the
above section. 3

11
12

13
14
15

April 17, 1952. The State submitted to the Department of the Interior its List 853,
which relinquished all of Section 16, and selected 640 acres in Bannock County, Idaho
as in lieu lands.4
May 26, 1953. The Department of the Interior approved the classification of the in lieu
land selected by the State of Idaho and designated in the List 853 exchange. .

17

November23, 1953. Mr. Edward Woozleyofthe Department of the Interior purported
to "vacate" the Department's earlier decision accepting all of Section 16 in exchange
for other lands.

18

November 23, 1953. The State of Idaho files its application to withdraw List 853.

16

19
20
21

22
23

24
25

In Newton v. State Board of Land Commissioners, 37 Idaho 58, 219 P.1053 (1923),
the Supreme Court ofIdaho held that there was no "constitutional" authorization for an exchange
of public school lands already owned by the State. The amendment to Article 9, Section 8 of the
Constitution enabled the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners to exercise the powers granted
to them under I.e. §58-202.
The document containing this citation has been located but has not been physically
received or reviewed prior to the filing of this Preliminary Statement of Reasons for Appeal.
2

3

See Footnote 2, supra.

4

See Footnote 2, supra.

26

27
28
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1

November 27, 1953. The United States Department of the Interior closed the exchange
file for List 853.

2

July 23, 1954. The State of Idaho enters into a mining lease with Norman M. Smith
as to other lands located in this same Section 16 in which the State agrees that it had
no title to Section 16 and that it would not object to any pending patent applications.

3
4

5

August 27, 1958. The Pickett Act. Amended 43 USC §851 so that states are no longer
able to waive their rights to mineral lands in Section 16 and 36 unless the land was
appropriated before title to the land was vested in the State.

6

7
17.

Appellant asserts that Idaho's designation of this Section 16 as base and the selection

8
9

10

of lands in lieu thereof (Bannock County acreage) "shall be a waiver of its right to said sections
(Section 16)." This is the result mandated by 43 USC 851 in effect in 1952.

11

12
13

18.

All of Appellant's sixteen (16) claims in Section 16 were located prior to 1952 and

the State's April 17, 1952 submittal to the Department of the Interior of List 853, which
relinquished all of Section 16, and selected 640 acres in Bannock County, Idaho as "in lieu lands."

14
19.

15

Pursuant to 43 USC §851, the State "waived its right" to the Section 16 claims when

16

it filed its indemnity list 853 on April 17, 1952. The State withdrew Indemnity List 853 on

17
18
19

November 23, 1953. During this nineteen month "window," Appellant's right to the Section 16

20

claims became vested pursuant to the "Noonan Rule."
20.

The "Noonan Rule" arose out of Noonan v. Caledonia Gold Mining Companv, 121

U.S. 393 (1887). The rule provides that a party who is in possession of a mining claim that was

21

22

originally located on land that was not available for locations but which subsequently became

23

available for mineral location, has a valid location from the day the land became available. The

24

lands in this Section 16 became available for location after January 25, 1927 when they again

25

became part of the federal public domain based upon the State's submission of "Indemnity List

26

853."

27
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1

21.

In State of Idaho v. Sunshine Mining Company, Shoshone County Case No. 26876,

2

the State brought suit against Sunshine Mining Company, who also claimed to hold both patented

a

and unpatented claims in the same Section 16 at issue. Attached hereto as Exhibits B, C, and D

4

are true and correct copies of the following orders andlor judgments entered by the Court in

5
6

Shoshone County (Idaho) Case No. 26876:

7

(1)

Memorandum Opinion and Order (February 22, 1998);

8

(2)

Memorandum Opinion and Order (August 29, 1988); and

9

(3)

Judgment (September 15, 1988).

10

The foregoing submissions were discovered by Appellant on January 10,2000.

11

12

22.

The Shoshone County District Court, as to this same Section 16, adopted the legal

13

and factual rationale described in paragraphs 17 through 20 above. The Shoshone County District

14

Court quieted title to the unpatented claims of Sunshine Mining Company located in the same

15

Section 16 in which Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims are located. There is no factual or legal

16

distinction between Sunshine's unpatented claims or Aberdeen's unpatented claims.

17

23.

The decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876 was originally appealed by the

18
19
20
21

22
23

State of Idaho. The State subsequently withdrew its appeal. The case precedent and its holdings
became final and binding upon the State.
24.

The decision entered by the Shoshone County District Court in Case No. 26876,

adverse to the State, collaterally estops any claim that Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims remain State
lands under Section 16. In Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 183-84, 731 P.2d 171

24
25
26

(1987), the Court set forth five factors which must be considered in determining whether the
doctrine of collateral estoppel acts as a bar to relitigation of a final adverse decision:

27
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1

(1)

The party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and fair
opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case;

(2)

The issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in
the present action;

(3)

The issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation;

(4)

There was a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and

(5)

The party against whom the issue was asserted was a party or in privity with
a party to the prior litigation.

2

3
4
5

6

7
8

9

See also Western Indus. v. Caldver Assoc., 126 Idaho 541 887, P.2d 1048 (1994). All five

10

elements are satisfied here so as to bind the State based upon Shoshone County Case No. 26876.

11

VII. CONCLUSION.

12
13

Based upon the reasons and authorities set forth above, as well as those which will hereafter
be provided by supplementation, including evidentiary materials presented to the Board by

14
affidavit, Appellant Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company respectfully requests that this Honorable

15
16

17

Board reverse and vacate the BLM (Idaho) Decision at issue.
DATED this

10 7Z- of January, 2000.

18
19
20

21
22

23

24
25

26

27

Notary Public in and r the State of Idaho
Residing at: Coeur d' Alene
My commission expires: 11/13/02
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~
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PREAMBLE
. WHEREAS, The people of t he territory of Idaho did, on the 4th day of July,
1880, by a com-ention of delegates called and ass~mbled for that purpose,
form for themselves a constitution, which constitution was ratified and
adopted by the people of said territory at an election held therefor on the
first Tuesday in NovembE.~r, 188!l, which constitution is republican in form,
anci is in conformity wit.h the Constitution of the United States; and,
WHEREAS, said convention and the people of said territory have asked
the admission of said territory into the Union of States on an equal footing
with the original states in all respects whatever. Therefore,

§ 1. Idaho admitted to nnion-Constitution ratificd.-The state of Idaho
is hereby declared to be :l state of the United Sta.tes of America, and is
hereby declared admitted into the union on an equal footing with the original
states in all re:;pects '.'1h .. t e',-er; and that the consti tution which thp. people
of Idaho h:.we formed for themselves be, and the same is hereby, accepted,
ratified, and confirmed.
~ 2. UOl!ndlltir's of
r!e~c!"ibcd ;~~; fo!h,l'{S:

slalc.-The said state shall ('onsist of all the territory
J~'-'L'il!lli!lC' at the interf't·tI i(ln of the thirtY-ninth
meridian wilh ! he bntmdal:~.- lillcbetwl'en the Unitl~d Stat.es and the ' Britii'h
possessions; t h(~11 follo\,;;n).!"· :':.id meridian south until.it ..cache'S the slllllmit
of t.h~' Hille:' i ·! ':Jl)/: :'-.1 r)1I!!! :!i 'I:.: : Lhcllel' SOli t111:!<lSt ' \':' n! along t.he I'n~st of t.he
Bitter Root range alld the Continental divide until it intersects the meridian

163
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of thirty-four degrees of longitude; thence southward Oil lhi:; meridian to
the forty-seconu parallel. of laliLlItle; thence west 01! Lhis j):..Ir:!Ilel of ktitucle
to its intersection with a meridian drawn thrull~h (he muul h of L1w Owyhe:;
River; north 011 this meridian to the mouth of the O\vyIJee River; thence
down the mid-channel of the Snake River to the llllHilil oj' the Clean','ater
River; and thence north on the meridian which pa:~;;c:; i.hrou~h the mouth or
the Clearwater to the boundary line between the UniLed St •• les and the
British possessions, and east un said boundary line to lhe place of beginning.

"

'

~'"

~'i '

Boundaries of statt',
Idaho, art. 17. § 1.

~ee

Constitution or

• ,j

Representative in congress-Voters rc~istration iaw-OfficersAssumption of duties.-Until the next general cenSlIS, or until otherwise
provided by law, said state shail be entitled to one representative in the
house of representatives of the United States, and tr.e election of the representative to the fifty-first congress and fifty-second congl;es3 shall take
place at the time, and be conducted and certified in the same manner as is
provided in the constitution of the state for the election of stat.e, district, and
other officers in the first instance.
The Jaw of the territory of Idaho for the registration of voters sl:all apply
to the first election of state, district, and other 0I1ict'TS held after the admission of the state of Idaho. County and precinct Oifl{;ers elecled ~t the first
election held after the admission of the state of Idaho shaH assume the duties
of their respective offices on the second Monday of January, 1891.
::; 3.

. ~. .

...
~

~ 4. School lallds.-Sections numbered 16 and 36 in every township of
said state, and where such sections or any parts thcreoi, have cecn sold or
otherwise disposed of by or under the authority of any act of Congress, other
lands equivalent thereto, in legal subdivisions cr nut Jc~s than one quarter
section, and as contiguous as may be to the section in lieu of w'hieh the sallie
is taken, are hereby granted to said state for the suppon oi common schools,
such indemnity lands to be selected within said st:lte in such manner as the
legislature may provide, with the approval of the secretary of the interior.
~ 5. Sale or lease of school lands.-All land3 herein granted for educational purposes shall be disposed of only at public sale, the proct.'eds to constitute a permanent school fund, the interest of ,-,:hich only shall be expended
in the support of said schools. But said lands may, under such regulations
as the legislature shall prescribe, be leased for periods of not more th:,m five
years, and such lands shall not be subject to preemption, homeste:l(1 entry,
or any other entry under the land laws of the ljniled States, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, but shall be reserved for school purposes oniy.

~ 6. Grant of land for crcciion of public hllildings.-Fifty sections of the
unappropriated public land~ within said slate, to be ~e1edc<l and iocalt~d in
legal subdivisions as provid,:d in section 4 of this Act. shall he, and arc Iwreby,
granted to said state for the purpose of erectin),! puIJ!j.~ huildin~s:lt the capil ~I
of said state for legislative, CXl!c:utive, and judiciall'urpD:;es.
~

7. Public lands-Sale-Per cent paid state for school fund.-Fhte per
cent of the proceeds of tha sale.;; of pUblic lands lying within said state which
shall be sold by the United States subsequent to the admission of said ::itUlC
into the union, after dedtid in~ all the expenS;?$ il:cidem tn the same, shall

.'.

,'If'
,~

'.!

'1
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be paid to t.he said state. to be used as :-, permanent fund, the interest of
which only shall be expe!1ded for the support of the common schools within
said state.
~ 8. University land ~rant.-The lands granted to the territory of Idaho
by the Act of r;'euruary 18, 1881, entitled, "An :lct to grant lands to Dakota,
!'dontana, Ari7.nnn, Idaho, and \Vyoming, for uniyersit.y purpo~es," are hereby vested in the ::;tate of Idaho to the extent of the full quantity of 72 sections to said stale, :tnd any portion of said lands that may not have been
selected b~r said t-erritory of Idaho may be sclecl:ed by the said state; but said
Act of February 18. 1S81. shall be so amc!lded as to pro\'ide that none of
said lands shall be sold for less than $10 per acre, and the proceeds shall
constitute a permanent fund to be safely inn'sted and held by said state,
nnd the income thereof he used exclusively for universit)r purposes. The
8chools, c()I1e~e~, and universities provided for in this act, shall forever
remain under the exda~j\"e control of said stale, and no part of the proceeds
arising from the saie or disposal of any lands herein granted for educational
purposes shall be used · for the support of any sectarian or denominational
school, coilege, or university.
~ 9. Penitentiary granted to state.-The penitentiary at Boise City,
Idaho, and all lands connected therewith, and set apart and reserved therefor, and unexpended appropriations of money therefor, and the personal
property of the United States now being in the Territory of Idaho which has
been in use in said territory in the administration of the territorial government, includi:1g books and records and the property used at the constitutional convention which com"ened at Boise City in the month of July, 1889,
are hereby granted and donated to the state of Idaho.

Act of Febru:try eighteenth above referred to appears in 21 Stat., p. 326, ch. 61.

'

-

~ 10. AgricuH~m>.l colf!!ge land grant.-i'-Jinety thousand acres of land,
to be seJected and loc:ltctl as provided in section 4 of this Act, are hereby
granted to said state for the use and support of an a~rricuJtural college in
said :,t:.!tc, as p:-ovided in the Acts of Congress making donations of lands
Cor such purposes.

..

•

!

~ ~'

..

~ 11. Specific land urants for various state il1stitutions.-In lieu of the
grant of land fer purpose:.; of internal improvement made to the new states
by the eighth section of the act of September (to 1841, which section is hereby
repeaJed as to the state of Idaho, and ill liel: of any claim or demand by the
said state under the- Act of September 28, 1850, and section 247!) of the
Revised Statutes, making a grant of swamp and overt1owed lands to certain
state~, which gr~nt. is hereby declared, is not extended to the state of Idaho,
and in lieu of <lay grant of saline lands to said state, the following grants of
land are hereby made, to wit: To the state of Idaho: For the establishment
and maintenance of a seientific school, 100,1100 arres, for state normal
schools, 100,000; 1o. tho' :;upport and maintenance of the insane aS~'lum 10~aled at B!:u:kfoot. GO,OO() ;u·ref\; for the ~l.lpp()rt and maintenanee of the
stale HniVt'r::;itr. !oca! cd ;ti l'v[o~cow, 50,000; for the support and maintenance
of the penilcn!.iary, located at Boise City, 50,000 acres; for other ~tate,
!·haritau!t', (·duC'atiol i, ppnal :Iud refornwtll/·,'o' in~l.illlti(l\1~. lfiO.I)()O :lercs.
None of the !ands gran Led by lhis act shall be :-;oltl for less than $10 an acre.
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~ 12. Limitation on land grants and their n::ie.-The state of Idaho shall
not be entit.led Ie .1l1Y fUI'Lhel' or other gr: lnt.~ of land for any purpose than
as expressly provided in this act. And lhe lands granted by this ~ection
shall be held, appropriated and (lispflsed or l!xdu;;i\'0iy for the purpose
herein mentioned, in such manlier as lhe legidacure of lhe ~tate may provide.
~ 13. Mineral lands exempted from school land grants-Lieu lands.All mineral lands shall be exempted from t he grants by this act. But if
sections 16 and 36, or any :;ubdivision, or portion of any :;maliest subdivision,
thereof, in any township, shall be found by the dep:1rtm~nt cf the interior
to be mineral lands, said state is herehy authorized and empowered to select,
in legal subdivisions, an equal quantity of ulher unappropriated lands in said
state, in lieu there-of, for the use and bendit or the common school.:; of said
state.
~ 14. Selection and survey of I::nds gr:lllted.-All lands granted in
quantity or as indemnity by this act ~hal1 be iielected, under the direction of
the secretary of the interior from thi":: sun'eyed unreserved, and unappropriated public lands of the United States, \vithin the limits of the state
entitled thereto. And there shall be deducted from the number of acres of
land donated by this act for the speciik objlJc ts to said 3tate the number of
acres heretofore don"ted by congress to said wrritory for similar objects.

!:s 15. Appropriation to pay expenses of constitutional conveniion.-The
sum of $28,000, or so much thereof a.., mny be nece,3sary, is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the treasury not orherwise appropriated, fOI"
defraying the expenses of said convention, ::nd for tl:e payment of the members thereof, under the same rules and regui,'.liolls
at the same rates as
are now provided by law for the paymeat of rhe territorial legislatures, and
for elections held therefor and thereunder. Any money hereby anpropriated not necessary for such purposes shnll be t:overed into the treasliry of
the United States.

" '~~

.,

~

. " :- :

:.no

.'

.~

.:

..

~ 16. United States circuit and district courts.-T\:e said state shall
constitute a judicial dis(.rict, the name thereof to be the same as the name of
the state and the circuit and district courts [herefor shall be held at the
capita) of the state for the time being, and the s .. id district shaH, for judicial
purposes, until otherwi:;e provided, be ,!ttnched to the ~inth Judicial Circuit. There shall he appointed for said ciistriLt one district judge, one United
States attorney and nne United States marshal. The judge of said district
shall receive a yearly salary of $3500, payable in four equal instalments .
on the first days of January, April, July and (k!:ober cf each year, and shall
reside in the district. There shaH be appointed cle:'ks of said courts in the
said district, who shull keep their otnces :It the capital of s~id state. The
regular terms of said courts shall be held in said district, at the place aforesaid, on the first MOildr.y in April and the first ~[onday in l'-rovember of each
year, and only one gr,md jury and one petit jury shall be sammoned in both
circuit and district courts. The circuit and dis::rict courts for :mid district,
and the judges thereof respectively, shall POSS2SS rhe same powers and jurisdiction, and perform the same duties required to be performed by the other
circuit and district courts and judges of the Uniteri States, and shall be governed by the same laws and regulations. The marshal, district attorr.ey, and
the clerks of the circuit and district courts lIe ,3::\id district, anci all other
officers and persons performing duties in ~he adminiscr:.ition of justice therein, shall severally P_,-S';cS)3 the powers and perfor!~l the duties iawf..dlr po:;-

., l' ;
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sessed and required to he performed by ~imilar officers in ot.her districts of
the United States, and shall, for the services they may perform, receive the
fees and compensation allowed by law to other similar officers and persons
performing similar duties in the state of Oregon.
~ 17. Appeals 10 SUI,rcmc Court of United Slaies-Powers of federal
and state conrts.-AII cases of appeal or writ of error heretofore prosecuted
and now pending in the Supreme Court of the United Stat.es upon any record
from the Supreme Court uf.said territory, or that may hereafter lawfully be
prosecuted upnn any record from said court, may be heard ~i.nd determined
bv said Supreme Court of the l~nited States; and the mandate of execution
for further proceedings shall be directed by the Supreme Court of the
United States to the circuit or district court hereby established within the
said state from or to the Supreme Court of such sL.1.te, as the nature of the
c.ase may require. And the circuit, district and st.ate courts herein named
shall, respecth-ely, be the successors of the Supreme Court of the territory,
2S to all such cases arising ·,vithin the limits embraced within the jurisdiction
of such courts, respectively, with fu!! power to proceed with the same, and
award mesne or final process therein; and that from all judgments and decrees
of t.he Supreme Court of the territory mentioned in this act, in any case
arising within the limits of the proposed state prior to the admission, the
parties to stich judgment shall haye the same right to prosecute appeals and
writs of error to the Supreme Court of tile United States as they shall have
had by law prior to the admission of said state into the union.

or

~ 18. Pending actions.-In respect to all cases, proceedings, and matters
.. . now pending in t.he Supreme or dir.t.rict courts of said territory at the time
of the admission into the union of the state of Idaho, and arising within the
limits of such state, wherecf the circuit or district courts by this act established might have had !urisdictiol1 undel· the la,..-s of the United States had
such courts existed at the Lime of the commencement of such cases, the said
circuit and district ccurts, respcctiv('\y, shall be the successors of said Supreme <:.nd di"trict courts of saill t.cn·itory; and in respect to all other cases,
proceedir.gs, :lnd matters pentling in the Supreme or district court.s of said
territory at the tim~ of t.he admission of such territory into the union, arising
within the limits of ~aid state, the courts established by such state shall,
respectively, be the successors of sa.id Supreme and district territorial courts;
and all the files, records, indictments, and proceedings, relating to any such
cases shall be transferred to such circuit. district and state courts, respectively, and the same shall be proceeded with therein in due course of law; but no
'Hit, action, indictment, cam:e, or proceeding now pending, or that prior
to the admission of the state shall be pending, in any territorial court in said
territory, shall abate by the admission of such state into the union, but the
same shall lJe transferred and proceeded with in the proper United States
circuit, district, or state court. <!s the case may be: provided, however,
that in all ci"il actlons, causes and proceedings in which the United States
is not a part:--, transre!'s sha!l not be made to the circuit and district courts
of the United States, except upon \\Titten request of one of the parties to
such action 01' !>rocccdiJ!~~ filed ill th~ proper court; and, in the absence of
l'!uch request, such c..~~es shall be proceeded with in the proper state courts.

' -~.

~ 19. Laws of t:llited ~!at(:s--AJlI:!ic:lti()n.-F'rom and after the admission
of ~aicl stat.e into the union, in pur~a:mr:e of this act, the laws of the United
States not locally inapplicable shall have the same force and efrect within
the !3aid st.ate a~~ d~ewher(' within the United St.ates.
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20.

Representation ill

COIIJ!reM~.-The le,!i:-:Ia(l(n~ of

HiS
(lit! sail I ~Iall! Illay

elect two !;CnalOfS of the Fnilcd States a.s is providd by lhe eOIl:;Litulio!l I)f

said state, and the senators and representatives of said ~;late shall be endLl<!d
to seats in con~e5S, and to all the rights and privik';.(cs of ~,ell:lWrS and reprelicntat.ivcli or other s/:at;;.'. ill the COIl!{I'l'SR of (Ill! l itlill!d Sl::i.e:;.

~ 21. Territorial officers, continuance in "mec · 'I\'rrilurial lit WS, continuance in force.--Ulltillhe stale ollicers arc ~b.:teJ :LUll qudilicd umlcr the

provisions of the constitution of said state, the ofliCL'/"S of the rerritory of
Idaho shall discharge the lluti(:s of their respeclive oj/it'::; under the constitution of the state, in the manner and form as therein provided; and all laws
in force, made by said territory. at the time of its aJmi.~sion in to the union,
shall be in force in said :;i:n.tc, except as modiiied 0" changed by this act or
by the constitution of the ::;tate.
~ 22. Conflicting laws repealed.-AII acts or parts of <lcts in conflict with
the provisions of this act, whet-her passed by the lL~gi:;I~.ture of said tl.:rritory
or by congress, are hereby repealed.

Approved July 3, 1890.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE
STATE. OF IDAHO, et rel.,
CECIL D. ANDRUS, Governor; et aI,

)

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY,

et

Case No. 26876

)
)
)
)
)

al,

Defendant.

MEMORANUM OPINION
AND ORDER

tross motions for Summary Judgment,to quiet title to certain
mining claims.
STEVEN J. SCHUSTER, Deputy

;

A~torney

General,

Boise, lawyer for plaintiffs
JOHN S. SIMKO, Boise and FRED M. GIBLER,
Kellogg. lawyers for defendants
Summ·ary judgment is proper only w,en there is not a genuine
issue of material fact and the moying party is entitled to
jud9me~tas

a· mat ter.of law.

~~!!S!.

Y..:.. Conchem££!. !n£:.., 111

Idaho 851 (Ct App 1986).· In ruling on a summary judgment motion,
in

~

case to be tried to a jury, the tacts are to be liberally
.

construed in favor of the party

i
oppos~ng

the motion, and that

party is to be. accorded the benefit of:all favorable inferences
which might reasonably be drawn from the evidence.
Campbell, 107 Idaho 398 (1984).

!h£m!£

~

When ruling on summary judgment
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.i.n a case without a jury,

the judge is required to view

conflicting evidentiary facts in favor ~f the non moving party.
but not necessarily to draw inference fro;m uncontrovered facts in
the non moving party's

favor~

ra~her

the judge can draw those

ii.1ferences which. he deems most probable.
Idaho 668 (Ct App 1986).

Argyle

~

Slemaker, 107

This case is t9 be tried without a jury

and the facts and inferences

hereinaft~r

stated are construed

pursuant to Argyle.
PRELIMINARY MATTERS
Plaintiff

(hereinafter "State") has filed a motion for

partial summary judgment on the issue

~f

title

to the mining

claims in question but reserving any qu~stion regarding damages.
Defendants (hereinafter· "SunShine") have! filed a motion seeking
summary judg.rttent both on the issue of tLtle to the mining claims
and alternatively on the issue of damages.
s~mmary'

judgment on. the issue of

damage~

doctrine. of extralater·al rights.

Sunshine's motion for
is predicated upon the

'l'he parties have agreed that

any issue of c;1amages should be reserved for determination at a
1ater time.

Therefore this motion for summary judgment will deal

sClely with the

issu~

of the title to the mining claims in

question.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The essential facts are not in

co~troversy,

although the

parties dispute the conclusions to be drawn from the facts.
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The mining claims (hereinafter coJ.lectively referred to as
"Section 15 claims") in question are all located in Section 16,
Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County,
Idaho.

The claims and their respective location date and patent

date, if any, are:
CLAIM

LOCA'I'lON

Blue Goose No. 1
Blue Goose No. 2
Triangle (Duchess)
Gail Fraction
SCI 5
SCI 6

PATENT DATE

~

May 9, 193:5
May 9, 1935'
Apr.n 14, 1931
February 25~ 1935
April 12, 1935
April 12, 1~35

Unpatented
Unpatented
Unpatented
June 7, 1955
June 7, 1955
June 7, 1955

Section 16 is a "school section", that is, one of the two
sections in each township which were

g~anted by

to the State of Idaho on its admission

~to

the federal grant

the Onion.

At the time

of admission and up until the passage:of the Jones Act in 1927,

"school sections" which were of a known mineral character were
reserved to the united States.

This reservaticn of

mine~a1

sections gave rise in the State to a right to "in lieu" lands.
The parties have agreed that the facts are undisputed.
chronology

~ttached

to Sunshine's brief as Appendix I

1

The
is

acknowledged to provide an accurate s:taternent of the facts and
the dates of the applicable constitutional and statutory
effective dates.

That chronology as: amended by the Court is

1 Other federal reservations such as, national forest, prior
mineral and/or homestead entries also gave rise to the State's
right to in lieu"lands. The other reservations are not material
to this action.
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hereby adopted and attached hereto as

~ppendix

references in that chronology and tha

r~ferences

PAGE

I.

The footnote

to exhibits· are

those contained in the original.

ISSUES PRESENTED
1.

Did the State ever acquire title to the disputed Section

16 claims and, 1f so, when ?
2.

Did Sunshine ever make a valid! location of the disputed

Sec.tion 16

claims?

Is' the

3.

State estopped from: asserting title to .the

disputed Section 16

claims?
DISCUSSION
;

1.

DID THE STATE EVER ACQUIRE TITtE TO THE DISPUTED SECTION
\

·16

CLAIMS AND, IF SO, WBEN ?

Title to non-mineral school lands vested in the State on the
last to occur of
1890)
'1.912).

or

1) Idaho's admissiQn to the Onion (July 3,

2) the acceptance of the offi~ial survey (November 29,

United states,~ !!I.£.!!!ing,

331Iu.s.

440 (1947);

United

States!.:.. Morrison, 240 O.S. 192 (1916).' The 1927 passage of the
. Jones Act (44 Stat. 1026) removed the mineral restrictions on the
various grants of school 'lands to the states.
Sunshine argues that the Jones Act 9.rant of unappropriated
mineralized sohool lands was not complete until the State bad
taken some

act~on

to accept the 9rant.The Jones Act provided -in

pertinent part asfollews:
, MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 4
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That, subject to the provisions o~ subsections
(a), (b), and (c) of this section" the·several
grants to the States of.numbered se~tions in place
for the support or in aide of common or public
schools be, and they are hereby" extended to
embrace numbe~ed school sectio~smineral in
character, unless land has been 9ra~ted, to and/or
selected by and certified or approved, to any such
State or States as indemnity or in lieu of any
land so granted by numbered section~.
(a) That tile grant of nUIIIblered mineral
sections under this Act shall b~ of the same
effect as prior grants for the nurnbeired nonmineral
sections, and titles to such numpered 'mineral
sections shall vest in the States at the time and
in the manner and be subject to alIi the rights of
adverse parties recognized by eXisting law i~ the
grants of numbered nonmlnetal sections. (EmphaSis
added) •
The emphasized language clearly states that title vests' at

.

the. time and in the manner· of the grants of nonmineral sections.
The 0.

S.Supreme' Court has

establi~hed

the rule that the

interest of the State in nonmineral school lands vests at the
date of its admission into the Uni9n or the date of the
I

acceptance of the official survey, whiphever is later, United
I

se~ no·rea~on

why that

i.nterpretation should n'otapply to the ,grant of mineral school
sections under the Jones Act.

Sunshine's reliance upon RodgersY..:., Berger, 103 P2d 266
(Ariz. 1940) is misplaced.

Although Arizona passed a statute in

1927 to accept the benefits of the Jones Act, the Arizona Supreme
Court did not hold that such a statute wais necessary for title to

~ORANDUM
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The determination of when the state's title vested was not

required in determining the issue posed. :
In

~odgers

the claims which were upheld were found to have

been validly located prior to the ves.tin9. of title in Arizona via
.

.

e;i thee the Enabling Act or the Jones Act ..
In fact the court actually stated that:
" ••• title vested. in the state following the passage
by congress on January 25, 1927, of the act
extending tha grant to the stat~ of sections
.•• eventhough mineral in character ...... Rodge rs at
•

26S~

Title to the Section 16 claims vested in the State of Idaho
upon the passage of the Jones Act on Janu~ry 25, 1927.
2.

DID SUNSHINE EVER MAKE A VALID LOCATION OF THE DISPUTED

SECTION 16.

CLAIMS?

Sunshine,

its agents or predecesser.13 located the claims 1n

the early 1930's as indicated in the Factual Background portion
of this opinion.
location ll •

This issue revolves around the term "valid

Having determined title

vested in the state on May

25; 1927, the issue can also be stated

a~

follows:

After l.fay 25, 1927, were the disputep Section 16 claims ever
available for mineral location 7
A.

Mineral locations on State lands must be made in

complianc~.with

Chapters 6 and 7 of Title 41 of the !daho Code.

Prior to the 1981 amendments,

Sunshine could make a valid

location of the claims provided that within two years thereafter
Sunshine negotiated a lease with the State Land Board.
~~ORANDUM
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does not contend that its location of t:he disputed claims were
made under the provisions of Chap.ter 7, Title 47, Idaho Code.
B• .

Sunshine doe,s rely on the "Noonan Rule" !;o suppor.t its

claill1s~

The tlNoonan Rule" arrose out· of Noonan y.:. Caledonia

Gold !:!ining£2.:., 121 US 393 (1887). The rule is that a party who

is in possession of a mining claim that was originally located on
1and that was not available for locations but which subsequently
became available for mineral location,
the day the land became available.

~as

a valid location from

Thus;Sunshine's claim in this

regard· depends upon the Section 16 claims becoming available for
1ocation •. The lands would become available for location after
January 25, 1927 if for some reason they:again became pa·rt of the
federal public domain.

Sunshine asser~s that it~ claims were

validated by the Noonan Rule when the State filed its April 17,
1952 Indemnity List 853 [Defendant's

~xhibit

OJ.

The

,

state Indemnity Lisf B53was the initial step in the process by
which the State could exchange the
~ands.

Sec~ion

16 claims for lieu

This process is controlled by 43 USC 851, the regulations

adopted thereunder, and the applicable provisions of the Taylor
Grazing Act of 1936 (43 USC §315 et seq~)
The State's authority for
sections

~ORANDUM

is proscribed

lieu land exchanges of school

by Section

8

i

~f
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Article

9~f

the Idaho
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PAGE
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Constitution

2

which

in

1952

contained

the

following

authorization:
The legislature shall have power to authorize
the State Board of Land Commissi6ners to
exchangegcanted.lands of the state for other
lands under a9ree~en~ with the United States.
The general powers and duties of tlie State Land Board were
set out in I.C. 558-104 which in 1952 provided in pertinent part

t:ha t.:
The State Board of Land Commissions shall
have' power: 1. to exercise the: general
d~ rection,
control and disposi tion of the
public lands of the state.
The legislature had also provided specific authority
regarding particular in lieu land

exchan9~s

as follows:

I.C. 58-202

Lieu selections for school
lands sold prior to admission

I.C. 58-203

Lieu selections for school
lands homesteaded prior to
survey

I.e.

Lieu selections for school
lands in reserves

58-204

I.C. 58-205

Lieu slections for school
lands falling upon any lake
or navigable river

2
Prior to the 1939 amendment to Sectifon 8 Art 9 of the Idaho
'constitution, th~ state could not exchang, school sections title
to which had vested in the state. See Newton v. State Board of
Land Commissioners, 37 Idaho 58 (1923). - - - - -
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None of the specific authorizations permit the lieu exchange

of the Section 16 claims herein question.

That authority must be

inferred from I.C. 58-201 in which:

The State of Idaho hereby accepts the
provisions of sections 2275 and 2276 of the
Revised Statutes of the UniteQ States as
amended by an act of congress FebrUary 28, 189l
(26 St. L. 796), and t:he rights and privileges
~ranted to states and territories by said act.
Section 2275, codified as 43 USC 851 in 1952 provided in
pertinent part that:

(Ojther lands of equal acreage are: also hereby
appropriated and granted, and may'be selected
by said State ••• where sections' sixteen or
thirty-six are mineral land, ••.• Provided,
. where any state is entitled to said sections
sixteen and thirty-six, .•. notwithstanding the
same may be mineral land ••• the selection of
such lands in lieu thereof by said st~te
.... shallbe a' va iver of its right to said
sections. (Emphasis added).
~he

State concedes that it initiated a lieu land exchange by

designating the Section 16 claims as. base on Indemnity List 853.

This pr.ocedure had to be commenced under the authority of IC59201 and

43

USC

851.

Sunshine asserts

that

the

State's

desig nat ion of the Section 16 claims as pase and the selection of
~ands

in lieu thereof (Bannock County acerage) "shall be a waiver

of its right to said sections (Section 16 claims)".

This appears

to be the result mandated by the above emphasized language.of 43
OSC 851.
This construction of 43 USC 851 was affirmed i.n California
~

Deseret !:!at:er, Oil!. Irrigati2,!l

£2!!l2.!!!.Y, 243 U.S. 415, 37 Sup
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Ct 394 (1917), the facts of which are a~alo90us to the case at

bar.

The land, involved in Deseret was a :school section the title

to wbich had vested in the state of dalifornia (hereinafter
California) pursuant to' the usual grant :of school lands.

After

title had ~ested,congress created a NatlpnalForest reserve that
encompassed the sllbject school section.:

California designated

said school section as base and selected:Eor exchange lieu lands
pursuant to the same federal statute inv6:ved in the case
While the

a~

bar.

lieu land, exchange was pendin9, Deseret commenced an

,action under state law to condemn
subject school section.
the condemnation,

aright of way across the

The Cali fornia ,supreme cour!;: sustained

h'olding that California retained title to the

,school section and that the condemnation was permissable under
stat. law.

See 138 Pac 981.

The U.S.

~upreme

Court reversed,

~oldin9 that; Cal ifo:' nia IS designa ticn o!f the school section as
,

,

base and selection of lieu lands was a relinquishment of

ea lifornia' s
state law.

t1 tle such as' to defeat Des~ret 's contention under

This pOSition' was

subsequen~ly

affirmed in Payne

y.!..

State of New Mexic6,255 tis 367, 41 Su~ Ct 333, (1921) wherein
---"'-"""""" - - - .
the U.S. Supreme Cou-r t chcuacterized Dese'ret as follows:
!n California v. Deseret Water'I' etc., Co.,
supra', which involved a like ;waiver and
selection alleqedt:o have been lawfully made and
to be awaiting action by the Secretary. the
United St,ates, in a brief presented; by leave of
the court, took the position that by the waiver
it acquired such an equitable right. in the base
tract as prevent~d a condemnation of the tract
M~ORANDUM
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as the property of the state. The state court
held the waiver and selection oEno effect and
this court reversed that decision. i Payne at 255
US 372, 373 41 Sup Ct 335.
It should be noted
~hen

t~at

Deseret dealt solely with the issue of

the state relinquished its interest in the "base" rather

than when the state obtains an interest in the "selected lieu
lands. II
The

State contends that the adoption of the Taylor Grazing

Act in 1934. as amended, changes the rules for lieu land
~xchanges

as the Secretary of the Interior is given discretion in

,approving the selected lands.

Although this specific view is

'8ustainedby the O.S. Supreme Court in Andrus

~

Utah, 446 US

500,100 S. Ct. 1803 (1980), the holding and language is just as

narrow as the emphasized language in the preceding sentence.
Lieu

land exchanges are at the least a two step process. First,

the state designates the base lands (school secticns) and selects
the lieu lands. Secondly, the Secretary' of the Interior approves
the selected lieu lands.
Andrus goes no fUrther ·than to give the Secretary of the
Interior discretion to approve the selection of the lieu lands,
thus reversing the contrary holdings in Payne, supra, and State

2!

!!12!!!ing

~~.!§.

States, 255 US 489, 41 Sup Ct 393.

does no t change the holding in

!2!.!!!..!.!:..

Andrus

Andrus does not even

mention ceseret.
The general proposition having been established that a state
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waives its claims to base lands when it applies for an exchange
and selects lieu lands, that general

~roposition

must now be

applied to the facts of this case.
The State's filing of

Ind~mnityList

853 designated the

Section l6 claims as part of the base 'and selected lieu lands.
This r however, does not resolve the issue. It must be determined
that the designated base lands qualify as "base", that is that
the designated base lands
[Alte mine~al land, or are includ~dwithin any
Indian, milita~y, or other reserva~ion, or are
otherwise disposed of by the Oniteq States.
43 USC 851 prior to 1958 amendment
In determining the qualification Qf the designated base it
i.s necessary to consider the applicable Department of the
Interior regulations

(4~

CPR part 270) tn effect on June 17, 1952

when Indemnity List 853 was filed.
The regulations proscribe assigning school-section lands as
base for indemnity selections by reason only of the mineral
character of such school-section lands •• 43 CFR ~270.17 (emphasis
added).

On Indemnity List

as]

the

S~ate

indicated that the

reason the Section 16 claims qualified as base was that they were
"mineral land patented. It
43 CFR §270.l6 provides in pertinent part.:
entire 1:.egal ~bdi,,:}.~ion
entry. W~ere mlneral entry
was made of any portion of the; smallest legal
subdivision of a school section, that fac~ will be
taken as determining the right ~E the St~te to
indemnity for the entire legal subdivision upon

S 270.16

~!!!nit~. ~

E!rtly covered £y

m~neral
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prope~ ~howing that the St~te has not made any
dispoSl.tlonof the land not embraced in such mineral
. entry.
.

The

term

legal

subdivision

riefers to the smallest

subdivision under thedongtessional sy.tem of surveying, namely
<

quarter-quarter sections or governmen;t lots •. See 43 USC
753, Greenblum

~

~1751-

Gregory, 294 P. 971.

From a review of the States Exhibi ts E, F, G, H, I and J it
appears each "legal subdivi~i6n"witain which the Section 16
claims are located

i~

subject in

predating the State's title.

pa~t

to a valid mineral location

(Januar,y 25,

1927J

Thus,

the

Section 16 claims appear to constitute :valid base pursuant to 43
usc §aSl and 43 CFR §270.16

3

The applicable regulations provide:
The assignment of .a portion of 'the smallest
legal subdivision of a school ,section as the
bas is· , i n VI hoI e or par t , for i n d em nit y
.selections, is permitted; but such:assignment is
an election by the state to take indemnity eor
.the entire subdivision, and is a ~aiver of its
right to sUQhsubdivision, and ~ny remaining
balance must be used for future selections 43 CPR
S270.4

Pursuant to 43 USC ~851 the state "waived its right" to the
3 The word~ppears is used bec.use th~ det.rmination that the
Section 16 claims are ~ll located within legal subdivisions
containing .other valid mineral entries~is based almost entirely
upon my d.rawing lines creating quarter quarter sections on a copy
State's Exhibit G. I do notbelive,this issue is within the
. provisions of the undisputed facits subnii tted on this motion for
summary judgment. See the conclusion of this opinion ante.

of
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Section 16 claims when it f'iled its indemnity list 853 on April
17, 1952.

1953.

The State withdrew Indemni ty. List 853 on November 23,

During this nineteen month "window" Sunshine's ri9ht to

v

the Section 16 claims became vested pursuant to the "Noonan Rule"
supra.

3.

ISTBE STATE ESTOPPED FROMjASSERTING TITLE TO THE

DISPUTED SECTION 16 CLAIMS ?
Sunshine asserts that the

lan9ua9~'o£

the Norman Smith lease

(,Defendants Exhibit J J estopes the State from claiming title.
lea~e

find the language of the Smith

,

to be ambi9uouS and

therefore in need of construction by ~he Finder of Fact.
,Luzar ~ Wes'te'rn Sur~tl

Co.,

I

107 Idaho '093 (1984).

See

The issue is

not appropriate for summa'ry judgment.
Even if the language of the Smith lease were construed
i

to' normally wo rk an es topple, Imus t

c~nclude

that the State' is

,

not

estopped from asserting its, rights! to the

premised upon either the Smith lease

~r

Sect~on

16 claims

the oepartm.nt of the

In'terior let te r da ted October 17, 1945: [Exhibi tel.

The state

holds title to scl100l lands in trust for: the people of the state.
Idaho Constitution,' Art. 9,'
Idaho, 1()7 Idaho 808 (1984).

ia,

~[Ranch, .!!!£.:. Y..:. state of

As the trustee of public . lands, the

State starids as.a sovereign against whom no estoppel can lie.
See State 1:.. Taylor, 44 Idaho 353 (1927).
This is not to say, however, tha t
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:i. f the Sect ion 16 claims

~

t-'AUE

wer~

of

proper qbase", that th~ State can 'ignore its lawful waiver

tights resulting from the

filing of Indemnity List 853.

CONCLUSIONS
The State acquired title to the Section 16 claims on

1.

January 25, 1927.
Provided the Section 16

2.

clai~5

were proper "base q as

determined pursuant to 43 USC iSSl and 43 CFR §i270.4 and 270.16,
the'State waived its rights to said claims by filing Indemnity
List 853.
3.

Pursuant to the Noonan Rule, Sunshine's I:'ight to the

Section 16 claims became lawful upon the state's waiver of
rights.

ORDER

It ap};)ear's that the factual issue necessary to resolve this

matter turns on whether or not the Section 16 claims were valid
"'base" at the time Indemnity List 853 was filed.

Tha't

determination mayor may not be an appropriate question for

summary judgment.

In any event it cannot be made on the present

record.
If the Section 16 ,claims did con$tHute valid base then this

case would be resolved in favor of Sunshine.
c~aims

did not constitute valid base then title

l~RANDUM
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If the Section 16
would be quieted

lE

FAGE

"1:10(0':)/01:1.1.

~n

the State subject to the

of damages and

determ~nation

Sunshine's claims of extra lateral righ,ts.
It IS THEREFORE ORDERED that withIn twenty-one (21) days of
;

this order that the parties do
1.

st~pulate

c6nstitute,valid
2~

one of the following:

as to whether or n6t the Section 16 claims

b~se~

File appropriate motions, for!summary judgment on the

i.ssue of whether or not the Section 1,6: claims constitute valid
base; or

3.

File with the Court their

esti~ate

of time necessary to

Sec~ion

16 claims constitute

try the issue of whether or not the
va~id

,base.
Oated this

~'~day of February, 1988.

'
l
~

j ";

Judd,~t

l
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I hereby certify that.
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true and correct copy of the foregoing

4

has been mailed, postage prepaid, on this c2.;:L-day of FebruarYr
1988 to:

John S. Simko
Lawyer
815 Park Blvd.
Boise, 1d 83702

Steven J. Schuster
Deputy'Attorney General
Statehouse
Boise, Id 83720

Fred Gibler
Lawyer'
Po Box 659
Kello991 Id 83837

Hon. Don Swanstrom
Trial Court Administrator
Interoffice Mail

All First District Judges

The Advocate

J.,h

~";""''''-L<:' -z:."~";J"Ic. ...

Secretary to
District Judge
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APPEJmIX J;

CHRONOLOGY
This chronology places the tacts relating to the ciaims
within the context of pUblic land law developments in Idaho
and the United State ••
July 3, 1890

The Idaho Admission Bill.
Sections 4, 5, 13
and 14 granted to :Idaho, . tor the support of
the COmlDon schools; the unappropriated, non-

~ineral

lands in Sections 16 and 36 of every

township, and auth~1zed the State to seleet l
in lieu thereof, a! quantity ot surveyed unrese+ved, unapproPtiated land equal to the
withheld lands. (Appendix II)

,Fab. 28, 1891

26 stat. 796
(43: U.S.C. • 870 and. 871).
Appropriated and gr~nt.d to those states whose
pUblic. school landsi were either mineral land.,
or reserved by or otherwisedi5posed of by the
Un! ted states, "lands of equal acreage; I, and
provided that a state
seleetton of in lieu
lands operated as ~ walver of the base publie
school lands. (App~ndix III)

t.

s. Department d.f the Interior classified
Seetlon 16 .s "mineral lands." (Exhibit A)

Aug- 22, 18ge . U.
1911

NOV. 29, 1912

Idaho

ch. 39, eeo. 1, p. 85:
benefits of the federal
qovernment', FebrUary 28, 18~1, lieu lan~
statute (codified ae Id.aho Code I 5S-~Ol), and
(ii) authored the iIc!aho State Board ot Land
commissioners to exchange lands in sections 15
and 36 which are !mineral in c~aracter for
other lands .owne~ by the' OnJ ted states
(codified as Idaho ,Code • 58-202) ,,2.
(Appendix IV)
.
(1)

statute 1911,

aooepted

The· official

~~e

surv~y

of Township

48 North,

Ranqe 3 East, S.M. ,was apprOVed and acoepted,

and all non-minerali, unreserved and unapprop·
r i.atecl pub.lio school seotions in ldaho became
the property ot the:State.
Jan. 25, 1927

Jones Act (44 stat~ 1026) .23

Allowed vrants

22 The portion ot • 56-202 which authorized the exch ang e
ot mineral lands was deleted 1n 1974.
23 43 U.S.C.• if 870 and 871, before aJ%lendJ:ents in 1932
and 19'4.
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ot public school lands to include lands ot a

....
i

~ineral

•

Apr. 28, 1930
t"

character.

(Appendix V)

46 stat. 257 (43 u.s.e. 1872) Zna~led the
Commissioner of the General Land Otf1ca~; (now
the Secretary ot the Interior) to execute a
quitclai» deed to a grantor whoaa applj;cation
to the United states "for an exchange of
lands, or for any other purpose" is "withdravn
or, rejected."

April 14, 1931 Triangle (OUchess) unpatented claim located.
Feb. 25, 1935

Gail Fraction elaa, located.,

Apr. 12, 1935

SCI 5 and 6 claims located.

May 9, 1935

Blue Goose 1 and 2 unpatentac1 claims located.

June 26, 1934

Taylor Grazinq Act of 1934 (43 u.s.e. I 31st)
Gave the secretary of the Interior the
authority to classify tederal lands to see it
they are suitable tor exchanqe with the
states.

Nov. 5, 1936

Patent· applicat1on: filed for Gail Fraction,
SCI 5 and SCI 6.

Nov. 1936

Amendment to Article 9, S'ection 8 of the Idaho
State constitution added: "The legislature
shall have power to authorize the state board
of land commissioners to exchanqe qrantec!
lands ot the state for other lanCls under
agreement with the United'States. n24

Sept. 17, 1945 United statas Department of the Interior
advised that "the state Land I,')epartment and
stated that seo. 16', '1'. 48 N., ~.3E., was not
no.... and never ha~ :Deen owned by the Stat.e of
Idaho." (Zxhibit B)

oct. 17, 1945

The Department. ot· the Interior ad'lis.eS that
it& recoras dieS not show that the State haCl
made any application for title to the unpatented lana in. section 16; a~cl that the
State FQrester's Otfice had advised t,pat the

24 In Newton v. state Board: of Land C01lWi.ssi.oners, 37
Idaho 58, 219 P. 1053 (1923), the Supreme Court ot Idaho held,
that there waa .no "constitutional" authorization for an
exchanqe of public school lanCl& already owned by the State.
The' at\endment to lJ."ticle 9, section 8 of the constitution
enabled the 1da110 State Boara of Lana commillsioners to
exercise the power& granted to them under I.C. f 58-202.
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State does not claim any of the above aection.
(Exhibit C)
April 17, 1952 The State submitte4 to the Department of the
Interior its List 653, whlch.relinquished all
of Sectlon 16, an~' .el~~ted 6.0 acres in
Bannock County as in lie", lands. ("List 853")
(Exhil:»! t D)

Mey 26, 1953

O!par~ment of the lnterior approved the classiflcatlon of the in ·lieu lands selected by the
State of Idaho and Aesignated in the List 853

exchange.

Nov. 23,'

~953

(Exhibit E)

Edward woozley of the Department
Interior purported: to "vacate" the
»ent t •
earlier decision 'accepting
Section 16 in e~change for other
Mr.

(1:xh·ibit 7)

.

of the

Departallot
lands.

Nov. 23, ~953

'I'hestate filed ita application to withdraw
Lbt 853. (Exhl]::)it 'G)

Nov. 27, J,953

'rh. 'U'nited stat ••.o.partment of the Interior
clo.ed the excnange tile tor List e53.

(Exhibit H)

July 23, 1954

The state entere4 into a m1nin9 lease with
Norman H. S:Ilith, in which it aqreed that it
heel no title to the lane! for which patents
were bein9 applied, and al.o agreed not to
object to the pendin~ patent applications.
(Exhibit I)
.

June 7, 1955

U.

June 26, 1956

N9rmanSmith
dropped the patented olai.us from
nie state Minin9 Lea,.. (Exhibit J)

s. Oepartment;. of the Interior i6sue~
patents for Gail Fraction an~ SCI 5 and 6.

Auq. 27, 1958 . 'rne Picltett Act.

AlDended 43 U.S.C. I 851 50
that states are no 10nger able to waive their
ri9hts to mineral lands in Seotions 16 and 36
unless the lane! was appropriated before title
to the lan~ Was vested in the state.
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL
DrSTRICT OF THE
,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE

STATE OF, IDAHO, ex r,el~
CECIL D. ANDRUS I Gave r:nor , ,
at a1,

)
)
)

)

,Plaintiff,

)
)

v.

)

CaEie No.

26876

)

SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY,
et al,

Defendant.

)
)

MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

)

')

State'sIRCP 59(e} Motion to ~iter or Amend
the Partial Summary Judgmen~ ent~r.d February 22,
1988 and Sunshine's Motion for Summary Judgment.

Steven J. Schuster. Deputy Attorney General,
Boise, lawyer for State of Iaaho, et al
John S. Simko; Boise and Fred Gibler, Kello99,
lawyers for Sunshine Mining Company,
et a1.
,

!

?RELIMINARY

MATTERS

This is an action to determine'the title to certairi'
unpatented mining claims located in Shoshone County which for
,convenience sake are referred to as tithe 5e,ction 15 Claims".

.factual background and the conclusions

~eached

Opinion and Order entered herein on February 22, 1988.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 1
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EXHIBIT,

The

on the original

dross motion for summary judgment are set out 1n the

~IC' (

,I se

M~morandum

...

22

The State has requested that the Court alter and amend the
partial summary' jud9ment entered there:by assertin9 thaf this
Court' has misread the applicable law.
Sunshine, in addition to opposing the motion to alter and
amend, has

~oved

for summary judgment: on the issue that the

Section 16 Claims constitute valid

';base" pursuant to the

applicable version 'of 43 usc 1851 and 43 CFR 11:270.4 and 270.16.
Thus, two questions are presented:
1. Should the
2.

Feb~uary

22, 1988 order be altered or amended?

Are the Section 16 Claims valid base?

These questions will be answered in

~urn.

DISCUSSION
1.

Should the February 22, 1988: order be altered and'

amended ?
After careful review of the ori9inal:authori~ies considered.
al.l the briefs of the parties" and the additional authorities

presented by the partiesr I remain convinced that my original
order was correct.
The Land Decision cases presented by the State are clearly

i11ustrative of the Interior Department's :struggle with the issue

of

wh~ther

or not State vested school sections subsequently

enclosed by a Federal reservation could be used as valid base for
in lieu land selections.

Quite properly Interior said yes.

Although various of t.he

~and

Decisions contain language

which intimates that a state's waiver of interest in the school
ME~ORANOUM

OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 2
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sections become complete· only upon approval of' the selected lieu
lands by the Secretary of the Interior, such language is dicta.
All of the Land Decisions deal with the right of the State to
waiv& title to vested school sections

s~bsequently·

included in

federal reservations not with the issue of when the waiver takes
place.
California v. Deseret

~~er,

ill!.

lrrigati0!l

££!!!~, 243

O·.S. 415, 37 Sup Ct. 394 (1917) stands for the propositions that
1)

a state may designate as ttbase" stal:e:vested school sections

subsequently included within federal reservations and 2) such a
designation waives the state's title.

These holdings have not

been disturbed by subsequent court rulings.
The State urges that ~~~l2~ ~:~!!!! ~2~rd 2£ ~~E
£.2!!!!issioner!,

37

different result~

Idaho 58,
I disaqree.

219 P.

1053

(1923)

mandates a

I find Ne~~ to be consistent

.w ithmy reading of Oeseret particularly when one remembers. that
~y£!!!in9. ~

United States, 255 U.S. 489 (1921) was not overturned

until 1980 when Andrus !:.. llin"

446 U.S. 500 (1980) was decided.

The plain language of 43 U.S.C.

§ 85l mancates that the

State's designation of the Section 16 Claims as base and the
selection of lands in lieu thereof const;itutes a waiver of the
state's rights in the Section 16 Claims.
2. Are the Section 16 Claims valid "base" ?
Sunshine has filed an uncontroverted affidavit stating that

MEMORANDUM OPINTON AND ORDER PAGE 3
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each of the Section 16 Claims is located within a quarter quarter_
-_.
section (legal subdivision) in which there is a valid mineral
location predating the State' s ti tIe. (January 25, 192i 1.
Nevertheless the State maintains that the Section 16 Claims
.aJ;'e not valid base as the State had not complied with the
applicable regulations and the Bureau

of

Land Management had

rejected Idaho's Indemnity Selection List No. 853.
However, the State's arguments do not re,ch the issue of
whether the section 16 Claims were valid base.
27"0.4 and 270.16

(1949).

f~ilure

The State's

See 43 CFR I§
to provide the

certificate required under§270.1f> does not change the character
o~

the Section 16 Claims as valid base.
The state subsequently withdrew

tndemnity List 853 on

November 23, 1953.
The Stat-e subsequently on May 1; 1954:, submitted as base the
,

pa tented mining claims in Section '16

in~luding

those patented

claims deser ibed 1n the aff idavit of Donald C. Long dated March
9,

1988 and filed herein on March 14, 1988:.

By List No. 90 approved March 27, 1957 the State received

lieu lands as indemni ty for the patented mlning claims located in
the South half of the South half of Section l6.'l'hat is to say,
the State ha$ assigned as valid base, and- received indemnity for

those portions of the described patented mining claims located in
the South half of

the South half of Section 16, TWP 48 N R 3 E BM

described in pertinent part as follows:

MEMORANDOM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 4
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Quarter Section
SW 1/4 if the

SE

Claims Located Prior
!.2i!nua!.:t:~ 5, !ill
1/4

Portion of Rebel

Portion of SALDUR FACTION
Portion of Contact Mountain
SE 1/4 of the SE 1/4

Portion of Hiawatha .
Portion of Stevie Corcoran

SW 1/4 of SW 1/4

Portion of Old Sol

The clear, unequivocal language of 4]: CFR

~270.4

provides

Assignment permitted of pact of legsl subdivision
as the basis tor; selection.
The assignment of a portion of the s~allest legal
subdivision of a school section as the basis, in
whole or part, for indemnity selections, is
permitted; but such assignment is an election by
the state to take indemnity fo~ the entire
subdivisic;n, and is a waiver of its right to such
subdivision, and any remaining balance must be
used for future selections. (EmphasiS in original)
The State's assignment as basis of the above described
c~aims

constitutes a waiver to theentj,. re subdl vi.sion,

thus

i

opening the way for the vesting of Sunshine's r 19ht to the
Section 16 claims unde: the "Noonan Rule".

IT rSTHEREFORE ORDERED that Summary Judgment be entered

quieting title to the Section 16 claims in Sunshine, to the
extent of Sunshine's claimed title.
The Court finds that this action was: oat pursued frivolously

or without reasonable cause,

and therefore FURTHER ORDERS

Sunshine be awarded its costs of suit but not attorney fees.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PAGE 5
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that

,-,,'"

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that

Sunshines~all

prepare an

appropriate form of judgment and present the same to the State
for approval as to form prior to presenting the same to the Court
for entry.
'Oated this

(Ja~es F. Judd'jOistrict Judge

,)
I

.

hereby certify that a true and correct;eopy of the foregoing

has been sent postage prepaid or interoffice on this;::? .,:)~ day of

/,1 <.:J(

- J'l~' 1988 to:

John S. Simko
Lawyer
PO Box 959
Boise, Id 83701

PO Sox~659
Kello99, Id 83837-0659

Steven J. Schuster

All First District Judges

Fred M. Gibler

Lawyer

Oeputy Attorney General

Statehouse Room 121
Boise, Id 83720

Hon. Don Swanstrom

The Advocate

),;

.~

By_"""'"'/-t2:;::.·...;!~._~~
__r:f'.
__~_·
_ .._~_,_~_/.._'-~......;;..; . .-__ , Oeputy
,t, /
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JOHN S. SIMKO
EVANS, KEANE. KOONTZ, BOYD,
SIMKO & RIPLEY
P.O. Box 959
Boise, ID 83701
Attorney for

S~shine

Mining Company

FRED M. GIBLER
EVANS, KEANE, KOONTZ, BOYD,
SIMKO & RIPLEY
P.O. Box 659
Kellogg, ID 83837
Phone: (208) 784-1105

Attorneys for Sunshine Mining Company,
Bunker Limited Partnership. and
Pintlar Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE
STATE OF IDAHO, ex rel, JOHN V.
EVANS, Governor; PETE T.
CENARRUSA, Secretary of State.
JIM JONES, Attorney General;
JOE R. WILLIAMS, State AuditorJ
JERRY L. EVANS, Superintendent of
Public Instru~tion, as the State
Board ~f Land Commissioners; and
STANLEY F. HAMILTON, Director,
Department of Lands,
Plaintiffs.

)

)
)
)

Case No. 26876

)
.

.

)
)

)

JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)

)

VS.

)

)

SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY, a
)
Delaware corporation; THE BUNKER
)
HILL COMPANY,.an Idaho. corporation.)
BUNKER LIMIT~D PARTNERSHIP, an
)
)
Idaho partnership; and FINTLAR
CORPORATION, a Delaware corpora)
tion,
)
)

Defendants.

1.

I ss

)

..JUDGMENT

EXHIBIT "Dh

This cause came on to be heard on cross-motions for
summary judgment to quiet title to certain mining claims in
Shoshone County, Idaho. and after finding that no genuine

.

issues of material fact exist. the Court entered an order
granting defendants' motion and directed that judgment be
entered in defendants' favor.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED. ADJUDGED AND DECREED that:

1.

Title in and to the patented mining claims known

as the Gail

Fracti~n,

SCI 5 and SCI 6, and the unpatented

mining claims known as the Blue Goose #1, Blue Goose #2 and
Triangle (Dutchess), located in Section 16, Township 48
North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho,
is quieted in defendant, Sunshine Mining Company, subject to
whatever interest-s defendants, Bunker Limited Partnership
and Pintlar Corporation have by virtue of agreements
respecting said mining claims against any and all clatms of
interest of ownership of the State of Idaho.

2.

The amended complaint of the State of Idaho is

hereby dismissed, and it shall take nothing by its
complaint.
3.

!he Court's Memorandum- Opinions and Orders dated

February 22, 1988, and August 22, 19-88, respectively, shall

constitute the f-indings of fact and conclusions of law in
this matter.
4.

2.

Defendants are awarded their costs, but

JUDGMENT
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~ot

attorney fees,

incurred in this matter, to be

presence~

the manner seC forth in Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure.
DATED this

3.

!-5 ",.1- day

of

J !~-+- .

JUDGMENT

3Q4

, 1988.

in

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ALAN G. LANCE
Attorney General
State ofIdaho
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
CHRISTIE A. CUNNINGTON
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Lands
954 West Jefferson Street
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0050
Tele: (208) 334-0200
FAX: (208 334-2339
ISB # 5704
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA 22203

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT (IDAHO
STATE OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING
SIXTEEN (16) UNPATENTED MINING
CLAIMS OF ABERDEEN IDAHO
MINING COMPANY,
Appellant.

23
24

25
26

27

IBLA DOCKET #2000-22
PETITION TO INTERVENE
AS A CO-RESPONDENT

)

COMES NOW, the Petitioner, State of Idaho, Land Board and the Idaho Department of
Lands (hereinafter referred to as State), by and through its attorney of record, Deputy Attorney
General, Christie Cunnington, and respectfully submits this Petition to Intervene as a CoRespondent.

21

22

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1. PARTIES TO THE APPEAL
1. Petitioner hereby respectfully requests to participate as a party in the above mentioned
proceedings under the authority of 43 CFR 4.809(b), by it being a party that could be directly
and adversely affected by the final decision, and the State may contribute materially to the
disposition of the proceedings.
II. DECISION SUBJECT TO APPEAL
1. The Decision from which the appeal was filed on is the Decision ascribed reference

28
PETITION TO INTERVENE AS A CO-RESPONDENT - Page 1 of2
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"EXHIBIT. I '2-

1 No. 3833 (933 LM) (IMCX 17737) (IMC 17744-52) (IMC 17754-59) by the Bureau of Land

2

Management (Idaho State Office), and dated September 3, 1999. The decision was appealed by

3

Aberdeen Mining Company on October 4, 1999.

4

III. STANDING TO APPEAL

5

1. Petitioner has a property interest at stake in this proceeding. The State of Idaho

6

claims that it owns title to the parcel mentioned in the Decision. A decision by this Honorable

7

Board could directly and adversely affect the Petitioner's property interest in the N1I2, N1I2

8

SWI14 of Section 16, and a small portion of the S1I2SW1I4, SW1/4SE1I4 of Section 9, T. 48 N.

9

R. 3 E. B.M. Idaho.

10

2. Petitioner will materially contribute to the proceedings by being able to provide the

11

documentation that the Petitioner is custodian of and being able to provide material evidence and

12

witnesses on the proper ownership of the property in question. The BLM does not have the same

13

interest in pursuing this appeal, as the BLM does not claim to have any property interest in the

14

parcel. Without Petitioner's involvement, all material evidence and argument may not be fully

15

presented before the court.

16

3. Petitioner, a State

ag~ncy,

will be appearing through its duly authorized

17

representative, the Idaho Attorney General's office, by and through its Deputy, Christie

18

A. Cunnington.

19

4. Petitioner wishes to participate on the issue of whether the BLM correctly entered a

20

decision on whether the State ofIdaho is the owner ofN1I2, N1I2 SWI14 of Section 16, and a

21

small portion of the S1I2SW1I4, SW1I4SE1I4 of Section 9, T. 48 N. R. 3 E. B.M. Idaho.

22

5. Petitioner does intend to present witnesses before the Honorable Board.

23

DATED this

76~day of January, 2000.

24
25
26

Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Lands

27
28
PETITION TO INTERVENE AS A CO-RESPONDENT - Page 2 of2
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1
2

3
4

5

6

RECEIVED
JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
1250 Northwood Center Court, Suite A
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500

fEB 1 5 2000

BOARD OF lAND APPEALS

Attorney for Appellant

7

8

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE IN1ERIOR
IN1ERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA 22203

9

10
11

12
13
14

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) (BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT) (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPA1ENTED MINING CLAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY,

mLA DOCKET #2000-22
APPELLANT'S STATEMENT OF
REASONS FOR APPEAL

)

15
16

)
)
)
)
)

Appellant.

)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------)

17

COMES NOW Appellant, Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, by and through its attorney of

18

record, John F. Magnuson, and respectfully submits this preliminary "Statement of Reasons for

19
20

Appeal."

21

On January 11, 2000, Appellant Aberdeen filed its "Preliminary Statement of Reasons for

22

Appeal." Aberdeen incorporates herein, as though set forth in full, its "Preliminary Statement of

23

Reasons for Appeal" as its "Statement of Reasons for Appeal."l

24
25

26
27
28

This "Statement of Reasons for Appeal" by Aberdeen is without prejudice to
Aberdeen's ability to subsequently petition this Board for such evidentiary proceedings as may be
necessary to resolve any questions of fact remaining after the submission of opposing materials.
See generally 43 CFR §4.415.
APPELLANT'S STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR APPEAL·· PAGE 1
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1

This "Statement of Reasons for Appeal," which incorporates in full Aberdeen's "Preliminary

2

Statement of Reasons for Appeal," fIled January 11, 2000, also incorporates Aberdeen's "Petition

3

to Suspend Proceedings" and the supporting Affidavit of John F. Magnuson, both fIled this date.

4
5

DATED this

I V( S f February, 2000.

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26

27
28

APPELlANT'S STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR APPEAL -- PAGE 2

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

r! certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was transmitted as indicated on this

I'( - day of February, 2000 to the following named individual(s) at the following address(es):
(X)

Interior Board of Land Appeals
4015 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22203

( )
( )

State Lands Dept.
Attn: Sharon A. Murray
954 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83720

(X)

Office of the Field Solicitor
U.S. Department of the Interior
Federal Bldg., U.S. Courthouse
550 W. Fort Street, MSC 020
Boise, ID 83724-0020

(X)

( )
( )

( )
( )

(X)

Lynn McClure

( )
( )

Lead Land Law Examiner
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
1387 S. Vinnell Way
Boise, ID 83709

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

17
18

,,'

'.

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28

APPELlANT'S STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR APPEAL -- PAGE 3 .
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RECEIVED
t

2

3
4
5
6

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 205
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500

FEB 15 2000

BOARD OF lAND APPEALS

Attorney for Appellant

7
8

9

10

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA 22203

11

12

13
14

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) (BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT) (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPATENTED MINING CLAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

15

Appellant.

16

-------------------------------)

IBLA DOCKET #2000-22
PETITION TO SUSPEND
PROCEEDINGS

17

COMES NOW Appellant Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, by and through its attorney of

18

record, John F. Magnuson, and respectfully-petition this Honorable Board to suspend proceedings

19

in IBLADocket No. 2000-22 pending a resolution of Aberdeen's "Complaint to Quiet TItle," fIled

20
21

against the State of Idaho on February 14, 2000 in the First Judicial District Court in the State of

22

Idaho in and for the County of Shoshone. This Petition is supported by the pleadings and

23

submissions on fIle herein, including the Affidavit of John F. Magnuson fIled herewith.

24

Pursuant to 43 CFR §4.1(b)(3), this Board is vested with jurisdiction and authority to

25

determine appeals rendered by Departmental officials relating to "the use and disposition of public

26

27
28

PETITION TO SUSPEND PROCEEDINGS -- PAGE 1
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EXHIBIT

11

1
2

lands and their resources .... " There is presently an issue as to whether or not the claims at issue are
on federal lands or state lands.

3
4
5

As set forth more fully in Appellant Aberdeen's "Preliminary Statement of Reasons for
Appeal," flled January 11, 2000, the sixteen (16) claims at issue are primarily located in Section

6

16, Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho. See Preliminary

7

Statement at paragraph 12.

8
9

Pursuant to the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, Idaho was admitted as a state
of the United States of America on July 3, 1890. Section 4 of the Idaho Admission Bill provided

10
11

in pertinent part:

16

§4. School Lands. Sections numbered 16 and 36 in every township of said
state, and where such sections or any parts thereof, have been sold or otherwise
disposed of by or under the authority of any act of Congress, other lands equivalent
thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one-quarter section, and as contiguous
as may be to the section in lieu of which the same is taken, are hereby granted to said
state for the support of common schools, such indemnity lands to be selected within
said state in such manner as the Legislature may provide, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior.

17

Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill provided as follows:

12

13
14
15

18

22

§13. Mineral Lands Exempted from School Land Grants-Lieu Lands. All
mineral lands shall be exempted from the grants by this act. But if Section 16 and 36,
or any subdivision, or portion of any smallest subdivision thereof, in any township,
shall be found by the Department of the Interior to be mineral lands, said state is
hereby authorized and empowered to select, in legal subdivisions, and equal quantity
of other unappropriated lands in said state, in lieu thereof, for the use and benefit of the
common schools of said state.

23

On September 3,1999, the BLM declared Aberdeen's sixteen (16) unpatented claims to be

24

"null and void ab initio." The location dates of Aberdeen's claims span the period from July 6,

19
20
21

25

1940 to August 10, 1951. See Preliminary Statement at paragraph 13.

26
27
28
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1

There is no dispute that the lands underlying the claims at issue were and are mineral lands

2

as that phrase is used in Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill. There is also no dispute that from

3

and after the location dates of each of Appellant's sixteen (16) claims, through BLM's decision of

4

5
6

September 3,1999, Appellant maintained dominion and control over all sixteen (16) claims. See
Preliminary Statement at paragraph 15.

7

On April 17, 1952, after the applicable location dates by Aberdeen, the State of Idaho

8

submitted to the Department of the Interior its List 853, which relinquished all of this Section 16,

9

and selected 640 acres in Bannock County, Idaho as "in lieu lands." See Preliminary Statement

10
11
12

at paragraph 16 (page 8).
On May 26, 1953, the Department of the Interior approved the classification of the in lieu

13

lands selected by the State of Idaho and designated in the List 853 exchange. Id. On November

14

23, 1953, Mr. Edward Woozley of the Department of the Interior ''vacated'' the Department's

15

earlier decision accepting all of this Section 16 in exchange for other lands. Id. On November 23,

16

1953, the State of Idaho filed an application with the Department of the Interior to withdraw List

17
18
19

853. Id. On November 27, 1953, the United States Department of the Interior closed the exchange
file for List 853.

20

Pursuant to 43 USC §851, the State ofIdaho "waived its right" to the Section 16 claims when

21

it filed its Indemnity List 853 on April 17, 1952. See Preliminary Statement at paragraph 19. The

22

State withdrew Indemnity List 853 on November 23, 1953. During the 19 month "window,"

23

24
25

Appellant's right to its sixteen (16) claims in this Section 16 became vested pursuant to the
"Noonan Rule."

26
27
28
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1

2

3

The "Noonan Rule" arose out of Noonan v. Caledonia Gold Mining Company, 121 US 393
(1887). The rule provides that a party who is in possession of a mining claim that was originally
located on land that was not available for locations but which subsequently became available for

4

5

mineral location, has a valid location from the day the land became available. The lands in this

6

Section 16 became available for location after January 25,1927 when they again became part of

7

the federal public domain based upon the State's submission of "Indemnity List 853" on April 17,

8

1952. Id. at paragraph 20.

9

In State of Idaho v. Sunshine Mining Company, Shoshone County (Idaho) Case No. 26876,

10
11

the State brought suit against Sunshine Mining Company, who also claimed to hold both patented

12

and unpatented claims in the same Section 16 at issue. The Shoshone County District Court

13

quieted title to the unpatented claims of Sunshine Mining Company located in the same Section

14

16 in which Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims are located. There is no factual or legal distinction

15

between Sunshine's unpatented claims or Aberdeen's unpatented claims.

16
17
18

The decision entered by the Shoshone County District Court in Case No. 26876, adverse to
the State of Idaho, collaterally estops any claim that Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims remain state

19

lands under Section 16. See Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 183-84,731 P.2d 171

20

(1987). See also Preliminary Statement at paragraph 24.

21

22

The issue as to whether or not this particular Section 16 is the property of the State ofIdaho,
and the priority of Aberdeen's claims in and to the same as against the State ofIdaho, are questions

23

24

of law to be determined by the Shoshone County (Idaho) District Court in Aberdeen's pending

25

quiet title action. Administrative resources would best be conserved by staying Aberdeen's

26

pending appeal in this proceeding (mIA Docket No. 2000-22) pending a determination by the

27
28
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1

Shoshone County (Idaho) District Court on Aberdeen's pending quiet title action. If, as expected,

2

the District Court reaches a conclusion similar to that reached in Shoshone County Case No. 26876,

3

this particular Section 16 may be found to be state property subject to Aberdeen's claims. In that

4
5
6

event, this appeal could be dismissed without further use of the Department's administrative
resources.

7

In the event proceedings are not suspended, this administrative tribunal and the Shoshone

8

County District Court will proceed on parallel paths to essentially attempt to resolve the same

9

issue. The parties would be better served to allow this issue of state property ownership to be

10
resolved by the Shoshone County District Court.

11
REQUEST FOR REliEF.

12
13

Appellant Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, through this Petition, respectfully requests that

14

this Honorable Board enter an order staying further proceedings on this appeal pending a resolution

15

of Aberdeen's "Complaint to Quiet Title" against the State ofIdaho and Shoshone County (Idaho)

16

District Court.

The Order staying further proceedings in this appeal should be subject to

17
18

19
20

modification or vacature by subsequent order of the Board, to. be entered upon a noticed motion
or petition by either party.
DATED this

fJ-

/L( -

day of February, 2000.

21
22
23
24

25

26

27
28
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1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was transmitted as indicated on this
day of February, 2000 to the following named individual(s) at the following address(es):

('if!

Interior Board of Land Appeals
4015 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22203
State Lands Dept.
Attn: Sharon A. Murray
954 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83720
Office of the Field Solicitor
U.S. Department of the Interior
Federal Bldg., U.S. Courthouse
550 W. Fort Street, MSC 020
Boise, ID 83724-0020

13

14
15
16

Lynn McClure
Lead Land Law Examiner
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
1387 S. Vinnell Way
Boise, ID 83709

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28
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(X)

( )
( )
(X)

( )
( )
(X)

( )
( )

(X)

( )
( )

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

RECEIVED
1

2
3

4
5
6

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
424 Shennan Avenue, Suite 205
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500

fEB 1 5 200il

r30ARD OF LAND APPEALS

Attorney for Appellant

7
8

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA 22203

9

10
11

12

13
14

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) (BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT) (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPATENTED MINING ClAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY,

15

Appellant.

18
19

ffiLA DOCKET #2000-22

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN F.
MAGNUSON IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION TO SUSPEND
PROCEEDINGS

)

16

17

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI)

.,.

JOHN F. MAGNUSON, being fIrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

20
1.

I am the attorney of record for Appellant Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company in the

21

22

above-captioned matter. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and am

23

otherwise competent to testify thereto.

24
25

2.

Attached hereto is a "Complaint to Quiet Title" filed in the First Judicial District

Court of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Shoshone on February 14, 2000.

26

27
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28

,
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EX

IB~T IS-

1
2
3

3.

The Complaint attached hereto as Exhibit A seeks a judicial decree quieting title in

and to the sixteen (16) claims of Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company as against the State of Idaho.
The legal basis for Aberdeen's claim is described in Aberdeen's "Preliminary Statement of Reasons

4:

5
6

7

for Appeal," flled with this Honorable Board on January 11, 2000 (including but not limited to
Exhibits B, C, and D thereto).
DATED this

l<f~ay of February, 2000.

8
9
10

11
12

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

I ~ay of February, 2000.

13

14
15
16

x

f!;i' inCl'~
N{)ii;UbHC
an~ the State of Idaho
Residing at: Coeur d'Alene
My commission expires: 11/13/02

17
18

19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
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28

1
2
3
4

5

6

7
8
9

10
11

12

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
f?-I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was transmitted. as indicated on this
day of February, 2000 to the following named individual(s) at the following addressees):

1'1' -

Interior Board of Land Appeals
4015 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22203

15

16

( )
( )

State Lands Dept.
Attn: Sharon A. Murray
954 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83720

(X)

Office of the Field Solicitor
U.S. Department of the Interior
Federal Bldg., U.S. Courthouse
550 W. Fort Street, MSC 020
Boise, ID 83724-0020

(X)

13
14

(X)

Lynn McClure
Lead Land Law Examiner
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
1387 S. Vinnell Way
Boise, ID 83709

( )
( )

( )
( )

(X)

( )
( )

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

Federal Express
U.S. Certified Mail
Facsimile

17
18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26

27
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28

2
3
4

5

6

7

8

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
1250 Northwood Center Court, Suite A
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Phone: (208) 667-0100
ISB#04270
Attorney for Plaintiff

9

10
11

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIcr OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE

12
13

ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING
COMPANY,

CASE NO.

14

16

17

IS
19
26
21

22

COMP~TOQUffiTTn1E

Plaintiff,

15

FEE CATEGORY: A.l

VS.

FEE: $77

THE STATE OF IDAHO, and its
successors and assigns; JOHN DOES I-X,
and their heirs, successors, and assigns;
and UNKNOWN OWNERS AND
UNKNOWN CLAIMANTS, and their
heirs, successors, and assigns, or any
other person claiming any title, right,
interest, or equity in the following
described property located in the County
of Shoshone, State of Idaho, to wit:

23

24
25

26
27

28

c...v - t:C - 3S(cC:/ .
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EXHIBIT A

RECEIVED
1
2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16

17

fEB 1·5 2030

Any and all right, title, and interest in and
to the following mining claims which are
situate in the north half, north half
southwest quarter of Section 16,
Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise
Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho and/or
south half southwest quarter, southwest
quarter southeast quarter of Section 9,
Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise
Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho: IMC
Claim No. 17737 (Wilkie No. 21); IMC
Claim No. 17744 (Wilkie No.6); IMC
Claim No. 17745 (Wilkie No. 19); IMC
Oaim No. 17746 (Wilkie No.9); IMC
Oaim No. 17747 (Wilkie No. 10); IMC
Claim No. 17748 (Wilkie No. 20); IMC
Oaim No. 17749 (Wilkie No. 19Frac);
IMC Claim No. 17750 (Wilkie No.
9Frac); IMC Claim No. 17751 (Wilkie
No. 12); IMC Claim No. 17752 (Wilkie
No. 12Frac); IMC Oaim No. 17754
(Wilkie No.8); IMC Claim No. 17755
(Wilkie No. 15Frac); IMC Claim No.
17756 (Wilkie No. 14); IMC Claim No.
17757 (Wilkie No. 15); IMC Claim No.
17758 (Wilkie No. 16); and IMC Claim
No. 17759 (Wilkie No. 17).

18

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Defendants.

19
20

COMES NOW Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, an Idaho corporation, as Plaintiff, by and

21

through its attorney of record, John F. Magnuson, and for cause of action against the Defendants,

22

jointly and severally, avers and alleges as set forth herein.

23

24

I. PARTIES.
1.

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the

25

26

State of Idaho. Plaintiff is in good standing with the Idaho Secretary of State and makes claim of

27
28
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I
1

a superior right, title, and interest in and to the "subject property," as that phrase is defined herein.

2
3

2.

The Defendant State ofIdaho is a political entity and claims an interest in and to the

"subject property" as that phrase is defined herein, which has created a cloud on Plaintiff's superior

4

5

right, title, and interest in and to the same.

3.

6

Defendants John Does I-X, and their heirs, successors, and assigns, are unknown

7

individuals and entities who may make claim in and to "the subject property," as that phrase is

8

defined herein, derivatively from the State of Idaho, by lease, assignment, or other interest. The

9

interests of said John Does I-X is inferior to the interest of Plaintiff in and to "the subject property,"

10
11

as that phrase is defined herein.

4.

12

The other named Defendants, being the unknown owners and unknown claimants,

13

their heirs, successors, and assigns, are made Defendants to this action as to any right, title, interest

14

or claim they may have in the above-described property.

15

ll. THE SUBJECT PROPERTY.

16

5.

"The subject property," as that phrase is used in this Complaint, shall be understood

17
18

to refer to the following mining claims

~w~ich

are identified by claim number, claim name, and

19

date of location), which are all located in the north half, north half southwest quarter of Section 16,

20

Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho and/or south half

21

southwest quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter of Section 9, Township 48 North, Range 3

22

East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho:

23

24
25
26

27
28

!MC CLAIM NO.

CLAIM NAME

DATE OF LOCATION

17737
17744
17745
17746

Wilkie No. 21
Wilkie No.6
Wilkie No. 19
Wilkie No.9

August 10, 1951
July 6,1940
October 9,1946
July 28, 1945
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1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Wilkie No. 10
Wilkie No. 20
Wilkie No. 19Fra.
Wilkie No. 9Fra.
Wilkie No. 12
Wilkie No. 12Fra.
Wilkie No. 8
Wilkie No. 15Fra.
Wilkie No. 14
Wilkie No. 15
Wilkie No. 16
Wilkie No. 17

17747
17748
17749
17750
17751
17752
17754
17755
17756
17757
17758
17759

6.

July 28, 1945
October 9, 1946
October 19, 1946
October 9, 1946
September 1,1945
October 10, 1946
July 6,1940
October 15, 1946
August 12, 1945
September 1,1945
August 19, 1945
August 19, 1945

The claims identified in the preceding paragraph, which constitute "the subject

10

property," are referred to herein as "Aberdeen's claims." Aberdeen's claims were located by

11

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company on the dates identified above. Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company

12

has fulfilled all federal requirements to maintain said claims in good stead from the date each claim

13

was located through the present, including the performance of all necessary claim maintenance

14
15

work and the payment of all necessary fees.

TIl. JURISDICTION AND VENUE.

16

17
18

19

7.

Jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to Idaho law, including but not limited

to I.e. §5-401 (which provides that causes of action for the recover of real property, or of an
interest therein, shall be in the County in which the property is situated).

20
IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS.

21
22

8.

Pursuant to the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L 215, ch. 656, Idaho was admitted

23

as a state of the United States of America on July 3, 1890. Section 4 of the Idaho Admission Bill

24

provided in pertinent part:

25

26

§4. School Lands. Sections numbered 16 and 36 in every township of said
state, and where such sections or any parts thereof, have been sold or otherwise
disposed of by or under the authority of any act of Congress, other lands equivalent

27
28
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2

3

thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one-quarter section, and as contiguous
as rnay be to the section in lieu of which the same is taken, are hereby granted to
said state for the support of common schools, such indemnity lands to be selected
within said state in such manner as the Legislature may provide, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior.

4

5

6

7
8

9

9.

Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill provided as follows:

§13. Mineral Lands Exempted from School Land Grants-Ueu Lands. All
mineral lands shall be exempted from the grants by this act. But if Section 16 and
36, or any subdivision, or portion of any smallest subdivision thereof, in any
township, shall be found by the Department of the Interior to be mineral lands, said
state is hereby authorized and empowered to select, in legal subdivisions, and equal
quantity of other unappropriated lands in said state, in lieu thereof, for the use and
benefit of the common schools of said state.

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28

10.

The lands underlying Aberdeen's claims were and are mineral lands as that phrase

is used in Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill.

11.

Set forth below is a chronology of facts related to Plaintiff's claims, within the

context of public land law developments in Idaho and the United States.
July 3,1890: The Idaho Admission Bill. Sections 4, 5,13 and 14 granted to Idaho,
for the support of the common schools, the unappropriated, non-mineral lands in
Section 16 and 36 of every township, and authorized this date to select, in lieu
thereof, a quantity of surveyed unreserved, unappropriated land equal to the
withheld lands.
February 28, 1891. 26 Stat. 796 (43 USC §§870 and 871). Appropriated and
granted to those states whose public school lands were either mineral land, or
reserved by or otherwise disposed of by the United States, "lands of equal acreage;"
and provided that a State's selection of in lieu lands operated as a waiver of the base
public school lands.
August 22, 1898. U.S. Department of the Interior classified Section 16 as "Mineral
Lands."

1911. Idaho Statute 1911, Chapter 39, Section 1, Page 85: (i) accepted the benefits
of the federal government's February 28, 1891, lieu land statute (codified as Idaho
Code §58-201), and (ii) authorized the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners
to exchange lands in Section 16 and 36 which are mineral in character for other
lands owned by the United States (codified as Idaho Code §58-202) (prior to 1974
COMPLAINT TO QUIET TITLE - PAGE 5

3· *>1
4 ·..

1

2

a
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

amendment).
November 29, 1912. The official survey of Township 48 North, Range 3 East,
B.M. was approved and accepted, and all non-mineral, unreserved and
unappropriated public school sections in Idaho became the property of the State.
1923. In Newton v. State Board of Land Commissioners, 37 Idaho 58, 219 P.1053
(1923), the Supreme Court of Idaho held that there was no "constitutional"
authorization for an exchange of public school lands already owned by the State.
The amendment to Article 9, Section 8 of the Constitution enabled the Idaho State
Board of Land Commissioners to exercise the powers granted to them under I.e.
§58-202.
January 25, 1927. Jones Act (44 Stat. 1026)(43 USC §§870and 871, prior to 1932
and 1954 amendments) allowed grants of public school lands to include lands of a
mineral character.
April 28, 1930. 46 Stat. 257 (43 USC at §872). Enabled the commissioner of the
General Land Office (now the Secretary of the Interior) to execute a quitclaim deed
to a grantor whose application to the United States "for an exchange of lands, or for
other purpose" is "withdrawn or rejected."
June 26,1934. Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 (43 USC §315t) gives the Secretary of
the Interior the authority to classify federal lands to see if they are suitable for
exchange with the states.

16
17

18

November 1936. Amendment to Article 9, Section 8 of the Idaho State
Constitution added: "The Legislature shall have the power to authorize the State
Board of Land Commissioners t9 exchange granted lands of the State for other
lands under agreement with the United States."

19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26

September 17, 1945. United States Department of the Interior advised that "the
State Land Department had stated that Section 16, Township 48 North, Range 3
East, was not now and never had been owned by the State of Idaho."
October 17, 1945. The Department of the Interior advised that its records did not
show that the State had made any application for title to the unpatented land in
Section 16, and that the State Forester's Office had advised that the State does not
claim any of the above section.
April 17, 1952. The State submitted to the Department of the Interior its list 853,
which relinquished all of Section 16, and selected 640 acres in Bannock County,
Idaho as in lieu lands.

27
28
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1
2

May 26,1953. The Department of the Interior approved the classification of the in
lieu land selected by the State of Idaho and designated in the List 853 exchange.

4

November 23, 1953. Mr. Edward Woozley of the Department of the Interior
purported to "vacate" the Department's earlier decision accepting all of Section 16
in exchange for other lands.

5

November 23,1953. The State ofldaho files its application to withdraw Ust 853.

3

6

7
8

9

10
11

12

November 27, 1953. The United States Department of the Interior closed the
exchange file for Ust 853.
July 23, 1954. The State ofIdaho enters into a mining lease with Norman M. Smith
as to other lands located in this same Section 16 in which the State agrees that it had
no title to Section 16 and that it would not object to any pending patent
applications.
August 27, 1958. The Pickett Act. Amended 43 USC §851 so that states are no
longer able to waive their rights to mineral lands in Section 16 and 36 unless the
land was appropriated before title to the land was vested in the State.

13

14

12.

Idaho's designation of the lands in Section 16 of Township 48 North, Range 3 East,

15

Shoshone County, Boise Meridian, Idaho, and the selection of lands in lieu thereof (the Bannock

16

County acreage) "shall be a waiver of its [Idaho's] right to said sections [Section 16]." This is the

17

result mandated by 43 USC §851 in effect in 1952.

18

19
20
21
22

13.

All of Plaintiff's claims in Section 16 were located prior to 1952 and the State's

April 17, 1952 submittal to the Department of the Interior of List 853, which relinquished all of this
Section 16, and selected 640 acres in Bannock County, Idaho as "in lieu lands."

14.

Pursuant to 43 USC §851, the State "waived its right" to the Section 16 claims when

23

it filed its indemnify list 853 on April 17, 1952. The State withdrew Indemnity Ust 853 on

24

November 23, 1953. During this 19 month ''window,'' Plaintiff's right to the Section 16 claims

25

became vested pursuant to the "Noonan Rule."

26
27
28

15.

The "Noonan Rule" arose out of Noonan v. Caledonia Gold Mining Company, 121
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1
2

U.S. 393 (1887). The rule provides that a party who is in possession of a mining claim that was
originally located on land that was not available for locations but which subsequently became

3
available for mineral location, has a valid location from the day the land became available. The

4

5

lands in this Section 16 became available for location after January 25, 1927 when they again

6

became part of the federal public domain based upon the State's submission of "Indemnity List

7

853."

8

9

16.

In State ofIdaho v. Sunshine Mining Company, Shoshone County Case No. 26876,

the State brought suit against Sunshine Mining Company, who also claimed to hold both patented

10
11

12

and unpatented claims in the same Section 16 at issue.
17.

The Shoshone County District Court, as to this same Section 16, adopted the legal

13

and factual rationale described in paragraphs 8 through 15 above. The Shoshone County District

14

Court quieted title in favor of Sunshine Mining Company to the unpatented claims of Sunshine had

15

located in the same Section 16 in which Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims are located. There is no

16

17
18

factual or legal distinction between Sunshine's unpatented claims or Aberdeen's unpatented claims.
18.

The decision in Shoshon~ Gounty Case No. 26876 was originally appealed by the

19

State of Idaho. The State subsequently withdrew its appeal. The case precedent and its holdings

20

became final and binding upon the State.

21

22

19.

The decision entered by the Shoshone County District Court in Case No. 26876,

adverse to the State, collaterally estops any claim that Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims remain State

23
24

lands under Section 16. In Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 183-84,731 P.2d 171

25

(1987), the Court set forth five factors which must be considered in determining whether the

26

doctrine of collateral estoppel acts as a bar to relitigation of a final adverse decision:

27
28
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"

1

1.

The party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and fair
opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case;

2.

The issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented
in the present action;

3.

The issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation;

6

4.

There was a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and

7

5.

The party against whom the issue was asserted was a party or in privity with
a party to the prior litigation.

2

3

4
5

8
9

See also Western Indus. v. Caldver Assoc., 126 Idaho 541 887, P.2d 1048 (1994). All five

10

elements are satisfied here so as to bind the State based upon Shoshone County Case No. 26876.

11

PRAYER FOR RELIEF.

12
13

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants, jointly and severally,
as follows:

14
15

1.

For judgment declaring and decreeing that the Plaintiff receive quiet title as against

16

all of the Defendants, including the unknown owners and unknown claimants, their heirs,

17

successors, and assigns, to the following described real property:

18

19
20
21

22
23

24
25

Any and all right, title, and interest i~ and to the following mining claims which are
situate in the north half, north half southwest quarter of Section 16, Township 48
North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho and/or south half
southwest quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter of Section 9, Township 48
North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho: IMC Claim No.
17737 (Wilkie No. 21); IMC Claim No. 17744 (Wilkie No.6); IMC Claim No.
17745 (Wilkie No. 19); IMC Claim No. 17746 (Wilkie No.9); IMC Oaim No.
17747 (Wilkie No. 10); IMC Claim No. 17748 (Wilkie No. 20); IMC Claim No.
17749 (Wilkie No. 19Frac); IMC Claim No. 17750 (Wilkie No. 9Frac); IMC aaim
No. 17751 (Wilkie No. 12); IMC Claim No. 17752 (Wilkie No. 12Frac); IMC
Claim No. 17754 (Wilkie No.8); IMC Claim No. 17755 (Wilkie No. 15Frac); IMC
Claim No. 17756 (Wilkie No. 14); IMC Claim No. 17757 (Wilkie No. 15); IMC
Claim No. 17758 (Wilkie No. 16); and IMC Claim No. 17759 (Wilkie No. 17).

26
27
28

2.

That all parties be enjoined from interfering with the quiet use, possession, and title
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1
2

3

of the subject property (described in Paragraph 1 immediately preceding) in the Plaintiff.

3.

In the event this Complaint is contested, for an award of attorney fees and costs.

In the event that judgment goes by default, a reasonable attorney fee shall be $5,000.

4

5
6

4.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

DATED this

LIf'1ay of February, 2000.

7
8

CXt!~

9

10

Attorney for Plaintiff

11

12
13

14
15

16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

.26
27
28
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Appellant, t..>rro ~ ;. ~.~~. el, filed what it terms a "preliminary"
statement of reasons (SOR) for appeal on January 11, 2000, having
previously received an extension of time to file its SOR illltil January 7,
2000. Although the SOR was filed several days out of time (rendering the
under lying appeal "subj ect to summary dismissal" illlder 43 C. F. R.
§ 4.402 (a) ), it is well established that dismissal is not mandatory and
will not be ordered where no prejudice has resulted fram the failure to
file the SOR timely. See Tagala v. Gorsuch, 411 F.2d 589, 590 (9th Cir.
1969); compare 43 C.F.R. § 4.410 (mandating dismissal of an appeal where
the notice of appeal is not timely filed). Appellant also requests an
extension of time through and including February 14, 2000, to file an
addi tional SOR.
On February 7, 2000, BLM responded. Although it acknowledges in its
response that Appellant requests that its illltimely SOR be accepted as
timely filed (Response at 2 n.1), BLM made no showing of prejudice
resulting from the untimely filing of the SOR. Accordingly, we find no
basis to dismiss the appeal on that score.

Noting the "cumbersome and inefficient answering of installments of
SOR's," BLM requests that we establish "a schedule with a date for the
filing of Appellant I s final SOR and a date, thirty (30) days thereafter,
for the filing of BLM's corrprehensive answer to Appellant's SOR' s. "
The regulations do not authorize the piecemeal filing of reasons for
appeal (except in circumstances not present here l/i in part because, as
BLM points out, the practice places an illldue burden on BLM or its counsel,

1/ Under 43 C.F.R.

4.412(a), cited by Appella~t, where an appellant
provides reasons for appeal along with his notice of appeal, he may file
additional reasons within 30 days after the filing of his notice of appeal.
That is not the situation presented herein.
§
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which has 30 days from receipt of an SOR to file its answer. See 43 C.F.R.
§ 4.414.
The filing of multiple SORs is objectionable because it requires
the filing of rnuJ. tiple answers.

However, BLM does not specifically object in its response to
Appellant's filing of a supplemental SOR, provided that it is assured that
no further SOR will be filed and that it has 30 days to file a unified
answer to Appellant's multiple filing. Accordingly, we grant Appellant's
request for additional time to file a supplemental SOR.
Appellant shall have to and including March 20, 2000, to file a
final, additional SOR. BLM is granted 30 days from receipt of Appellant's
addi tional SOR to file its answer. If no additional SOR is filed, BLM may
file its answer on or before April 28, 2000.
On January 31, 2000, the State of Idaho Land Board and the Idaho
Department of Lands (the State) filed a petition to intervene as
respondent. The State states that it owns title to the parcel mentioned in
BLM's decision and wishes to appear in support of BLM's holding that the
lands in question have been patented with no minerals reserved to the
United States. That request is granted. Appellant is directed to
imnediately serve a copy of its previously-filed SOR on the State and to
serve a copy of any supplemental SOR it files in this matter. Like BIM,
the State shall have 30 days from its receipt of the last filed of those
doa.:nnents to file its answer. Again, if no additional SOR is filed, it may
file its answer or on or before April 28, 2000.

,{h/;b.,J ~ 1~

David L. Hughes
Administrative Judge
I concur:

Administrative Judge

2
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SIXTEEN (16) UNPATENTED MINING
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. MINING COMPANY,
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IBLA DOCKET #2000-22
OBJECTION AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
APPELLANT'S PETITION TO
SUSPEND PROCEEDINGS

INTRODUCTION
The State ofIdaho ("State") opposes Appellant, Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company's
("Aberdeen") motion to suspend the proceedings until resolution of Aberdeen's Complaint to

Quiet Title, filed against the State ofIdaho, on February 14,2000, in the First Judicial District
Court in the State of Idaho.
Currently before the IBLA is the appeal by Aberdeen concerning the Bureau of Land
Management's ("BLM") September 3, 1999 decision declaring 16 of Aberdeen's mining claims
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null and void ab initio because the land was not open for mineral entry at the time the locations
were made. An appeal of that decision, to this Honorable Board, was made by Aberdeen on
October 4, 1999. The land in question is located in the State ofIdaho in Section 16, Township
48, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian. The unappropriated, non-mineral lands in Section 16 and 36
of every township were designated as Public School Lands for the State of Idaho under Idaho
Admission Bill §4. Though the land in disputed Section 16 was never platted as mineral land,
the State of Idaho recognizes it received title to the parcels of land in dispute between 1927 and
1938, under the authority of the Jones Act, which transferred title to the State of Idaho in-place
school sections that were mineral in character. 42 U.S.C. §852. The land with valid unpatented
mining claims existing in 1927, did not pass to Idaho until the claims were abandoned or
relinquished. By 1938, all the lands in question reverted to the State, either by the initial grant or
upon relinquishment of unpatented mining claims.
The controversy is whether the State of Idaho lost title when it submitted Indemnity List
#853 to the BLM on April 17, 1952. Aberdeen contends that the ruling in State ofIdaho v.

Sunshine Mining Company, Shoshone County (Idaho) Case No. 26876, is correct in that the
filing of an indemnity list constitutes as a wavier to all the land enclosed in the list, thereby
converting the land to public domain land, contrary to the BLM's finding. The original
Indemnity List #853 was denied by the BLM on November 27, 1953, because all the land
submitted as base land did not qualify as valid base land.
This Honorable Board must decide whether 43 U.S.c. §851 and the Idaho Admission Bill
demands that designating land as base land when submitting an indemnity list constitutes a
waiver of title to the land, prior to a decision by the Secretary of Interior; and, whether Aberdeen
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met all the federal requirements of having a valid claim. It is the State's position tbat the State
did not lose title to the lands in question.
On February 15, 2000, after the appeal had been filed, Aberdeen filed a Petition to
Suspend Proceedings (Petition) along with an Affidavit ofJohn F. Magnuson in Support of
Petition to Suspend Proceedings, seeking a stay ofthe above-captioned proceedings pending a

State court determination. Aberdeen filed a parallel action, a quiet title action, in Idabo's district
court against the State ofldabo on February 14,2000, in order to cballenge the State's title to the
lands in dispute. The State files this Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Appellant's
Petition to Suspend Proceedings to object to any stay or suspension of the instant proceedings,

and to set forth its reasons therefor.
ARGUMENT

I.

Summary Qf Argument.
In summary, the State asserts that the interests of justice and judicial economy are best

served by proceeding with the resolution ofthis matter before the Interior Board of Land
Appeals ("IBLA"), a matter of interpretation of federal laws and regulations and the use and
disposition of federal public lands. At stake is State ownership of State scbool endowment lands
granted to the State at statehood for the support of common schools. Aberdeen is simply forum
shopping and provides no reasoning or legal authority for its conclusion that the matter would be
better resolved in State court. The State intends to seek a stay or dismissal of the pending State
court action in the near future. In addition to issues relating toland ownership, the State intends
to challenge the validity of Aberdeen's discovery on the subject land, iftbere is a ruling that
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State title was previously waived, which could reinstate the State's ownership. Thus, the matter
should be decided by the IBLA, and Aberdeen's Petition should be denied.

II.

Consideration of Issues Involved In This Dispute Shows That The Matter Should Be
Resolved By The IBLA.
In its Petition, Aberdeen recites various statutes, Department of the Interior decisions,

and a State court decision, and states that it feels it can claim title to the lands in question based
upon the doctrine of collateral estoppel. Petition at 2-4. Aberdeen then states as follows as its
reason the IBLA proceedings should be stayed:
The issue as to whether or not this particular Section 16 is
the property of the State of Idaho, and the priority of Aberdeen's
claims in and to the same as against the State of Idaho, are
questions of law to be determined by the Shoshone County (Idaho)
District Court in Aberdeen's. pending quiet title action.
Administrative resources would best be conserved by staying
Aberdeen's pending appeal in this proceeding (IBLA Docket No.
2000-22) pending a determination by the Shoshone County (Idaho)
District Court on Aberdeen's pending quiet title action. If, as'
expected, the District Court reaches a conclusion similar to that
reached in Shoshone County Case No. 26876, this particular
Section 16 may be found to be state property subject to Aberdeen's
claims. In that event, this appeal [IBLA Docket No. 2000-22]
could be dismissed without further use of the Department's
administrative resources.
In the event proceedings are not suspended, this
administrative tribunal and the Shoshone County District Court
will proceed on parallel paths to essentially attempt to resolve the
same issue. The parties would be better served to allow this issue
of state property ownership to be resolved by the Shoshone County
District Court.
What is readily apparent from this explanation, is the lack of any legal support or
rationale to support the conclusion that the IBLA proceeding, rather than the State proceeding,
should be stayed. Aberdeen simply concludes that "[a]dministrative resources would be best
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served ... " by staying the IBLA proceedings. The State additionally disputes Aberdeen's
conclusion that "[t]he parties would be better served ... " if this matter is resolved by the State
court.
Federal courts 1 have often had to confront the question of concurrent State/federal
jurisdiction in litigation, and the question of "abstention." "Abstention" refers to the question of
whether a federal court should exercise the "doctrine of abstention," that is, whether a federal
court, for anyone of several reasons, should decline to exercise federal jurisdiction over a matter.

See generally, Colorado River Water Conservation District v. United States, 424 U.S. 800, 813820,47 L.Ed.2d 483,96 S.Ct. 1236, 1244-1248 (1976) ("Colorado River"). "Generally, as
between state and federal courts, the rule is that 'the pendency of an action in the state court is no
bar to proceedings concerning the .same matter in the Federal court having jurisdiction .... '"

Colorado River, 424 U.S. at 817,96 S.Ct. 1246 (citation omitted). Without a detailed
discussion of the types of abstention set forth in Colorado River, it is clear that the three basic
types of abstention do not apply to the case at hand. 2
In addition to the three general types of abstention, federal courts recognize that
principles of "wise judicial administration, giving regard to conservation of judicial resources
and comprehensive disposition of litigation" may operate in favor of abstention. Colorado

River, 424 U.S. at 817, 96 S.Ct. 1246. As discussed in the following subsections, however, this
consideration operates in favor of the IBLA deciding the federal issues now before it. A few

I The cases the State has identified to this point address conflicts between State and federal courts, not between a
State and a federal administrative tribunal. Nevertheless, the rationale that applies to federal court abstention should
apply to whether the IBLA should stay the instant proceeding.
2 The case at hand does not involve federal constitutional issues which might be mooted or presented in a different
posture by a state court determination of pertinent state law, difficult questions of state law, or an attempt to restrain
state criminal proceedings. See Colorado River, 424 U.S. at 814-816, 96 S.Ct. 1244-1246.
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factors pertinent to the "wise judicial administration" factor in the instant litigation include the
rule that the court first assuming jurisdiction over property may exercise that jurisdiction to the
exclusion of other courts, and, similarly, the order in which jurisdiction was obtained by the
concurrent forums mitigate in favor of the first tribunal involved hearing the case. The
desirability of avoiding piecemeal litigation is another factor pertinent in this case. Colorado
River, 424 U.S. at 818, 96 S.Ct. 1246-47.

The State asserts that there are several reasons that this matter should not be stayed and
should be decided by the IBLA:
1.

The dispute involves matters of federal law.

As is readily apparent from Aberdeen'S Petition, the entire dispute between the State and
Aberdeen involves the interpretation of federal law and regulations, actions taken by the BLM,
and federal case law. It is undisputed3 that the IBLA has jurisdiction to hear this matter as a
matter involving "[t]he use and disposition of public lands and their resources .... " 43 CFR §
4.1 (b)(3).
The appeal puts 43 U.S.C. §§ 851,870 & 871 and the Idaho Admission "Bill at issue.
Appellant argues that:
"Idaho's designation of this Section 16 as base and the selection oflands in lieu
thereof (Bannock County acreage) 'shall be a wavier of its rights to said sections
(Section 16).' This is the result mandated by 53 U.S.C. §851 in effect in 1952."
Appellant's Statement ofReasons, p. 9.
"Pursuant to 53 U.S.C. §851, the State 'waived its right' to Section 16 claims
when it filed its indemnity list 853 on April 17, 1952. The State withdrew
Indemnity List 853 on November 23, 1953. During this nineteen month
3 IBLA

jurisdiction is recognized by Aberdeen on pp. 1-2 of its Petition.
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'window,' Appellant's right to the Section 16 claims became vested pursuant to
the 'Noonan Rule'." Appellant's Statement afReasons, p. 9.

The Appellant brings to issue a state court's decision interpreting federal law that is
inconsistent with federal policy of the Bureau of Land Management. A federal forum should
govern on matters vitally affecting the federal government's interests, powers, and relations.

United States v. Fenton, 27 F.Supp. 816, 819 (D. Idaho 1939). Allowing a State court to make a
decision regarding the interpretation of 43 U.S.C. § 851 will develop a situation of inconsistent
interpretations of rules, considering that the BLM does not agree with the State court's
interpretation of 43 U.S.C. §851, as evidenced by Appellant's StatemenrofReasons. It would
seem paramount to have consistent decisions on questions of federal title to land, and the IBLA
forum is the only forum controlling across multiple states and BLM lands scattered around the
country. The Idaho district court cannot bind the United States, courts in other states, or even
other Idaho district judges. The only sensible forum for this dispute is the IBLA.

Appellant did not cite any controlling authority for the IBLA to suspend its proceeding
until conclusion of the state court proceedings. The doctrine of abstention does not support a
stay in the instant proceedings. The issues before both the IBLA and the state court are purely
questions of federal law and are peculiarly suited for a determination by this Honorable Board.

2.

Suspending the IBLA Proceedings Will Result In Unnecessary Delay.

The federal forum would best conserve the judicial and administrative resources by
avoiding unnecessary delay. The issue before both the IBLA and the state court is one offederal
law. A finding in the state court will not preclude litigation in the federal forum. Even if the
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state court renders a ruling on the quiet title action before it, the IBLA is not bound by the
findings ofthe state court, so the BLM's decision that the mining claims are void ab initio would
still be controlling as far as the United States is concerned. Upon an adverse ruling in the state
court case, Aberdeen would still be able to contest the BLM's decision in the IBLA proceedings.
Upon an adverse ruling to the State, the State would still pursue the appeal in the IBLA and file a
contest action with the BLM to determine the validity of Aberdeen's discovery on the sixteen
mining claims.

On the other hand, a decision by the IBLA would be binding upon all parties, including
the United States, rendering the pursuit of any state court action useless. The state court would
not have jurisdiction to examine title to the lands the United States has disclaimed because a
finding of fact by the Land Department should not be disturbed by a court in absence of fraud or
mistake. Colbert v. Patterson, 201 P 256 (Okla., 1921).
Thus, the State asserts that the most efficient way for the instant dispute to proceed is
through the IBLA proceedings. If the IBLA declines to stay its proceedings, it will give added
impetus for the State court to say its proceedings.

3.

The IBLA Process Was Initiated First.

The IBLA appeal was filed on October 4, 1999. The Shoshone County case was filed on
February 14,2000, nearly four months later. It is readily apparent that the conflict between the
jurisdiction of the IBLA and the State court was entirely manufactured by Aberdeen, despite the
fact that the IBLA proceeding, and the eventual appeal to United States District Court if
necessary, can completely resolve the dispute between the parties. Aberdeen is forum shopping
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and should not be rewarded by creating the conflict with the IBLA, and then expressing concern
about parallel proceedings.

4.

The IBLA Has Special Expertise In This Area And Should Proceed With The
Appeal.

General federal statutory provisions control the acquisition of rights on public lands.
These federal statutory provisions have charged the Land Department, as a special tribunal,· and
Secretary oflnterior, the authority to detennine the validity of mining claims. 43 U.S.C. § 1201.
The IBLA has the expertise to determine whether a party has met the qualifications for a federal
right; and, such question is exclusively within the province of the Department of Interior and the
federal courts. See, Perry v. Erling, 132 N.W.2d 889 (N.D., 1965). The IBLA is a paramount
source of expertise to such the degree that a court should not disturb a finding of fact by the Land
Department in absence of fraud or mistake. Colbert v. Patterson, 201 P 256 (Okla., 1921).

s.

The State Intends To File A Motion To Stay Or Dismiss The State Court
Proceedings.

"Parallel proceedings" will not exist if the State is able to stay or dismiss the State court
proceedings. The State intends to raise the following issues before the State court: (1) The
ISLA's decision is not dependent upon the state court ruling; (2) the state court proceedings are
dependent upon the IBLA decision; (3) the state court does not have jurisdiction to review the
pending claim while the IBLA proceeding has already been initiated; (4) Aberdeen is thwarting
the APA process by seeking judicial review prematurely; (5) Aberdeen is attempting to impair,
interfere with, or defeat the jurisdiction of the IBLA, and the APA, by obtaining a more
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favorable forum; (6) the state court proceedings should be summarily dismissed based upon the
absence of an indispensable party; (7) the state court proceedings should be summarily dismissed
based upon res judicata; (8) the state court proceedings should be summarily dismissed based
upon lack of standing of Aberdeen; (9) the state court proceedings should be summarily
dismissed based upon failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; (10) staying the
proceedings will result in unnecessary delay.

6.

Aberdeen Lacks Standing For The State Court Action.

Aberdeen failed to file for a motion to stay the BLM's decision during the appeal,
rendering the decision effective and enforceable. The BLM currently does not recognize
Aberdeen's mining claim. Without having a valid and recognizable mining claim, Aberdeen
lacks standing in state court to pursue a quiet title action.

7.

The State Court Lacks Jurisdiction.

The dispute in the state court case is whether federal title exists. The United States is an
indispensable party to the state court proceedings, but has not been included in the action.
Matters of federal title, where the United States will be a defendant is the exclusive jurisdiction
of the federal courts. 28 U.S.C. §2409a. Colorado River states that it would be inappropriate to
decline federal proceedings if the state court lacks jurisdiction to decide the issues that are before
it. Colorado River, 424 U.S. at 809.
Further, with the IBLA proceedings being the first in time, the state court lacks
jurisdiction. State courts do not have jurisdiction to determine issues, while the claims of
respective parties are pending before the Land Department of the general government. Cardinal
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Petroleum Co., v. Northern Pacific Railway Co., 193 N.W.2d 131 (N.D., 1971) (where a

question oftitle to mineral interests is pending ina proceeding in the Department ofInterior of
the United States, the state court is without jurisdiction to determine whether the minerals were
owned by the U.S. or successors in interest); Le Fevre v. Amonson, 11 Idaho 45,81 P. 71 (Idaho,
1905).

8.

Collateral Estoppel Is Not Likely To Apply To The State Court Case.

Aberdeen discus~es the previous State court action between the State and Sunshine
Mining Co., and contends that "[tJhere is no factual or legal distinction between Sunshine's
unpatented mining claims or Aberdeen's unpatented claims." Petition at 4. Aberdeen concludes
that this means the State is collaterally estopped from litigating the matter again. Id.
This contention of Aberdeen misses several points. First, a major factual distinction is
the simple fact that they are separate mining claims, with different alleged discovery dates.
Another major distinction between these claims is that after a review of the discovery record, the
State believes that Aberdeen has not made a valid discovery on the lands. The State intends to
challenge Aberdeen's discovery in the future; if Aberdeen is able to prevail before the IBLA, and
as an affirmative defense in the State court case. In short, Aberdeen lacks standing in this matter
either if the land was not open to location when Aberdeen's claims were filed, or if their
discovery is not proven.
Second, the State intends to assert that even if the criteria for collateral estoppel was met
in the case at hand, the State cannot be collaterally estopped, especially when asserting title to
State endowment lands. Bogle Farms, Inc. v. Baca, 122 N.M. 422, 925 P.2d 1184 (1996). The
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State does not want to litigate the collateral estoppel issue in this memorandum, but the chances
of Aberdeen prevailing on its collateral estoppel argument are disputable.
Third, there was prior litigation between the State and Aberdeen over the title to the very
claims in question in the 1950's.

(1)
Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Company v.
Aberdeen-Idaho Mining Company (Shoshone County Case No. 12191); and
(2)
Aberdeen-Idaho Mining Company v. Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and
Concentrating Company v. Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating
Company and the State Board ofLand Commissioners of the State ofIdaho,
(Shoshone County Case No. 12286).
Aberdeen eventually dismissed its quiet title action against the State with prejudice. Even if
Aberdeen was able to claim collateral estoppel against the State, the State can assert res judicata
against Aberdeen based upon a prior case, which should trump any collateral estoppel claim.
CONCLUSION

As explained above, there are numerous reasons that the IBLA should not stay the instant
proceedings pending the resolution ofa State court proceeding. The matter in dispute is purely a
federal question and concerns the disposition of federal public lands and interpretation of federal
regulations. It makes no sense to allow the matter to be determined in a state court in the first
instance. The State ofIdaho therefore respectfully requests that the stay filed by Aberdeen be

y\d

denied.
DATED

thisZZ

day of March, 2000.

STIE A. CUNNINGTON
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Lands
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1

2

,
3

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 205
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500

5
6

Attorney for Appellant

7
8
9

10

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARUNGTON, VA 22203

11

12

13
14
15
16

17

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) (BUREAU
OF LAND MANAGEMENT) (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPATENTED MINING CLAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY,
Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ffiLA DOCKET #2000-22
APPELLANT'S MEMORANDUM
IN RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT
STATE OF IDAHO'S "OBJECTION
AND MEMORANDUM IN
oPPOSmON TO ABERDEEN'S
PETITION TO SUSPEND
PROCEEDINGS"

COMES NOW Appellant Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, by and through its attorney of

18
19

record, John F. Magnuson, and respectfully submits this Memorandum in response to the State of

20

Idaho's "Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Aberdeen's Petition to Suspend

21

Proceedings" (dated March 22, 2000). This Memorandum is supported by the pleadings and

22

submissions on file herein, including the Affidavit of John F. Magnuson filed herewith.

23

I. INTRODUCTION.

24
25

On September 3, 1999, the Bureau of Land Management (Idaho office) entered a Decision

26

declaring Aberdeen's sixteen (16) unpatented claims to be null and void ab initio based upon the

27

APPELLANT'S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT STATE OF IDAHO'S "OBJECfION AND
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18

1

BLM's contention that the claims were located in a Section 16 which was not open to mineral entry

2

on the dates the claims were located. Under the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656,

3

sections numbered 16 in every township ofIdaho were granted to Idaho for the support of common

4
.5
6

schools. See Section 4 of the Idaho Admission Bill (Aberdeen's preliminary statement of reasons
for appeal) (dated January 10, 2000) at Exhibit A.

7

On January 7,2000, Aberdeen discovered that a prior judicial proceeding in Idaho (Shoshone

8

County Case No. 26876) had been actually litigated between another holder of unpatented claims

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16 .

in the same Section 16. As to this same Section 16, the District Court concluded in pertinent part:
Pursuant to 43 USC §851, Idaho "waived its right" to the same Section 16
claims at issue when it filed its Indemnity List 853 on April 17, 1952. The State
withdrew Indemnity List 853 on November 23, 1953. During this nineteen month
"window," Aberdeen claims that its rights to the Section 16 claims became vested
pursuant to the "Noonan Rule." The District Court, in Shoshone County Case· No.
26786, held that unpatented claims located prior to April 17, 1952 vested in this same
Section 16 before the State retook title after withdrawal of Indemnity List 853.
See Preliminary Statement of Reasons for Appeal at paragraph 19.
After discovering the existence of Shoshone County Case No. 26876, and its collateral effect

17
18

upon the State's position in this proceeding (and the underlying rationale of BLM's September 3,

19

1999 Order), Aberdeen filed a quiet title suit in the Shoshone County District Court against the

20

State ofIdaho. Aberdeen alleged that the State of Idaho was collaterally estopped from contesting

21

the validity of Aberdeen's claims in this particular Section 16 based upon the Shoshone County

22

District Court's decision in Case No. 26876 (which has since become a final and binding judgment

23

24
25

on the merits). In Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 183-84, 731 P.2d 171 (1987), the
Court set forth five factors which must be considered in determining, under Idaho law, whether the

26

doctrine of collateral estoppel acts as a bar to relitigation of a final adverse decision:

27
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1

(1)

The party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and fair
opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case;

(2)

The issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in
the present action;

(3)

The issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation;

(4)

There was a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and

(5)

The party against whom the issue was asserted was a party or in privity with
the party in the prior litigation.

2

,
3

5

6
7

8
9

See also Western Industries v. Caldver Associates, 126 Idaho 541, 887 P.2d 1048 (1994). All five

10

elements are satisfied here so as to bind the State under Idaho law based upon Shoshone County

11

Case No. 26876.

12
13

. Based upon its pending quiet title action, which would resolve the issue, under Idaho law,
as to the collateral effects of the Court's decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876, Aberdeen

14

15
16

petitioned this Honorable Board to stay further proceedings until the Idaho District Court ruled.
The State has since objected to Aberdeen's request.

17

Since the filing of Aberdeen's initial complaint to quiet title, Aberdeen has filed an Amended

18

Complaint, which also seeks declaratory relief from the Idaho District Court as to the collateral

19

estoppel effects of the Court's 1988 decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876. See Affidavit

20

of John F. Magnuson at Ex. A (filed herewith). Aberdeen has obtained a hearing date of June 26,

21

22
23

2000, which it intends to present the issue of collateral estoppel to the Shoshone County District
Court for final resolution.

24
25

26
27
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II. ARGUMENT.

1
2

While the State wishes to characterize this proceeding, and the pending quiet title action in

3

the Idaho District Court, as involving purely federal questions, that characterization is inaccurate.

4

It is apparent from BLM's September 3, 1999 decision that the United States is of the

5

6

position that it no longer has any interest in this particular Section 16. It is apparently the position

7

of the United States that this particular Section 16 reverted to the State upon the State's withdrawal

8

of Indemnity List No. 853 in 1953.

9

10

The true issue governing this dispute is the collateral effect, if any, of the Shoshone County
District Court's 1988 decision in Case No. 26876 as to the claims asserted by the State as a

11

12

13

Respondent in this proceeding. The binding nature and effect of the District Court's 1988 decision
upon the claims now advanced by the State is a question of Idaho law.

14

Indeed, if the State is correct in that it holds title to the Section 16 lands based upon its

15

withdrawal of Indemnity List 853, then there are no federal lands at issue to confer any jurisdiction

16

upon this Honorable Board for further proceedings. If, as expected, the Idaho District Court finds

17

the State collaterally estopped from challenging the claims of Aberdeen, then there may well be no

18

19

need for further proceedings before this tribunal.

20

By all aspects, this is a dispute best left to be resolved under Idaho law in the Idaho District

21

Court. Resolution of that issue, presently noticed for June 26, 2000, will minimize the need for

22

further involvement by this tribunal.

23

The State can demonstrate no prejudice it will suffer by this Honorable Board staying

24
25

proceedings pending an authoritative decision from the Idaho District Court as to the preclusive

26

effect, under Idaho law, of its 1988 decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876.

27
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1
2

3

III. CONCLUSION.
Based upon the foregoing reasons and authorities, Aberdeen respectfully requests that this
Honorable Board grant its request to stay further administrative proceedings pending a

4:
determination by the Shoshone County District Court (in case No.CV-00-35604) of the collateral

5

6
7

effects, under Idaho law, of the same Court's 1988 decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876.
DATED this

df)~

day of April, 2000.

S

9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

23

24
25

26
27
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1

2

3
4

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 205
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 667-0100
Fax:
(208) 667-0500

5
6

Attorney for Appellant

7
8

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS
4015 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARUNGTON, VA 22203

9

10
11
12

13
14

IN RE: 3833 (933 LM) (BUREAU
OF lAND MANAGEMENT) (IDAHO STATE
OFFICE) DECISION VOIDING SIXTEEN
(16) UNPATENTED MINING CLAIMS OF
ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING COMPANY,

15

Appellant.

16

17
18
19
20

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IBLA DOCKET #2000-22
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN F.
MAGNUSON RE: APPELLANT'S
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE
TO RESPONDENT STATE OF
IDAHO'S "OBJECTION AND
MEMORANDUM IN oPPOSmON
TO ABERDEEN'S PETITION
TO SUSPEND PROCEEDINGS"

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI )
JOHN F. MAGNUSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

21

22

1.

I am the attorney of record for Appellant Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company in the

23

above-captioned matter. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and am

24

otherwise competent to testify thereto.

25

26
27

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN F. MAGNUSON RE APPELLANT'S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT
STATE OF IDAHO'S "OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO ABERDEEN'S PETITION TO
SUSPEND PROCEEDINGS" -- PAGE 1

28

EXHIBIT. III

1

2.

Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a "First Amended Complaint to

2

Quiet Title and for Declaratory Relief," filed April 18, 2000 in the First Judicial District Court of

3

the State of Idaho in and for the County of Shoshone (Case No. CV-00-35604). The Complaint

4

sets forth two causes of action against the State of Idaho with respect to the unpatented claims at

5

6

issue in this administrative proceeding:

7

(1)

Complaint to Quiet Title; and

8

(2)

Declaratory Relief Under Idaho Code §10-1201, et. seq.

9

3.

On April 13, 2000, I spoke with the Clerk to Judge James F. Judd, the District Court

10

Judge assigned to Shoshone County Case No. CV-00-35604. The Judge's Clerk, Merri Thome,

11
at my request, provided me with a hearing date for a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on

12
13

behalf of Aberdeen Idaho in Shoshone County Case No. CV-00-35604. The first available date

14

was June 26, 2000. I have reserved time on the June 26, 2000 calendar for the Court to hear

15

Aberdeen's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, which I anticipate will seek an adjudication of

16

the issue, under Idaho law, as to whether or not the State is collaterally estopped to challenge the

17

validity of Aberdeen's claims based upon the Court's prior ruling in Shoshone County Case No.

18
19

20

26876.

DATED this

:LO-tJ::-.day of April, 2000.

21

22
23

24
25

26
27
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1

2

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

a.c~ay of April, 2000.

3
4

5
6

1
8

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
11

18

19
20

21

22
23

24
25
26

27
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1
2

:3

"
5

6

JOHN F. MAGNUSON
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2350
1250 Northwood Center Court, Suite A
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814
Phone: (208) 667-0100

7

ISB#04270

8

Attorney for Plaintiff

9

10

IN THE DISTRIcr COURT OF TIlE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICf OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE

11
12
13

ABERDEEN IDAHO MINING

14
15

CASE NO. CV-00-35604

COMPANY,

FIRST AMENDED

Plaintiff,

COMPLAINT TO QUIET TITLE
AND FOR DEClARATORY
REI.IEF

vs.

16
17
18
19
20
21

22

THE STATE OF IDAHO, and its
successors and assigns; JOHN DOES I-~
and their heirs, successors, and assigns;
and UNKNOWN OWNERS AND
UNKNOWN CIAIMANTS, and their
heirs, successors, and assigns, or any
other person claiming any title, right,
interest, or equity in the following
described property located in the County
of Shoshone, State of Idaho, to wit:

23

24
25

26

27
2S
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.) t::: .'";1

j~,'t

EXHIBIT A

1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
:17
18

Any and all righ~ tide, and interest in and
to the following mining claims which are
situate in the north half, north half
southwest quarter of Section 16,
Township 48 North, Range 3 Eas~ Boise
Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho and/or
south half southwest quarter, southwest
quarter southeast quarter of Section 9,
Township 48 North, Range 3 East, Boise
Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho: !MC
Claim No. 17737 (Wilkie No. 21); !MC
Claim No. 17744 (Wilkie No.6); IMC
Claim No. 17745 (Wilkie No. 19); IMC
Claim No. 17746 (Wilkie No.9); IMC
Claim No. 17747 (Wilkie No. 10); !MC
Claim No. 17748 (Wilkie No. 20); !MC
Claim No. 17749 (Wilkie No. 19Frac);
IMC Claim No. 17750 (Wilkie No.
9Frac); IMC Claim No. 17751 (Wilkie
No. 12); IMC Claim No. 17752 (Wilkie
No. 12Frac); IMC Claim No. 17754
(Wilkie No.8); !MC Claim No. 17755
(Wilkie No. 15Frac);!MC Claim No.
17756 (Wilkie No. 14); IMC Claim No.
17757 (Wilkie No. 15); !MC Claim No.
17758 (Wilkie No. 16); and !MC Claim
No. 17759 (Wilkie No. 17)..
Defendants.

19
20

COMES NOW Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company, an Idaho corporation, as Plaintiff, by and

21

through its attorney of record, John F. Magnuson, and for cause of action against the Defendants,

22

jointly and severally, avers and alleges as set forth herein. This "First Amended Complaint to

23

Quiet Tide and for Declaratory Relief" amends the "Complaint to Quiet TItle" filed in this

24

proceeding by Aberdeen on February 14, 2000.

25

26
27
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1

I. PARTIES.

2
3

1.

Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the

State of Idaho. Plaintiff is in good standing with the Idaho Secretary of State and makes claim of

4:
5

a superior right, title, and interest in and to the "subject property," as that phrase is derIDed herein.
2.

6

The Defendant State ofIdaho is a political entity and claims an interest in and to the

7

"subject property," as that phrase is defined herein, which has created a cloud on Plaintiff's

8

superior right, title, and interest in and to the same.

9

10

3.

Defendants John Does I-X, and their heirs, successors, and assigns, are unknown

individuals and entities who may make claim in and to "the subject property," as that phrase is

11
12

13
14

defined herein, derivatively from the State of Idaho, by lease, assignment, or other interest. The
interests of said John Does I-X is inferior to the interest of Plaintiff in and to "the subject property,"
as that phrase is defined herein.

15

16
1.7
18

4.

The other named Defendants, being the unknown owners and unknown claiman~

their heirs, successors, and assigns, are made Defendants to this action as to any right, title, interest
or claim they may have in the above-described property.

II. THE SUBJECf PROPERTY.

19

s.

20

"The subject property," as that phrase is used in this Complaint, shall be understood

21

to

22

date of location), which are all located in the north half, north half southwest quarter of Section 16,

23

refer to the following mining claims (which are identified by claim number, claim name, and

Township 48 NoI'th. Range 3 East, Boise Meridi~ Shoshone County, Idaho' and/or south half

24

25
26

southwest quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter of Section 9, Township 48 North, Range 3
East, Boise

Meridi~

Shoshone Countv, Idaho:

27
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!MC CLAlM NO.

CLAlMNAME

DATE OF LOCATION

2

17737
17744
17745
17746
17747
17748
17749
17750
17751
17752
17754
17755
17756
17757
17758
17759

Wilkie No. 21
Wilkie No.6
Wilkie No. 19
Wilkie No.9
Wilkie No. 10
Wilkie No. 20
Wilkie No. 19Fra.
Wilkie No. 9Fra.
Wilkie No. 12
Wilkie No. 12Fra.
Wilkie No.8
Wilkie No. 15Fra.
Wilkie No. 14
Wilkie No. 15
Wilkie No. 16
Wilkie No. 17

August 10, 1951
July 6, 1940
October 9, 1946
July 28, 1945
July 28,1945
October 9, 1946
October 19, 1946
October 9, 1946
September 1,1945
October 10,1946
July 6,1940
October 15, 1946
August 12, 1945
September 1, 1945
August 19, 1945
August 19, 1945

3

.£
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

6.

The claims identified in the preceding paragraph, which constitute "the subject

property," are referred to herein as "Aberdeen's claims." Aberdeen's claims were located by
Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company on the dates identified above. Aberdeen Idaho Mining Company
has fulfilled all federal requirements to maintain said claims in good stead from the date each claim
was located through the present, including the performance of all necessary claim maintenance
work and the payment of all necessary fees.

m. JURISDICrION AND VENUE.
7.

Jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to Idaho law, including but not limited

21

22
23

to I.C. §5-401 (which provides that causes of action for the recover of real property, or of an

interest therein, shall be in the County in which the property is situated).

24
25

26
27
28
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1

IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS.

2

A. Historical Facts.

a

8.

Pursuant to the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L 215, ch. 656, Idaho was admitted

4
5
6

7

8
9

as a state of the United States of America on July 3, 1890. Section 4 of the Idaho Admission Bill
provided in pertinent part:
§4. School Lands. Sections numbered 16 and 36 in every township of said
state, and where such sections or any parts thereof, have been sold or otherwise
disposed of by or under the authority of any act of Congress, other lands equiValent
thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one-quarter section, and as contiguous
as may be to the section in lieu of which the same is taken, are hereby granted to
said state for the support of common schools, such indemnity lands to be selected
within said state in such manner as the Legislature may provide, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

§13. Mineral Lands Exempted from School Land Grants-Lieu Lands. All
mineral lands shall be exempted from the grants by this act. But if Section 16 and
36, or any subdivision, or portion of any smalleSt subdivision thereof, in any
township, shall be found by the Department of the Interior to be mineral lands, said
state is hereby authorized and empowered to select, in legal subdivisions, and equal
quantity of other unappropriated lands in said state, in lieu thereof, for the use and
benefit of the common schools of said state.

18

10.

19
20

9.

Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill provided as follows:

The lands underlying Aberdeen's claims were and are mineral lands as that phrase

is used in Section 13 of the Idaho Admission Bill.
11.

Set forth below is a chronology of facts related to Plaintiff's claims, within the

21

22
23

24
25

26
27

context of public land law developments in Idaho and the United States.
Julv 3. 1890: The Idaho Admission Bill. Sections 4, S, 13 and 14 granted to Idaho,
for the support of the common schools, the unappropriate~ non-m.inerallands in
Section 16 and 36 of every township, and authorized this date to select, in lieu
thereof, a quantity of surveyed unreserve~ unappropriated land equal to the
withheld lands.
Februarv 18, 1891. 26 Stat. 796 (43 USC §§870 and 871). Appropriated and
FIRST AMEJ~DED COMPLAINT TO QUIET TITLE AND FOR DECI..ARATORY REIJEF - PAGE S
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1

2
3
4:

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14:
15

16
11

granted to those states whose public school lands were either mineral land, or
reserved by or otherwise disposed of by the Uoited States, "lands of equal acreage;"
and provided that a State's selection of in lieu lands operated as a waiver of the base
public school lands.
August 22. 1898. U.S. Department of the Interior classified Section 16 as "Mineral
Lands."

1911. Idaho Statute 1911, Chapter 39, Section 1, Page 85: (i) accepted the benefits
of the federal government's February 28, 1891, lieu land statute (codified as Idaho
Code §58-201), and (ii) authorized the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners
to exchange lands in Section 16 and 36 which are mineral in character for other
lands owned by the United States (codified as Idaho Code §58-202) (prior to 1974
amendment).
November 29. 1912. The official survey of Township 48 North, Range 3 East,
B.M. was approved and accepted, and all non-mineral, unreserved and
unappropriated public school sections in Idaho became the property of the State.

1923. In Newton v. State Board of Land Commissioners. 37 Idaho 58, 219 P.1053
(1923), the Supreme Court of Idaho held that there was no "constitutional"
authorization for an exchange of public school lands already owned by the State.
The amendment to Article 9, Section 8 of the Constitution enabled the Idaho State
Board of Land Commissioners to exercise the powers granted to them under

Le.

§58-202.
January 25. 1927. Jones Act (44 Stat. 1026)(43 USC §§870 and 871, prior to 1932
and 1954 amendments) allowed grants of public school lands to include lands of a
mineral character.

18

19
20

April 28, 1930. 46 Stat. 257 (43 USC at §872). Enabled the commissioner of the
General Land Office (now the Secretary of the Interior) to execute a quitclaim deed
to a grantor whose application to the United States "for an exchange oflands, or for
other purpose" is "withdrawn or rejected."

21

22
23
24
25

26

June 26, 1934. Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 (43 USC §315t) gives the Secretary of
the Interior the authority to classify federal lands to see if they are suitable for
exchange with the states.
November 1936. Amendment to Article 9, Section 8 of the Idaho State
Constitution added: "The Legislature shall have the power to authorize the State
Board of Land Commissioners to exchange granted lands of the State for other
lands under agreement with the United States."

27
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1

2
3
4

5

6

7

Seotember 17. 1945. United States Department of the Interior advised that "the
State Land Department had stated that Section 16, Township 48 North. Range 3
Eas4 was not now and never had been owned by the State of Idabo."
October 17. 1945. The Department of the Interior advised that its records did not
show that the State had made any application for tide to the unpatented land in
Section 16. and that the State Forester's Office had advised that the State does not
claim any of the above section.
April 17. 1952. The State submitted to the Department of the Interior its List 853,
which relinquished all of Section 16, and selected 640 acres in Bannock County,
Idaho as in lieu lands.

8
9

10
11

12

May 26. 1953. The Department of the Interior approved the classification of the in
lieu land selected by the State of Idaho and designated in the List 853 exchange.
November 23, 1953. Mr. Edward Wooziey of the Department of the Interior
purported to "vacate" the Department's earlier decision accepting all of Section 16
in exchange for other lands.

13

November 23, 1953. The State ofIdaho files its application to withdraw List 853.

14

November 27, 1953. The United States Department of the Interior closed the
exchange file for List 853.

15
16
17
18

Julv 23, 1954. The State ofIdaho enters into a mining lease with Norman M. Smith
as to other lands located in this same Section 16 in which the State agrees that it had
no title to Section 16 and that it would not object to any pending patent
applications.

20

Augyst 27, 1958. The Pickett Act. Amended 43 USC §SSl so that states are no
longer able to waive their rights to mineral lands in Section 16 and 36 unless the
land was appropriated before title to the land was vested in the State.

21

12.

19

22
23

Idaho's designation of the lands in Section 16 of Township 48 North, Range 3 East,.

Shoshone County, Boise Meridian, Idaho, and the selection oflands in lieu thereof (the Bannock
County acreage) "shall be a waiver of its [Idaho's] right to said sections [Section 16]," This is the

24
25

26

result mandated by 43 USC §851 in effect in 1952.

13.

All of Plaintiff's claims in Section 16 were located prior to 1952 and the State's

27
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1

April 17, 1952 submittal to the Department of the Interior of List 853, which relinquished all of this

2

Section 16, and selected 640 acres in Bannock County, Idaho as "in lieu lands."

3

14.

Pursuant to 43 USC §851, the State ''waived its right" to the Section 16 claims when

4
5

it flled its indemnify list 853 on April 17, 1952. The State withdrew Indemnity List 853 on

6

November 23,1953. During this 19 month "window," Plaintiff's right to the Section 16 claims

7

became vested pursuant to the "Noonan Rule."

8
9

10

15.

The "Noonan Rule" arose out of Noonan v. Caledonia Gold Mining Companv, 121

U.S. 393 (1887). The rule provides that a party who is in possession of a mining claim that was
originally located on land that was not available for locations but which subsequently became

11
12

available for mineral location, has a valid location from the day the land became available. The

13

lands in this Section 16 became available for location after January 25, 1927 when they again

14

became part of the federal public domain based upon the State's submission of "Indemnity List

15

853."

16

16.

In State ofIdaho v. Sunshine Mining Companv. Shoshone County Case No. 26876~

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26

the State brought suit against Sunshine Mining Company, who also claimed to hold both patented
and unpatented claims in the same Section 16 at issue.
17.

The Shoshone County District Court, as to this same Section 16, adopted the legal

and factual rationale described in paragraphs 8 through 15 above. The Shoshone County District
Court quieted title in favor of Sunshine Mining Company to the unpatented claims of Sunshine had
located in the same Section 16 in which Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims are located. There is no
factual or legal distinction between Sunshine's unpatented claims or Aberdeen's unpatented claims.
18.

The decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876 was originally appealed by the

27
28
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1

State of Idaho. The State subsequently withdrew its appeal. The case precedent and its holdings

2

became flnal and binding upon the State.

3

19.

The decision entered by the Shoshone County District Court in Case No. 26876,

4
5

6

adverse to the State, collaterally estops any claim that Aberdeen's sixteen (16) claims remain State
lands under Section 16. In Anderson v. Citv ofPocateHo. 112 Idaho 176,183-84,731 P.2d 171

•

7

(1987), the Court set forth five factors which must be considered in determining whether the

8

doctrine of collateral estoppel acts as a bar to relitigation of a final adverse decision:

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1.

The party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and fair
opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case;

2.

The issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented
in the present action;

3.

The issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation;

4.

There was a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and

5.

The party against whom the issue was asserted was a party or in privity with
a party to the prior litigation.

See also Western Indus. v. Caldver Assoc.• 126 Idaho 541 887, P.2d 1048 (1994). All five
elements are satisfied here so as to bind the State based upon Shoshone County Case No. 26876.
B. Administrative Proceedings,
20.

From and after the respective location dates for each of Aberdeen's sixteen (16)

21
22

claims (as identified and described in full in paragraph 5), Aberdeen and/or its agents performed

23

all claim maintenance work and paid all applicable fees in order to maintain said claims in good

24

stead. All claim maintenance filings and fees were accepted without reservation by all applicable

25

entities until September of 1999.

26

21.

OnSeptember3,1999, the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land

2i
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1

Management (Idaho State Office) (hereafter "BL\1") issued a Decision declaring Aberdeen's

2

sixteen (16) unpatented claims to be null and void ab initio. After acknowledging the location

3
4

dates applicable to each of the sixteen (16) claims, as described in paragraph 5 above, BLM stated
that the claims were located within Section 16, T.48North, R. 3 E., B.M. Idaho, which was not

5
6

7
8

9
10

open to mineral entry on the dates the claims were located because it was a "Section 16." Based
upon this rationale, the BL."f held that Aberdeen's claims were "null and void!!! initio."
22.

On October 5,1999, Aberdeen timely fIled a Notice of Appeal to the United States

Department of the Interior, Interior Board of Land Appeals (ffiIA Docket No. 2000-22).
23.

On January 7,2000, Aberdeen discovered the existence of this Court's Opinion and

11
12
13

Judgment in Shoshone Count Case No. 26876.
24.

On January 11, 2000, Aberdeen filed with the U.S. Department of the Interior,

14

Interior Board of Land Appeals, a "Preliminary Statement for Reasons for Appeal." Aberdeen's

15

bases for appeal included this Court's decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876, which hel~

16

17
18
19
20

in material p3Ity that the State of Idaho's designation of this particular Section 16 as base and the

selection of lands in lieu thereof (Bannock County acreage) constituted a waiver of the State's right
to said Section 16 as mandated by 43 USC 851 in effect in 1952.
2S.

Aberdeen further argued that this Court's decision should be given preclusive effect,

21

as to Aberdeen's claims, because the State "waived its right" to the Section 16 claims when it filed

22

its Indemnity List 853 on April 17, 1952. The State Withdrew Indemnity List 853 on November

23

23,1953. During this nineteen month "window," Aberdeen argued that its rights to a Section 16

24
25
26

claims became vested pursuant to the "Noonan Rule. "
26.

On or about January 28, 2000, the State of Idaho petitioned the Interior Board of

27
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1

2
3

Land Appeals to intervene as a co-Respondent in IBL-\' Docket No. 2000-22.
27.

An administrative order entered February 23, 2000, the State was allowed to

intervene in Aberdeen's pending administrative appeal (IBLA Docket No. 2000-22).

4
28.

Aberdeen thereafter petitioned the Interior Board of Land Appeals to suspend further

5

6

administrative proceedings pending a determination by this Court as to whether or not the COUrt's

1

decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876 collaterally estops the State from challenging

8

Aberdeen's claims in this particular Section 16.

9

10

29.

On or about March 28, 2000, the State filed an objection with the Interior Board of

Land Appeals (IBLA Docket No. 2000-22), arguing, inter alia, as follows:

11

12

By 1938, all lands in question reverted to the State, either by the initial grant or
upon relinquishment of patented mining claims.

13
14

15

16
11

18

This Honorable Board must decide whether 43 USC §8S1 and the Idaho Admission
Bill demands that designating land as base land when submitting an indemnity list
constitutes a waiver of title to that land, prior to a decision by the Secretary of
Interior; and, whether Aberdeen met all the federal requirements of having a valid
claim. It is the State's pOsition that the State did not lose title to the lands in
question.

19

24

Aberdeen discusses the previous State Court action between the State and
Sunshine Mining Company, and contends that "[t]here is no factual or legal
distinction between Sunshine's unpatented mining claims or Aberdeen's unpatented
mining claims." Petition at 4. Aberdeen concludes that this means the State is
collaterally estopped from litigating the matter again. Id. ... This contention of
Aberdeen misses several points.... Aberdeen lacks standing in this matter either if
the land was not open to location when Aberdeen's claims were filed, or if their
discovery is not proven.

25

30.

20
21
22
23

26

A dispute has arisen between the parties (to wit, Aberdeen and the State) as to the

collateral estoppel effects of this Coun's decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876. The

27
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1

panies' dispute is actual, concrete, and touches and affects the panies' rights and relations.

2

v.

3

ClAIMS FOR REliEF.
Claim 1: Quiet Title.

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

31.

Aberdeen incorporates herein as though set forth in full the allegations in Paragraphs

1 through 30 above.
32.

Aberdeen has an interest in the subject property, through and by virtue of

Aberdeen's claims, which is paramount andlor prior in time to any interest of the State. Aberdeen
requests entry of a judgment declaring and decreeing that Aberdeen receive quiet title, as against
all of the Defendants, including the unknown owners and unknown claimants, their heirs,

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

successors, and assigns, to the Aberdeen claims. Aberdeen requests entry of an order enjoining all
parties from interfering with the quiet use, possession, and title in and to Aberdeen's claims.
Claim 2: Declaratorv Relief.

33.

Aberdeen incorporates herein as though set forth in full the allegations contained

in Paragraphs 1 through 32 above.

34.

An actual and present dispute has arisen by and between the parties as to the

collateral estoppel effects of this Court's decision in Shoshone County Case No. 26876 as to the
relative rights of Aberdeen and to the Aberdeen claims in this particular Section 16. The State

21

claims that it is not collaterally estopped by the Court's decision in Shoshone County Case No.

22

26876. Aberdeen claims that all elements necessary for invocation of the doctrine of collateral

23

24
25

26

estoppel have been met.
35.

This is an appropriate action for entry of a declaratory judgment under the Uniform

Declaratory Judgments Act, I.C. §10-1201. ~~.

27
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3

PRA YER FOR RELIEF.
WHEREFO RE. Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants, jointly and severally,
as follows:

4
1.

For judgment declaring and decreeing that the Plaintiff receive quiet title as against

5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16

all of the Defendants, including the unknown owners and unknown claimants, their heirs,
successors, and assigns, to the following described real property:
Any and all right, title, and interest in and to the following mining claims which are
situate in the north half, nonh half southwest quaner of Section 16, Township 48
North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho andlor south half
southwest quaner, southwest quaner southeast quaner of Section 9, Township 48
North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Shoshone County, Idaho: !Me Oaim No.
17737 (Wilkie No. 21); !MC Claim No. 17744 (Wilkie No.6); !Me Oaim No.
17745 (Wilkie No. 19); IMC Claim No. 17746 (Wilkie No.9); !Me Oaim No.
17747 (Wilkie No. 10); !MC Claim No. 17748 (Wilkie No. 20); IMe Oaim No.
17749 (Wilkie No. 19Frac); !MC Claim No. 17750 (Wilkie No. 9Frac);!Me Claim
No. 17751 (Wilkie No. 12); !MC Claim No. 17752 (Wilkie No. 12Frac); !Me
Claim No. 17754 (Wilkie No.8); IMC Claim No. 17755 (Wilkie No. 15Frac);!Me
Oaim No. 17756 (Wilkie No. 14); !Me Claim No. 17757 (Wilkie No. 15); !Me
Claim No. 17758 (Wilkie No. 16); and !Me Claim No. 17759 (Wilkie No. 17).
2.

That all parties be enjoined from interfering with the quiet use, possession, and title

17
18

of the subject property (described in Paragraph 1 immediately preceding) in the Plaintiff.

19

3.

For an award of attorney fees and costs.

20

4.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

21

DATED this

/7 ~ay of April, 2000.

22
23

24
25

26
27
28

JOHN R. MAGNUS~
Attee.crY for Plaintiff

)
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.1

2

I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was served upon the
-",

3

"

IY'

following via first-dass mail, postage prepaid and facsimile trnnsmission, this
April, 2000:

5
6

7

8
9

10

Christie Cunnington
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho State Department of Lands
954 W. Jefferson
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-7000
Fax No. (208) 334-2339
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ALAN G. LANCE
Attorney General
State of Idaho
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Chief, Natural Resources Division
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Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Lands
954 West Jefferson Street
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MINING COMPANY,
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STATE OF IDAHO'S ANSWER

--------------------------)
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY
The State ofIdaho ("State"), Intervenor-Respondent, by and through its attorneys of
record, hereby answers the Preliminary Statement ofReasons for Appeal in this matter filed by
Appellant Aberdeen Mining Company ("Aberdeen") on or about January 10,2000, in
accordance with 43 C.F.R. § 4.414 and the Board's Order of February 23,2000.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The State adopts the procedural background of this matter set forth by the Unite~States
Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") in the BLM's April 21, 2000, Answer.

.
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UNDISPUTED FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The State adopts the undisputed facts of this matter as set forth by the BLM in its April
21,2000, Answer, with the following additions:

Facts as stated in the Affidavit of Christie Cunnington, and attachments.
Facts as stated in the Affidavit ofSharon Murray, and attachments.

DISCUSSION
I.

The Department Of The Interior Has Jurisdiction To Affirm The BLM's
Determination In This Matter.
In Section C of its April 21, 2000, Answer, the BLM asserts that " ... the BLM concedes

that the agency may no longer have jurisdiction over Aberdeen's mineral records or this matter.
Furthermore, we respectfully assert that the Board may also lack jurisdiction." BLM's Ans~~r at
9. The BLM concludes:
Therefore, the BLM believes that we had the authority to decide that these
claims are null and void for the purpose of eliminating invalid claims and, at the
very least, for the purpose of closing our own files. However, we concede that ~
agency and the Department may lack further jurisdiction over this matter.
Id. (Emphasis added.) In its conclusion immediately following the preceding quote, the BLM

" ... respectfully requests that the Board affirm the decision of September 3, 1999."
The State generally concurs with this analysis by the BLM, but wishes to point out to this
Board that the only thing the State seeks, by intervention in this appeal, is for this Board 'to
affirm the subject September 3, 1999, decision of the BLM. As implied in the BLM's
conclusion to its Answer, this Board has the authority to rule on matters concerning "[t]he use
and disposition of public lands and their resources ... ", and would have authority to affirm the
BLM decision. 43 C.F.R. § 4.1(b)(3). The State is not requesting this Board to exercise any
further jurisdiction over this matter, simply affirmance of the BLM decision.
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IBLA case law supports this Board affinning the BLM decision below. In George

Antunovich, this Board was presented with an appeal of a detennination by the BLM Nevada
State Office that the appellant's mining claims were void ab initio on a rationale the same as the
appeal at hand, i.e. the claims had been located on lands that had been granted by Congress to the
State after title to the lands had passed to the State. This Board affinned the State Office
decision without question as to its jurisdiction to affinn, citing 43 C.F.R. § 4.1. George

Antunovich John E. Curran, 76 IBLA 301, 311, 90 J.D. 464 (1983). Clearly, in cases such as
Antunovich and the instant appeal, a party adversely affected would have the opportunity to
appeal BLM's determination since it is a decision that involves the disposition ofpublic lands.
This Board has jurisdiction to a:ffinn BLM's decision, and the State does not seek this
Board to assert any further jurisdiction over the matter at this point in time on the matters'
presented in the appeal.

II.

Aberdeen's Claims Are Null And Void Ab Initio.
A.

The BLM's Legal Argument Supports Affirmation Of The BLM Decision Below.

The State adopts the arguments that BLM set forth in Sections A and B set forth by the
BLM in its April 21, 2000, Answer, and asserts that this Board should uphold the BLM's
detennination that the claims at issue in this appeal are void ab initio.

B.

Mining Claims Placed On Land Subject To State Grants Are Considered
Null And Void Ab Initio.

The issue before this honorable tribunal is not a new one. It has been well settled that
"[l]and which has been conveyed to a state without a mineral reservation to the United States is
not available for the location of mining claims, and a mining claim located on such land after it is
so conveyed is null and void ab initio." DavidA. Smith, 128 IBLA 249,250 (1994).
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Appellant admits that the attempted mining claims are located wholly upon land, which,
between 1940 and 1951, was the State ofIdahots land after passage of the Jones Act in 1927.
Aberdeen's Preliminary Statement ofReasons for Appeal at paragraphs 16, 20 (January 10, 2000) ("Statement of Reasons"). By operation of30 U.S.C. §22, mining claims may only be

located on "lands belonging to the United States" and open according the United States mining
laws. 30 U.S.c. §22; David A. Smith, 128 IBLA at 250. Lands granted to the state, lacking a
reservation of minerals to the United States, cannot have mining claims located on them, and if
such claims are attempted to be located on state grant lands, the mining claims are null and void
ab initio. [d.; Antunovich, 76 IBLA at 310 ("As a grant for the benefit of schools also

extinguishes legal title in the United States on appropriate records, nullifying subsequent entries
and locations under the laws of the United States.:."); Don P. Smith, 51 IBLA 71, 72 (1980);':
John F. Drobnick, 41 IBLA 164, 165 (1979) ("Lands which has been patented without

reservation of minerals to the United States are not available for the location mining claims.")
Thus, BLM properly declared Aberdeen's attempted mining claims null and void ab initio.
The date that the location was made is the date that the IBLA must consider as
controlling in a determination of when claimants may have gained an interest,. if any in the land
located. Antunovich, 76 IBLA at 310. Aberdeen's locations were between 1942 and 1951. See,
Statement ofReasons at paragraphs 16, 20. Aberdeen has conceded that at the time of all of the

alleged mining claims locations, that the land was State of Idaho land, not open for mineral
entry. Similar to Antunovich, the land in question had been granted to the State prior to
Aberdeen's location efforts, thereby divesting BLM of the authority to recognize the claim. [d.
Lands that were not open to mineral entry at the time the claims were filed, cannot later be
deemed valid. David A. Smith, 128 IBLA at 250; Antunovich, 76 IBLA at 310; Don P. &ith, 51
IBLA at 71; Drobnick, 41 IBLA at 165. As this Board stated in Antunovich , " ... even if the
ST ATE OF IDAHO'S ANSWER
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conveyance to the State was improper and subject to annulment, a subsequent restoration of the
lands will not resuscitate an invalid claim. Id. See also, Boone, 32 IBLA 305 (1977); Trull, 25
IBLA 157 (1976) (no subsequent actions can revive life into a claim that, at the time oflocation,
was null and void). A return ofthe land to the United States ownership will avail them nothing."
Antunovich, 76 IBLA at 310. Hence, this Board can rule that the claims are void ab initio and
does not need to reach the issue of whether the State ofIdaho's filing ofIndemnity List 853
divested the State of title.

C.

The State Did Not "Waive" Its Interest lit The Lands In Dispute.

Aberdeen relies upon the Sunshine court's opinion on the summary judgment motion,
which relies primarily on 43 U.S.c. § 851 as it existed in 1952, and the case of California v.
Deseret Water, Oil and Irrigation Co., 243 U.S. 415 (1917) (Deseret), to support its conclusion
that the State waived its right to the claims, ifthe claims were proper base for Indemnity List
853. State ofIdaho v. Sunshine Mining" Co., Shoshone County Case No. 26876, Memorandum
Opinion and Order, February 22, 1988 (February 22, 1988 Opinion), as attached to Statement of
Reasons.
Aberdeen, through reliance upon the Sunshine opinion, contends that Deseret held that
when a state submits an indemnity list, that proposes certain lands as base lands, the state waives
any rights it may have in those lands. Aberdeen and Sunshine's analysis of Deseret is incorrect.
First, the Sunshine court noted that "Deseret dealt solely with the issue of when the state
relinquished its interest in the 'base' rather than when the state obtained an interest in the
'selected lieu lands. '" February 22, 1988 Opinion at 11. In actuality, Deseret involved land in
California that was granted to the state under the federal grant for school purposes (Act of 1853,
10 Stat. at 1. 244, chap. 143, Act of 1855, 14 Stat. at 1. 218, chap. 219, Compo Stat. 191:1,
§4878). Subsequent to the land vesting to California, a forest reservation, which included within
STATE OF IDAHO'S ANSWER
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its limits the school section, was made. The issue before the Deseret court was phrased, as
whether a state may waive its right to land that has been subsequently included within a federal
forest reservation. Deseret, 243 U.S. at 395-396.
Then, the Sunshine court stated that "Andrus goes no further than to give the Secretary of
the Interior discretion to approve the selection ofthe lieu lands", and found that Andrus left

Deseret untouched with respect to when a "waiver" occurs. February 22, 1988 Opinion,
referencing, Andrus v. Utah, 446 U.S. 500, 100 S.Ct. 1803 (1980). The court concludes "[t]he
general proposition, having been established, that a state waives it's claims to base lands when it
applies for an exchange and selected lieu lands, that general proposition must now be applied to
the facts of the case." Id. at 11, 12 (emphasis added). Aberdeen and Sunshine erred in this
analysis by (1) incorrectly characterizing "selection" and "waiver" as legal events that cart occur
or be considered separately, and (2) concluding that waiver occurs when the state applies for an
exchange to select lieu lands.
The State agrees that an indemnity selection operates as a waiver to any right it has to
lands" which was the basis for the selection of new lands, when the quasi-exchange occurs. The
State disagrees, however, with the court's conclusion that waiver and selection are separate
issues. Waiver and selection can only occur together, as shown by the plain language of 43
U.S.C. § 851, which states in relevant part that "the selection of such [indemnity] lands in lieu
thereof by the state ... shall be a waiver of its right to said selections." Simply put, "the
selection ... shall be a waiver .... " Logically, ifthere is no selection, there can be no waiver;
they are necessarily dependant upon one another. They are opposite sides of the same coin,
which must occur together, as provided by the statute. The lieu land provision acts as a quasi
"exchange." No such exchange was completed. Title is waived only when a selection vasts.
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The Sunshine court's reliance on Deseret is misplaced. The precise issue in Deseret was
"whether, when a forest reservation, subsequently proclaimed, includes within its limits a school
section surveyed before the establishment of the reservation the state may, under § 2275, Revised
Statutes of the United States, as amended in 1891, waive its right to such section and select other
lands in lieu thereof." 24 U.S. at 419 (emphasis added). The Deseret court concluded that the
relevant language in 43 U.S.c. § 851 "while not as clear as it might be, operates, as we interpret
it, to give to the state a right to waive its right to such lands where, as in this case, the same is
included in a forest reservation after survey; that is, after title vests in the state." [d. at 420
(emphasis added). The Court continues by stating, "this construction preserves the integrity of
forest reservations, and permits the state to acquire other lands not surrounded by large tracts in
such reservations, which are withdrawn from settlement"; and, "the reasoning [is]. .. best'
calculated to carry out the purpose intended to be accomplished by the statute in question." [d.
Thus, the issue was whether the state had the right to waive the lands in question, even after title
vested in California, not when waiver occurred. Idaho does not contest that ithas the right to
waive its rights to the claims. Deseret does not contradict, but supports the principle that waiver
and selection must occur together.
Aberdeen relies upon Deseret for the proposition that the State undeniably waives its
right to the land when it has submitted the land as base land on an indemnity list. Aberd-een has
not taken into account several factors. First of all, in Deseret, the legislature passed a law
withdrawing that particular parcel from sale solely so it could be used as base land for lieu land
selections. Deseret, 243 U.S. at 395. The Idaho legislature did not take any action to indicate,
and preserve, its intent to waive its vested rights to the land, nor did the Department of Lands.
Secondly, the State of California affirmatively advocated that it surrendered the parcel toahe
United States, where as the State ofIdaho has made no such allegations. Lastly, the action
STATE OF IDAHO'S ANSWER
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before the court was a third party attempting to condemn the land that was, at that time, proposed
as base land before the General Land Office. By allowing a condemnation action to take place,
California would have been denied lieu land for the selection and would have been forced to retain title to land unsusceptible to development. The court repeatedly emphasized how its
decision was one based on equity.
Furthermore, Deseret is incorrectly interpreted by the Sunshine court, evidenced by the
cases Deseret relied on. The Deseret court based its interpretation of 43 U.S.C. § 851 in part, on
the fact that the interpretation was consistent with the Land Department's interpretation of this
statute. Id. at 421. The court observed that
selections aggregating many thousands of acres have been made in reliance upon
it [the Land Department's interpretation], and that no doubt large expenditures of
money have been made in good faith upon -the selected lands. It is therefore urged
that such construction has become a rule of property. In this situation we should
be slow to disturb a ruling ofthe department ofthe government to which is
committed the administration of public lands.
Furthermore, the reasoning upon which the departmental interpretation is
founded commends itself to our judgment as best calculated to carry out the
purpose intended to be accomplished by the statue in question.
Id. (citation omitted). The Deseret court cited, with approval, several Land Department

decisions that formed the basis for the court's opinion. Two of these decisions, in particular,
shed light on the precise nature of a state's waiver under 43 U.S.C. §851, and show that a state
does not waive its right to base lands until a selection is approved.
In Re California, 28 Land Dec. 57 (1899), the Department first developed the rule which
Deseret later adopted. The Department concluded that its decision:

accords with the intent of Congress, and is in pursuance of a wise public policy.
It gives to the State that which she reasonably asks - the right to select the tract
herein described in lieu of the equal tract in section thirty-six, which is complete~
enclosed in the Sierra forest reservation. The selection, when approved. will
operate as a waiver by the state of its right to the tract used as a basis.
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Id. at 61 (emphasis added). Similarly, in Re School Land Opinion, 30 Land Dec. 438,440

(1901), the Land Department considered, inter alia, the extent of the formalities required for a
state to waive its base land, pursuant to 43 U.S.C. §851, and observed: The provision as to

-

waiver applies to all lands in lieu of which a selection is authorized." (Emphasis added.) The
Land Department added that a selection "if approved by the Secretary of the Interior. is
considered a conclusive waiver of all right ofthe state to the basis." Id. at 441 (emphasis added.)
Support for the proposition that a waiver and selection are not complete until approval is
found throughout Department ofInterior's decisions. See, Re State o/California, 34 Land. Dec.
613 (1906), cited with approval in Deseret; Re New Mexico, 29 Land Dec. 264, 366 (1899) cited
with approval in Deseret; Dunn v. California, 30 Land Dec. 608, 610-11 (1901) (selection and

waiver cannot operate unless lands are described in an identifiable manner) cited with approval
in Deseret; School Lands Within the Crow Indian Reservation, 49 Land Dec. 376, 380-81 (1922)
(citing Deseret for the proposition that a wavier cannot occur until a selection is approved); cf
State o/Utah, 71 I.D. 392,295-92 (1964) (the mineral character of the public land is not

determined until the application has complied with all legal requirements). Thus, a close
examination of the decisions that form the basis and the progeny of the Deseret decision
demonstrates that a waiver does not occur until a selection is approved. This is so because a
state selection may be adverse with the federal law.
The State never got past the indemnity application step in the appeal at hand. The State
improperly designated its base lands for the selection. Affidavit o/Christie Cunnington,
Attachment F, BLM Rejection Letter. Indemnity List 853, although given a "preference right of
selection," was never officially approved. Therefore, under applicable law, no "waiver" or
"sel~ction"

occurred, and the defendants could not have obtained title through a "windoW;' under

the Noonan Rule.
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Based on the Sunshine court's opinion, Aberdeen asserts that Idaho waived its rights to
the claims in question when the BLM approved the classification under the Taylor Grazing Act.
According to the Sunshine court, Idaho lost its right to the claims and Sunshine's dormant rights
were activated. However, title to the selected lands had not been vested in the State because the
BLM rejected the application, due to Idaho's improper base land designation. BLM's Answer,
Attachment B, Rejection Decision. If Aberdeen prevails, it means that Idaho would have
inchoate title to some lands yet to be identified, and subject, of course, to the ultimate approval
of the BLM. Nevertheless, it is illogical to conclude that waiver of a valuable right can occur
here merely upon the receipt of an inchoate title. It is not only illogical, but also contrary to the
plain language of 43 U.S.C. §851 and all applicable case law which make selection and waiver
dependent upon one another. It also defeats the purpose of the General Indemnity Act, 43 lY:S.C.
§§851 and 852, which is to remedy the federal government's failure to grant certain designated
sections to the states upon their admission to the Union. Andrus v. Utah, 446 U.S. at 506. The
indemnity law is a remedial statute, and the court should bear this in mind when construing 43
U.S.c. §851.
The distinction between an indemnity selection application and the actual "waiver" of
base lands was clearly illustrated in Wyoming v. United States, 255 U.S. 489, 496-97, 41 S.Ct.
393,394-95 (1921):
It is not as if the selection was merely a proposal by the state that the [federal]
land officers could accept or reject. They had no such option to exercise, but
were charged with the duty of ascertaining whether the state's waiver and
selection met the requirements of the congressional proposal and of giving or
withholding their approval accordingly. The power confided to them was not that
of granting or denying a privilege to the State, but of determining whether an
existing privilege conferred by Congress had been lawfully exercised; -- in other
words their action was to be judicial in its nature and directed to an ascertainment
and declaration of the effect of the waiver and selection by the state in 1912. If ~
these were valid then - if they met all the requirements ofthe congressional
proposal, including the directions given by the Secretary - they remain valid
notwithstanding the subsequent change in conditions. Acceptance of such a
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proposal and full compliance therewith confer vested rights which all must
respect. Equity then regards the state as the owner of the selected tract ....
(emphasis added.) Of course, Wyoming v. United States was reversed by Andrus v. Utah: by
giving the Secretary ofInterior much broader discretion in deciding whether to accept state lieu
land selections. But, Wyoming remains valid for the proposition that significant rights do not
attach until the Land Department (now the BLM) verifies that the state selection complies with
. the Indemnity Law. As stated in Wyoming, a state must first prove compliance with federal law
before equitable waivers and selections are formed. Merely submitting a selection application is
not a "selection", as is intended under 43 U.S.C. §851; it is an application for a selection.
Similarly, as discussed above, a "waiver" cannot occur until the selection is approved.
The land in question failed to reach the point of being "waived." Public domain lanawas
identified through Indemnity List 853 and was
classified under Section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act as proper for selection and
acquisition by the State, subject to future compliance with the laws and
regulations governing indemnity selections.
By the approval of the classification, the State acquires a preference right
of selection. The application is returned for allowance in the absence of recorded
objection ... ,
If and when the selection is approved and certified to the State, the
certification will contain the following reservation ....
BLM's Answer, Attachment A, Decision, Land Classified (emphasis added).
The State's "wavier" and "selection" under 43 U.S.C. §851 was not approved through
this decision, as Aberdeen contends. This Decision is merely the exercise of the Secretary's
discretion under Section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act, now codified as 43 U.S.C. §3I5f, which
authorizes the Secretary "to examine and classify any land withdrawn or reserved by Executive
Order of November 26, 1934 '" or within a grazing district, which are ... proper for acqwsition
in satisfaction of any outstanding lieu, exchange or script rights or land grant. ... " When an
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applicant's selection is approved, a preference right of selection is granted; no "selection" or
"waiver" is involved. See also, State of Utah, 71 ID 392 (1964) (until lands are classified as
suitable for selection, lands are not of category available for state selection). More steps are required before significant rights transfer; as the Wyoming court stated, it is not until the
acceptance of the state's proposal occurs, that significant rights vest.
In the case at bar, the BLM had to first verify Idaho's application was legally sufficient to
result in a "selection" and "waiver." On November 27, 1953, the BLM issued another Decision,
finding that much of the Section 16 at issue contained patented lands and that the non-patented
lands had vested in the state. BLM'S Answer, Attachment B, Rejection Decision. In other
words, the State's selection was legally insufficient. Therefore, Idaho had to offer more valid
base lands; if not, the application would be rejected. Id. Idaho then withdrew its application;:
which the BLM accepted. Affidavit of Christie Cunnington, Attachment C, Idaho Withdrawal.
Clearly, neither a "wavier", nor its corresponding "selection", ever occurred, since no approval
was granted.
Further, Aberdeen and Sunshine discuss a 19-month window. They cited no proposition
of law that reverted the title back to the State when the State withdrew its indemnity proposal.
By giving credit to Aberdeen's arguments, the ramifications could be far reaching. In
effect, every State that has submitted indemnity lists, which contained a flaw, or was rejected,
was divested oftitle to the base land. It also allows this argument to be raised at any time,
thereby greatly disadvantaging the states, and exposing each state to possible huge losses. This
is not the purpose of 43 U.S.c. §851. Gregg v. Colorado, 15 Pub. Lands Dec. 151, 152 (1892)
("The words of the present grant are restrained by words of qualifications, intended to protect the
State from loss .... ")
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D.

The "Noonan Rule Does Not Apply To Aberdeen's Appeal.

Aberdeen's reliance upon the Noonan rule is misplaced. Aberdeen cites Noonan for tlie
proposition that any person who files a mining claim on any property will automatically obtain a
vested mineral right, at any time in the future, should the land may become open for entry.
Aberdeen's proposition, as mentioned above, has been long established as incorrect. See, Trull,
25 IBLA at 158; Antunovich 76 IBLA 301. The IBLA elected not to expand the Noonan rule to
situations like the current one, as evidenced by the Trull case. Id.
The Noonan case arose out of unauthorized mining in the Black Hills, when it was
classified as Sioux Indian Reservation. Against the treaty between the Sioux and the United
States, numerous miners entered upon the reservation, and proceeded to appropriate groufld,'and
to work and develop the mines. The United States entered into an agreement with the Sioux
Nation, on February 28, 1877, to allow citizens of the United States the right to mine in the
country known as the Black Hills, and to respect the claims that had already been established.

Noonan v. Caledonia GoldMin. Co., 121 U.S. 393,402,7 S.Ct. 911,916 (1887). The Supreme
Court stated:
yet it was evident to all that it would soon be withdrawn by some arrangement;
that immediately afterwards the mineral lands would be open to occupation and
development; and that from that time mining claims taken up in the territory
would be respected and protected. With the new agreement the results anticipated
followed.

Noonan, 121 U.S. at 402 ..
In interpreting the Act of February 28, 1877, the Court stated that the miners who were
"then in possession of mining claims, which had been taken up and developed in accordance
with the rules of miners in mining districts ofthe country, were entitled to protection in t;4eir
possessory claims as against the intrusion of others" because "their possession became lawful
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under the new agreement." Noonan, 121 U.S. at 402. The Court, recognizing the possible
injustice, stated that when the reservation land became open for entry, the individual in
possession was "free to take measures under the mining laws for the perfection of their claims."
Id. The Court summarized that, "[bJy this rule substantial justice is done to all parties who were
entitled to protection in their mining claims when the new agreement took effect." Id. at 403.
The Court stated that the "existence and condition of the property when their possession
became lawful" could be used as evidence in complying with the rules in the mining district,
when the miners renewed their location and claim, thereby making a record of their original
claim and location through a proper supplementary one. Id.
Aberdeen contends that the Noonan rule allows for any mining location filed with the
BLM becomes valid at the time the land is open for mineral entry. Aberdeen interprets Noonan
too broadly. First, Noonan was a very fact specific case. Noonan reached its decision from
interpreting the Act of February 28, 1877, and from looking at the intent underlying the Act. It
did not create a blanket mining law. Noonan also only applies to Indian Reservation land that
reverts to public domain. Kendall v. San Juan Silver Min. Co., 144 U.S. 658, 12 S.Ct. 779
(1892); The Oglala Sioux Tribe ofthe Pine Ridge Indian Reservation v. Homestake Mining Co.,
722 F.2d 1407, 1412 (8 th Cir., 1983) (Noonan does not apply to trespass on non-Indian lands);
Union Oil Company of California, 2 Pub. Lands Dec. 200 (1927).
Secondly, Noonan required the filing of a relocation, which Aberdeen failed to do in the
appeal at hand. Noonan, 121 U.S. at 402 ("free to take measures under the mining laws for the
perfection of their claims.") See, Union Oil Company of California, 52 Pub. Lands Dec. 200
(1927). As discussed above, filing a location notice on land that is not open for mineral entry
renders the claim null and void ab initio, thereby preventing any interest from vesting. Nconan
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recognized that a premature filing was void from the inception; therefore, Noonan required the
filing of a relocation. According to the Supreme Court:
[W]here a party was in possession ofa mining claim on the 28 th of February,
1877, ... he could, by adopting what had been done, [and] causing a proper record
to be made, .. , date his rights from that day ....
Noonan, (citation omitted). The filing of a re-location after the land is opened for mineral entry,

is imperative in preserving any right to possession for mining purposes. Kendall v. San Juan
Silver Min. Co., 144 U.S. 658,663-664, 12 S.Ct. 779 (1892) ("Had the plaintiffs, immediately

after the withdrawal of the reservation, relocated their Bear lode, their position would have been
that of original locators. They would then have been within the rule in Noonan v. Mining
Co." ... ); Union Oil Company of California, 52 Pub. Lands Dec. 200 (1927). See, Caledonia
Gold Mining Co. v. Noonan and another, 14 N.W.A26 (Dale Terr., 1882).

Contrary to Aberdeen's contention, Noonan does not stand for the proposition that every
mining location, that is made on land prior to it becoming open for mineral entry, is valid and
effective at the subsequent time it is open for entry. Noonan's holding is contingent upon a law
validating the mining claims. The Supreme Court, while recognizing that the activities of miners
on the reservation prior to the 1877 Act were illegal, held that the enactment of the 1877 Act
validated the mining claims as of the date of enactment, February 27,1877. The Oglala Sioux
Tribe decision stated that " .. .in Noonan and in the present case, the Act of 1877 validated the

original illegal entry as of the date of the Act. There was no such validating statute in Prosser;
the plaintiffs illegal entry never became valid. The Prosser decision did not overrule Noonan.
The rule in Noonan simply did not apply to Prosser." The Oglala Sioux Tribe of the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation v. Homestake Mining Co., 722 F.2d 1407, 1412 (8 th Cir., 1983); E. J.
Belding, Jr., Melinda S. Belding, 96 Interior Dec. 272, 109IBLA 198 (1989) ("There mliit be a

statute validating a prior illegal entry before adoption will lie.")
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In conclusion, Aberdeen mistakenly relies upon the Noonan rule as supporting its
proposition that its mining claims were automatically vested at the time state grant lands reverted
to public domain. Noonan is dependent upon a validating statute, and dependent upon being on
Indian Reservation land. Neither one of those factors apply in this appeal.

III.

Collateral Estoppel Does Not Apply To The State In Aberdeen's Appeal.
A.

Introduction.

Aberdeen contends that the State is collaterally estopped from asserting any claim of title
to the subject property in the Section 16 at issue in this appeal. Statement ofReasons, paragraphs
22-24. Collateral estoppel is a rule of the general doctrine of res judicata. Anderson v. City of
Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 182,731 P.2d 171, 177(1986). "Under the specific rule of collateral
estoppel, in actions involving different claims than those involved in a former judgment, In s'ome
circumstances the former judgment can "operate as an estoppel as to those matters in issue or
points controverted, upon the determination of which the finding or verdict [is] rendered." !d.,
quoting, Cromwell v. County ofSac, 4 Otto 351,353,94 U.S. 351, 353, 24 L.Ed. 195 (1877).
The modem test for whether collateral estoppel should apply include the following: (1)
Did the party against whom the earlier decision is asserted have a full and fair opportunity to
litigate that issue in an earlier case; (2) Was the issue decided in the prior litigation identical to
the one presented in the current case; (3) Was the issue actually decided in the prior litigation;
(4) Was there afinaljudgment on the merits; and (5) Was the party against whom collateral is
asserted a party or in privity with a party to the prior adjudication? Anderson, 112 Idaho at 183:184,731 P.2d at 178-79.
As will be shown in the following sections, there are several reasons why the equitable
doctrine of collateral estoppel should not apply to the appeal at hand.
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B.

Collateral Estoppel Does Not Apply Because Of The Factual And Legal
Distinctions Between The Sunshine Case and the Instant Appeal.

The availability of the collateral estoppel doctrine depends on whether the issue in the
earlier case was identical with to one presented in the instant action. Anderson, 112 Idaho at
183-84, 731 P.2d 171 at 178-79; Richardson v. Four Thousand Five Hundred Forty-Three
Dollars, United States Currency, 120 Idaho 220,814 P.2d 952 (Ct.App. 1991). Aberdeen

contends that "[t]here is no factual or legal distinctions between Sunshine's unpatented mining
claims or Aberdeen's unpatented claims." Statement of Reasons at 4. Aberdeen concludes that
the State is therefore collaterally estopped from litigating the matter again. Id.
Aberdeen's contention, that the instant appeal is identical to State ofIdaho v. SunshltI.e
Mining Co., Shoshone County Case No. 26876 ("Sunshine"), ignores several key points. First, a

major factual distinction is the simple fact that they are separate mining claims. Aberdeen's
Exhibit B to the Reasons for Appeal, Judge Judd's Memorandum Opinion and Order, dated
February 22, 1988 (February 22, 1988 Opinion). The Sunshine case litigated the Blue Goose
No.1, Blue Goose No.2, Triangle, Gail Fraction, SCI 5 and SCI 6, a small area (22.41 acres for
all the claims; 4.12 acres for the three unpatented claims) located on the southern half of Section
16. Affidavit of Christie Cunnington, paragraph 2. Aberdeen is currently litigating the "Wilkie

Claims" in the northern half of Section 16 (approximately 290 acres). Affidavit of Christie
Cunnington, paragraph 3. The second major distinction is the different alleged discovery dates.

Sunshine's claims were discovered between 1931 and 1935. See, February 22,1988 Opinion.
Aberdeen's alleged locations were made between nine to twenty-one years after Sunshine.
Third, the location of the claims are in distinctly different areas within Section 16, with
~

different histories and geological conditions. Judge Judd's February 22, 1988 Opinion reviewed
the Sunshine claims in quadrants of quarter-quarter sections to determine whether there existed a
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"valid mineral location predating the State's title." February 22, 1988 Opinion, p. l3. In
examining Sunshine's claims, the Judge found that Sunshine's claims were located on quarterquarter sections that had valid mineral locations predating January 15, 1927. Id. No such
determination has been made for Aberdeen's claims, and the State asserts that Aberdeen's claims
do not have valid locations pre-dating claims within its quarter-quarter sections.
Fourth, the attempted mining locations of Aberdeen were made over land that the State
has continuously leased since 1951, whereas no lease was issued on the Sunshine claims.
Affidavit o/Sharon Murray, Attachment A and B, Bunker Hill Mining Lease, Foussett
International Mining Lease. Hence, any factual finding by the Sunshine case is irrelevant to the
Aberdeen case.
A fifth major distinction between the Sunshine case and the instant appeal is that
Aberdeen has not conclusively met the requirements ofthe federal mining laws for a valid
discovery. A valid discovery means a discovery of "valuable mineral deposits," which has been
defined as valuable in an economic sense or could be worked as a paying mine. The most
durable and famous test of discovery was first laid down in Castle v. Womble, 19 LD 455 (1894)
called the "prudent person test":
... where minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a character that a
person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing a valuable'
mine, the requirements of the statute have been met.
See, Chrisman v. Miller, 197 U.S. 313 (1905); Best v. Humboldt Placer Mining Company, 371
U.S. 334 (1963);

u.s. v. Coleman, 390 U.S. 599 (1968); Thomas v. Mortno ,408 F. Supp. 1361

(D. Ariz., 1976) affirmed 552 F2d 871 (9 th Cir., 1977)(there must be sufficient quality and

,

quantity to justify the expenditure of money for the development of a mine). A profitable mining
operation has always been considered as the best evidence of the discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.
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Aberdeen has conceded that its mining claims must meet the validity requirements of the
federal mining law. Judge Judd posited the question of whether "Sunshine ever [made] a valid

--

location of the disputed Section 16 claims?" February 22, 1988 Opinion at 6. Judge Judd's written opinion failed to address the issue of whether Sunshine had a valid discovery, as required
by the Mining Law of 1872,30 U.S.C. 22. U.S. v. Gunn, 7 IBLA 237 (1972). Therefore, it
should be presumed, for purposes of this argument, that the Shoshone County court concluded
that Sunshine met the valid discovery requirement ofthe Mining Law of 1872.
Thus, Aberdeen's mining claims that are the subject ofthe instant appeal, are factually
distinct from the Sunshine case. With respect to Aberdeen's claims, the viability of
economically mining any mineral resource has never been determined, and Aberdeen has not
delineated sufficient ore reserves to warrant the expenditure of developing a mine with the
reasonable anticipation that a profitable mining operation would result. Affidavit ofSharon
Murray, paragraphs 4,5. See, U.S. v. New Mexico Mines, Inc., 3 IBLA 101 (1971).
Finally, there was no fmding of fact in the Sunshine case as to whether Sunshine had refiled its application, as required by Noonan. Therefore, it should be presumed for the purposes
of this argument, that the Shoshone County court concluded that Sunshine had re-filed its
application, as it is a necessary requirement of Noonan. Aberdeen has pled that it filed its
location notices between 1940 and 1951, but has not met the requirement of filing a subsequent
location notice after the land reverted to public domain, distinguishing the appeal at hand further
from the Sunshine case.
Thus, there are significant factual and legal distinctions between the appeal at hand and
the Sunshine case, and the State (or the BLM) should not be collaterally estopped from
challenging Aberdeen's rights in the land at question in this appeal.
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C.

The State Cannot Be Collaterally Estopped.

The State asserts as an alternative argument that even if the criteria for collateral estoppel
was met in the case at hand, this Board should not collaterally estop the State or the BLM from
establishing title to the school endowment lands in question.
A line of United States Supreme Court cases has examined the issue of whether the
federal government can be subject to offensive nonmutual collateral estoppel, the type of use of
collateral estoppel that Aberdeen attempts to use against the State in the appeal at hand. As a
general rule, the cases have held that the function and composition of the government precludes
application of the doctrine of collateral estoppel. See, United States v. Mendoza, 464 U.S. 154,
104 S. Ct. 568 (1983); United States v. Stauffer Chemical Co., 464 U.S. 165, 104 S.Ct. 575,7-8

L.Ed.2d 388 (1984) (collateral estoppel will apply against the government only if mutuality of
parties exists.); INS v. Hibi, 414 U.S. 5, 8, 94 S. Ct. 19,21 (1973).
The policy rationale behind Mendoza, that government litigation factors differ from
l

private litigants , applies to the state government in the same manner as to the federal
government. Hercules Carriers, Inc. v. Claimant State of Fla., Dept. of Transp. 768 F.2d 1558
(11 th Cir. (Fla.), 1985); Bogle Farms, Inc. v. Baca, 122 N.M. 422, 925 P.2d 1184 (1996); Gould

I Mendoza stressed that applying nonmutual issue preclusion against the government threatens to "thwart the
development of important questions of law' by not allowing the government to develop different lines of cases in
different courts on issues of substantial public significance. Mendoza, 464 U.S. 154, 160, 104 S.Ct. at 572. This
reasoning suggests that courts must shape the collateral estoppel rules to preserve the ability of state governments to
develop their law. The unrestrained application of nonmutual collateral estoppel against state governments would
undermine the legal system's self-correction mechanisms by prohibiting other courts from reconsidering previously
adjudicated issues. More importantly, if the initial consideration of an issue of law were automatically to preclude
reconsideration of the issue outside of direct appellate review, state governments would find it extremely difficult to
calculate the consequences of a particular trial given the uncertain long-term ramifications. Hence, a categorical
rule allowing nonmutual collateral estoppel against a state would greatly diminish the ability of states to make
rational settlement and resource-allocation decisions. This is directly applicable to the issue at hand b~cause the
Land Board, comprised purely of elected officials, is the ultimate authority over public lands in the State of Idaho
and makes litigation decisions for the Department of Lands. Idaho Code § 58-101 (Idaho Department of Lands is
administrative instrumentality for Land Board); 58-104 (authorities of Land Board over public lands of the state).
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v. Department ofHealth and Social Services for the State of Wisconsin, 216 Wis.2d 356, 576
N.W.2d 292 (Wis., 1998) (A state is much more likely to litigate same legal issue against
different parties, and the legal issues often have complex consequences for the government arid
individuals). Bogle holds that a strong public interest in state trust lands act as a heavy
countervailing equity to the use of collateral estoppel against the State. Bogle, 925 P.2d at 1190,
1191. The land in question is public school endowment land that was granted to the State for the
support of public schools. The State of Idaho has been receiving rental income from the subject
property since 1951, which is credited to the public school fund. Affidavit ofSharon Murray,
Attachments A and B, Bunker Hill Lease, Faussett International Lease. The strong public interest
in this land is reflected in the constitutional directives to the Land Board for management of the
public school lands " ... in such a manner as will s-ecure the maximum long term financial return
to the institution to which granted .... " Idaho Constitution, art. 9, sec. 8. As with the State of
New Mexico in Bogle, Idaho has a nondelegable duty to manage this particular parcel, as a
trustee, for the development of public education. Id. Permitting the use of collateral estoppel
against the State could place a huge burden upon the State for the number of cases it would need
to pursue on appeal. 2
Additionally, Mendoza's reasoning applies to states, in that allowing collateral estoppel
would stifle the development of important questions oflaw, in areas involving public policy by
freezing, as final, the first decision on a particular issue. Bogle, 925 P.2d at 1190. A salient point
is that different administrations make different policy choices, and that freedom is fundamental
for a government to function. 3

2 Consistent with the INS v. Hibi, 414 U.S. at 79, 94 S. Ct. at 82, analysis, currently the State needs to evaluate a
number of factors including the State's limited resources (by its nature and constitutionally charged dtrties, it is
inherent that a state will be involved in a far greater number of cases than even the most litigious private entity), and
consider crowded court dockets. See, Mendoza, 464 U.S. 154, 104 S.Ct. 568 (1984).
3 Mendoza

also justifies its decision because of the recognized need to allow the executive branch flexibility to take
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Furthennore, questions of statutory interpretation, such as this case, have been
characterized as ''unmixed questions of law" that are not appropriate for application of the
collateral estoppel. United States v. Stauffer Chemical Co., 464 U.S. 165, 104 S.Ct. 575, 78 L.Ed.2d 388 (1984); Seneca Nation ofIndians v. State o/New York, 26 F.Supp.2d 555 (1998)
("Collateral estoppel is less favored when the issue to be precluded is a legal one, and least
favored when it is one of statutory construction. "), citing, United States ex. rei Stinson, Lyons,

Gerlin and Bustamante, P.A. v. Blue Cross Blue Shield o/Georgia, 755 F.Supp. 1040, 1046
(S.D. Ga., 1990); American Federation o/Government Employees v. Federal Labor Relations

Authority, 853 F.2d 1458,266 U.S.App.D.C. 362 (1987); American Postal Workers Union v.
United States Postal Service, 736 F.2d 317, 318-19 (6 th Cir., 1984)(standing for the proposition
that a government entity should not be barred from arguments in a different forum over tlie s'ame
statute, especially when lacking mutuality of parties). Further, the Supreme Court has long
recognized that '''[w]here ... a court in deciding a case has enunciated a rule oflaw, the parties
in a subsequent action upon a different demand are not estopped from insisting that the law is
otherwise.'" Montana v. United States, 440 U.S. 147, 162,99 S.Ct. 970,59 L.Ed.2d 210 (1979),

quoting, United States v. Moser, 266 U.S. 236, 242, 45 S. Ct. 66, 69 L.Ed. 262 (1924).
Outside of Mendoza, the Supreme Court has recognized the unique position the
government is in by recognizing equitable doctrines such as laches and acquiescence prevent
application of the collateral estoppel doctrine's application. Bogle 925 P.2d at 1190, citing,

United States v. California, 332 U.S. 19,40,67 S.Ct. 1658, 169,91 L.Ed 1889 (1947).

different positions on a given issue in order to control litigation strategy and avoid binding later administrations to
their predecessor's positions. The courts should not try to undercut the state's election purpose. Elections allow the
people to force government to respond to varying social, political, economic, and technical circumstances in ways
that sometimes contradict past practices. The change in elected officials helps support the executive'~ claim to
legitimacy, yet make changes that reflect the publics views. The Department of Lands' litigation de~sions are
ultimately made by the Land Board, which is composed of five elected individuals: the Governor, the Secretary of
State, the Comptroller, the Attorney General, and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Idaho Constitution
art. 9, sec. 7; Idaho Code § 58-101. Indicative of this type of board is changing policy, including changing
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This tribunal should hold consistent with the reasoning of the Supreme Court in that:
The Government, which holds its interests here as elsewhere in trust for all the
people, is not to be deprived of those interests by the ordinary court rules
designed particularly for private disputes over individually owned pieces of
property ....

Id.
Aberdeen has acquiesced to State title to the lands in dispute by its dismissal, with
prejudice, of its 1954 quiet title action that was filed against the State for the same parcels
of land. Affidavit of Christie Cunnington, Attachment D, Dismissal With Prejudice.
Further, Aberdeen waited 46 years to contest the issue again, and waited twelve years
after the Sunshine decision. Aberdeen is asking this tribunal to take a decade old decision
from a state district court, and apply it as law in this proceeding. The Sunshine case was
one of first impression for the State ofIdaho, and has not been re-litigated. Allowing
such a decision to have far-reaching impacts upon the State, would be an injustice to the
public and its interest in public education. Equity demands that collateral estoppel be
denied.

D.

Collateral Estoppel Cannot Be Applied When The Prior Tribunal
Was Without Subject-Matter Jurisdiction.

Collateral estoppel cannot be asserted against a party if the proceeding in the prior
case was without subject matter jurisdiction. State ofIdaho v. One 1955 Wi/lys Jeep, 100
Idaho 150,595 P.2d 299 (1979). The State asserts that it filed the quiet title action
against Sunshine Mining Company in the Shoshone County District Court in error, and
that the Shoshone County District Court did not have subject matter jurisdiction over the
issue before it, thereby rendering the final jUdgment invalid for collateral estoppel

litigation agendas.
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purposes. Id.; Marrese v. American Academy o/Orthopedic Surgeons, 470 U.S. 373, 383
(1984); Harrison v. Gemdrill Intern., Inc., 981 S.W.2d 714 (1998).

A state court does not have subject matter jurisdiction for quiet title actions that involves
the United States, due to the sovereign immunity of the United States. 4 28 U.S.c. § 1346(f);
McClellan v. Kimball, 623 F.2d 83 (9th Cir. (Ariz.), 1980); Brown v. Johnson, 373 F.Supp. 973

(S.D. Tex., 1974). Where the United States may have a vested interest in the land, and where the
United States has not consented to jurisdiction, via initiating the claim, exclusive jurisdiction is
in the federal courts. 28 U.S.c. §2409a. The State ofIdaho filed the Sunshine case in 1988,
asking the court, in essence, to determine that the State, not the United States, held title to the
property holding Sunshine's claims. Sunshine counter-claimed to quiet title, but such counterclaim to quiet title was dependent on the state court finding that the United States has title to·the
property. The United States was, in the Sunshine case, an indispensable party when the court
must adjudicate the rights thereof. Cardinal Petroleum Co. v. Northern Pac. Ry. Co., 193
N.W.2d 131 (N.D., 1971); Livermore v. Beal, 18 Cal.App.2d 535, 64 P.2d 987 (Cal.,
1937)(actions to quiet title to lands claimed to be that of the United States, requires the United
States to be a necessary party); Provident Tradesmens Bank & Trust Co. v. Patterson, 390 U.S.
102,88 S.Ct. 733, 19 L.Ed.2d 936 (1968) (there can be no binding adjudication of a person's
rights in the absence of that person).
Further, the Sunshine court made determinations of the validity of Sunshine's locations.
General statutory provisions have charged the Land Department, as a special tribunal, to
determine the validity of mining claims. 43 U.S.C. § 1201. The Department ofInterior of the
United States has substantially exclusive jurisdiction to determine questions of fact, such as

The United States would include one or aU of the following: the Bureau of Land Management; Department of
Interior and the Secretary ofInterior.

4
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determining the disposition, acquisition, and control of the public lands.

u.s. Through the

Farmers Home Admin. v. Redland, 695 P.2d 1031 (Wyo., 1985); Perry v. Erling, 132 N.W.2d

889 (N.D., 1965). To detennine whether a party has met the qualifications for a federal right is
exclusively within the province of the Department of Interior and the federal courts. See, Perry
v. Erling, 132 N.W.2d 889 (N.D., 1965).

Thus, the ultimate issue before the state court in Sunshine was whether the United States
acquired title to certain lands, thereby divesting the State of title. The State cannot be bound by
collateral estoppel to a prior decision made without subject matter jurisdiction, and the Sunshine
case cannot collaterally estop the State before this Board.
CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests this Board to affinn the September 3, 1999, decision

of

the BLM declaring Aberdeen's mining claims, that are the subject of this appeal, null and void.
For the reasons set forth in the BLM's Answer, and the reasons set forth in the State ofIdaho's
Answer as discussed above, Aberdeen has no legal interest in the subject land. Furthennore,

Aberdeen cannot collaterally estop the State from litigating the issues in the present appeal
because of factual and legal distinctions, collateral estoppel cannot be applied to the State for
equitable reasons, and the Sunshine Court lacked jurisdiction over that quiet title matter.
DATED THIS

~day of April, 2000.

~QA:~

CHRISTIE A. CUNNINGTON
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Lands
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